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AUCUSTA TOPICS.

MldCELL ANEOUA.

notices.

hpecial.

Organized

W. D, LITTLE & CO.,

in

to the danger that threatens the
liberties of the people. Corporations and
are
doomed. It is but a question
syndicates
of time and not far off. This strike is opening the way for government control of railThe right will triumph in the end.
roads.
It is through turmoil, strife and suffering
that great principles are established.”

Strength

While Uncle Sam’s Old Soldiers at
Togus Are Mustered Out.

THE FLAMES.

Established la 1843.

NO. 31 EXCHANCE STREET.

An

NOTICE, NO. 3.

NOW IS THE TINE TO HAVE YOUR
FADED or SOILED
GARMENTS
for Winter.
them to

Take

Foster's Forest City Die House,
NO. 13 PREBLE ST.
Tailorai’ Pmknt-B

Employed.

sneodly

octl7

Absolutely

Trowbridge.

doz. $9.
Vox l.audi. Krnst Leslie. *1.00; per doz. $9.
Dow'. Ke.poa.rH and ttraieace.. 80c.; per
doz. *7.20.
Perkin.’ ■:».< Aaihem..
*1.00; per doz. *9.
and many others. 1’lease send for lists and
descriptions.

Sinking Societies and Clubs need
Emetunn
Chorn.
as
Chorus Hooks,
Book. *1.
Perkin.' filer and Chorus Hook. $1,
Apograph. Zerrahn. $1.
(oarer! Meleetiou.. Emerson. *1.
Also the Choruses of the Oratorios. (See

lists.)
Cantata. (Classic), as Mendelssohn’s Christus,
40 ets.: Rheinberger’s
Cbristoforus, *1.;

Three Holy Chrildren, Stanford, $1.; Fair
Meluslua, Hofmann, 76c.; Wreck of the
Hesperus. Anderson, 36 ets.; Hattie of the
Huns, Zollner, 80 ets.
Cautatu. (Scenic). Joseph’s Bondage, Chadwick. *1.; Ruth aud Naomi, Damrosrh. *1.
Rebecca. Hodges, (easy) 66 ets.; Esther,
60 ets.

Also more than a hundred Dltw., containing
the best and sweetest of sacred music.
Any Hook JVlailrd for the Kelnil frice.
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OUR

Sharp, close buyers appreciate fine stylish durable goods when they can buy them lower than
cheap and medium guods are sold. We shall com
tinue our Special Cost Sale for a few days only.
040 pairs of Ladles' Fine French Kid Hoots, manufactured by .lames Boyd & Sons, and A. Garshin
& Sou, N. Y.,the best on earth for $4.50, former
price *6 to $0. G40 pairs of Gentlemen's Newark. N. J Goods, aft hand sewed and custom
made, well known to the trade, Only 83,73,
never sold In any store less than $7.00.
We have
them In Button, Congress and Balmorals, all sizes
and half sizes, widths AA, A, B, C and I). We
stocked

on

goods and desire
for Spring Goods,

fine

to sell

and make room
as we
propose to make our New Store THE STORK
for business by selling solid, durable goods at
that will defy competition. Our ltent ant
xpeuses Invites you to buy your
at once

Erices

BOOTS AMD
—

AT

ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold a
competition with the multitude of low test, slier
alum
or phosphate powders.
Sold only It
weight
cams.
Royal Raking Powder Co.. 100 w«l

St., N. Y.

1y2d&wtf

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by tin
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97

Terms- Eight Dollars a Year. To mail sub
scrlhers, Seven Dollars a Year.il paid In aovatici
Kates or arvekiisinu—One inch ol spact
the length of column, or twelve lines uonparie
constitutes a “square.”
(1.60 per square, daily, first week; 76 centspei
week after; three insertions or less, (1.00con
tlnuing every other day after first week, 60 cents
Half square, three lusertions or less, 76 cents
one week, (1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of "Amusements” and Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three Riser
tlons or less. (1.60.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Published every Thursday Morning, at (2.6C
a year; II paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted In the “Maine State
Press” (which lias a large circulation In every
part of the State) for (1.00 per square for first in
sertion. and 60 cents per square for cacli subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Washington, Feb. 3.
The indications for New England are
fair weather, slight changes in temperature,
light to fresh westerly winds, shifting to
northerly.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
Portland, Mo„ Feb. 2, 1S88
—

|7 A M | 3 P M 110 PM
Barometer. 30.07 30.02 30.0*
Thermometer. 18
Dew Point. 6
H umility. 01

Wimi. NW

(Feb. 2,1888,10.00 P.M.)
Observations taken at the
at all stations.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S

of

MEAT

other being substituted for it.

N. B.—Genuine only wiih fac-simile of
Baron Liebig’s signature in BLUE INK
across label.
Sold by Storekeepers, Grocers and Druggists.
iiinSR

fllawlvH

URATEVI'L-COnFWRTINO.

EPPS’S

COCOA.

BREAKFAST.
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural law
which govern the operation of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the tine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps lias
provided our breakfast tables witli a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us many heavy
doctors’ bills. It is by the Judicious useofsucu
articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually
built up until strong enougU to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there Is a weak point. We may escape many a
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame."
Civil Service Oazetle.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus:
IA.BEN EPPS A €•., HOMtEOPATHIC
T&S&wly CHEMISTS. Loudon, England.

CALIFORNIA
—

AND

—

ates have been arranged for out
Eeb. 14ih and 'Alibi
California Excursions:
March I'Jib and ‘Jttih ; on our Feb. 14th Exrur
slou arrangements have been made for those do
slrous of making the round trip, returning any
Mine within six months from date at a saving ot
$20 from regular rates.
Agent for Raymond's Californio aid
Mexico Excursions.
Agent for (look’s California and Mexico

|
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Me 30.02
Ale 30.10
Northlield... 30.20
Boston, Alass 30.22
Block island 30.26
Nantucket... 30.20
Albany, N. Y 30.32
New York... 30.32
Philadelphia. 30.38
Galveston.... 29.88

Eastport,
Portland,

30.10
New Orleans 29.90
Cluoiimali.O. 30.32
Pittsburg— 30.32
Buffalo, N.Y. 30.30
Oswego. 30.30

Cleveland.... 30.32
Detroit. 30.32

Dodge City..

30.12
GrandHaveii 30.28
Marquette... 30.38
Chicago, Jll.. 30 32
Des Moines.. 30.28
Dululb, Alimi 30.42

18
22
8
20
24
22
24
30
32
00
30
32
30
60
54
68
60
34
32
22
24
30
20
60
28
30
32

32|

32
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dured are the agencies that are calling many
It is the intena comrade to his long rpst.
tion of the Governor to add to the Unitarian
service in the chapel the quartette from the
church in Augusta.
Mr. John F. Chase, an Augusta veteran,
who received 48 wounds at the battle of Getcarried off the field for dead,
tysburg,
and wears a glass eye and has but one arm
as results, has invented an a>rial war ship,
and departed from Augusta for the national
capital tonight to present the merits of his
was

invention
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MAINE.

Chapter.

Royal
Ellsworth, Feb. 2.—The officers of Aca
dia Royal Arch Chapter, Ellsworth, were
publicly installed last evening by John B.
Redman, past high priest. Chaplain Tribon,
U. S. N., officiated as chaplain. A large
crowd was in attendance. The installation
was followed by a ball, music by Grimmer’s
full ^orchestra of Portland.
Supper was
serred by the Village Improvement Society.
Belfast

and

The oldest Business School in Maine.

Moosehead.

Belfast, Feb. 2.—The stockholders

of the

Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railroad com
pany have voted to instruct the directors to
issue bonds for $150,000 on the renewal of
the first mortgage bonds for the same amount
with interest at five per cent for four years,
and thereafter for twenty-eight years at four
per lent ptr annum.
After Evidence.
New' Portland, Feb. 2.—Parties were in
North New Portland last Tuesday, in quest
of proof to be used in the coming trial of the

the two men arrested, spent a night, was of
importance. They had it securely locked up.

facilities ottered. Experienced teachers in
each Department and thorough Instruction

guaranteed. Short-haml and Type-writing
taught by a practical Stenographer. Sessions
six days and live evenings. Rates very low.
Catalogue free. Any additional information
furnished.
Address,
cheerfully
L. A. CRAY. A M.. Principal.
1anl7

ALICE C. MOSES,
3 DEERINC PLACE.

Elocution

and

no

Literature.

Delsarte Expression

a

Specialty.

Kkkkkf.nck—Prof. Moses True Brown. Boston
School of Oratory.
dee8

_

eodtf

haines,richardson&co.
—

HEALERS

IN

—

SOUTHERN TINE LUMBER.

A full assortment of sizes and lengths of timber
and ulank in stock at our yard on Brown’s Wharf.
8peclal attention given to sawing orders at southern nulls.

Office 322 Commercial

St.,

nnvu-odU_I’OItTI.AXU, MK
TlessHiifer’s Notice
Office of the Nlieiifl of Cumberland County, State
of Maine, Cumberland, ss., January ll, A. 1).
1888.

give notice,that on Die twenty seventh
u. 1888, a Warrant m
day of January, A.
Issued out of the Court of Insolwas
Insolvency
Cumberland,
against the
vency for said County of

rums Is to

I

said
HOKACK If. WALTON, of Westbrook,
on petition
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor,
Wed on the
of said Del tor. wli eh petition ■was
to whit n
1888.
A.D.
January
id
h
of
day
twenty -sevi
date Interest on claims Is to be computed.
to
debts
of
®F
any
That the payment
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any proportv by him are forhlddeu by law.
that a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
asto prove their debts and choose one or mow
Court Of insignees of Ids estate, will be held at a Court
Koom
at
the
Probate
liolden
be
to
solvency
In said Portland on the twentieth day of February,
D. 1). 1888. at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under mv hand the date first above writH. K. 8AKGKNT.
ten.
Deputy 8b**rIff, as Messenger of the Court of Inestate of

solvency

for said

County

of

Illuminated.
Hallowei.l, Feb. 2.—The electric light
was turned on at Hallowed, Wednesday eveThe incandescent
ning, for the first time.
system of sixteen candle power is used.
They start with 28 places of business and
the post office. In the spring the company
will light some of the churches and residences. The company have a 500 lamp dynamo, and will probably add the arc system at
Hallowed

Best

Cumberland.
jan28&feb4

distant

day.
Luigi

Oama.

Bath, Feb. 2.—The remains of Luigi
Dama, formerly of Bath, who recently died
in San Francisco, were shipped from San
Francisco, Monday, for this city. They will
be placed in the tomb, and in the spring the
top of the deceased’s marble sarcophagus
will be removed, and he will be placed with
his wife. Mr. llama’s estate is estimated at
840,000. Last year when visiting this city
Mr. Illama informed one of his intimate
friends of the provisions of his will, and
told him that he was a legatee. It is reported, however, that since Mr. Hama returned
to San Francisco, he made an entirely new
will. By this he leaves 83000 to a friend and
a society in Italy, and the ; balance 837,000 to
in San Francisco named Sarah
Baker Smith. The woman is unknown to
Mr. llama’s friends here, and they will make
an inxestigation into the matter.
a

linvfl

flisn.nvArAil

Mia

woman

Frozen in the Storm.

Augusta, Feb. 2.—It is reported that a
colored man, a resident of West Gardiner
was found dead in the snow besides the fence’
in a pasture this noon. lie had a kerosene
can and shovel in his hands, and appenred to
have started during the day of the great
storm to cross the pasture to a neighbor’s to
borrow some kerosene. The snow blinded
him and he fell beside the fence and froze to
death. His name was Charles Alberts. Ho
had received aid from the town. The body
is to be brought here in charge of Coroner
Hawes.

Fire In

a

New York

Or-

in which power is applied to them. This
His craft,
secret he will divulge to no one.
he says, is perfectly under the control
and can be driven
of the navigator
in
any
direction, with the wind or

New York, Feb. 2.—Two mysterious fires
have occurred in the orphan asylum on llfith
street, between nintli and tenth avenues in
The first occurred shortthe past 24 hours.
ly after 4 o’clock yesterday and was discovered by the superintendent.
The fire broke
out in a closet in the second floor of the dor-

hall.Twenty lamps filled
mitory
stored in a closet, but

with oil were
the fire was extinreached.
The
second fire broke out
tnird floor at
about 3 o’clock this morning when all the
inmates were asleep. The watchman on duty, alarmed at the .smell of smoke, began
an
investigation. Some of the children
were awakened by smoke and began to cry.
Their noise aroused the attendants who lost
no time in getting their little charges out.
The watchman found the dormitory on the
The fire which was
third floor in flames.
confined to the dormitory was extinguished
before much damage was done. There were
100 children in the building.

guished before these

were
on the

Loss in Philadelphia.
Phii.adei.phia, Feb. 2.—Fire today damaged No. 13 South Gth street, used by Wanamaker & Brown as a pantaloon and children’s suit factory. The loss is #50,000; partially covered. Robert Killen, a fireman,
was suffocated.
A Child’s Terrible Mania.
New York, Feb. 2.—The fire which
caused so much excitement in the hospital
for ruptured and crippled children, last Sunday evening, and which resulted in one
death, was set by pretty, mild-mannered
and much-liked May Wilson, 11 years old.
She has been in the

hospital nearly

three

years, suffering from wry neck, and was
about to be sent home to her father Richard
Wilson, as cured when the crime was discovered. This afternoon a drawer in the
dining room was found ablaze. The scenes
of Sunday night’s panic were re-enacted and
many children ran to the street while others
were carried out.
Great excitement prevailed. The servant girl who discovered
the fire saw May steal from the room as she
went in. May confessed she was the author
of all the recent attempts to burn the building and said she did not know what impelled
her. Dr. Gibney, the hospital physician,
examined her and is convinced she is suffering from pyromania and is irresponsible.
Her youth will probably save her from punishment if she is sane, although she is really
guilty of murder.

against it, steering apparatus being provided. A speed of sixty miles an hour can be
readily attained. The principle of this air
a

machine, he says, is very simple and but

a

small amount of power is required to operate it. A war ship which will move off with
Mr.
a ton he estimates will cost $50,000.
Chase has given five years’ study to to his
invention and is positive that it can fly with
He has given it repeated trials, his
ease.
machine being on a small scale with six
inch wings, and a clock spring furnishing
The inventor will exhibit a
the power.
model of his machiue to the Congressional
committee which he will appear before.

Heath Post,
forty comrades strong,
visited Seth Williams Post of Augusta this
evening, and a rousing camp-fire was inin.

Gen. Charles Ilamlen returned from a trip
to New York today, and there will be a
meeting of the committee of the Gettysburg
memorial commission next week. The specifications are nearly all in now.

Wednesday’s earthquake

was

distinctly

felt in various parts of the city.
Hanging
lamps were swung and crockery rattled, and
one lady on Cuslmoc Heights was much
frightened. In Read field it is reported the
shock quite violent.
SHIPWRECKED FISHERMEN.
A Week's Suffering in the

Big Spoon

Cold

on

Island.

Rockland, Feb. 2.—A shipwrecked crew
arrived here today by the steamer Pioneer
bound for their homes in Gloucester, Mass.
Their story is one of terrible suffering. They
loft

ninnnovtor

in

.lonuorv

schooner Etta Gott, fitted for Georges fishing. On the way to Eastport for bait, on the
17th, they encountered a severe snow storm
and ran for what they supposed was Long
Island, but the density of the blinding
storm led them astray and they came into
the shelter of Big Spoon Island, near Isle
au Ilaut, and anchored.
Shortly afterward
the wind veered to the north, driving the
vessel upon the shore, when Capt. William
Thompson ordered the cable cut so they
could beach her. They did so and barely
escaped with their lives, by swinging ashore
from the schooner’s bowsprit by a piece of
the rigging. They were fortunate enough to
find a small cabin on the island in which
they remained for one week of the coldest

weather of the winter. They managed to
get the stove and ;soine provisions from the
vessel the day after being cast away and
thus saved themselves from freezing an d
starving. The crew of 11 men remained in
this little cabin until rescued by a party
from York’s Island, who discovered them
from a fire beacon they had burning to atattention.
tract
They remained upon
York’s Island one week, and as soon as the
ice would permit rowed from there in a dory
to ViDalbaveu, arriving there Tuesday. The
schooner is a total wreck, though probably
the sails and rigging and many other things
will be saved. The following are the names
of the crew:

Capt

Win.

Thompson,

Michael Driscoll,
James Frazer,

Tlrreli.
Charles Johnson,

Colson,
James Caller,

-Peterson.

Rousing

Welcome.

Boston, Feb. 2.—Gen. Sheridan and members of his staff, after breakfasting at the
Hotel Vendome, tbia morning were driven
to the cyclorama of Bunker Hill, then they
went to the court house at the invitation of
Judge D evens to meet tha judges of the Supreme Court. After leaving the court house
city hall was the objective point.HLarge
crowds had collected on School street and as
Gen. Sheridan apseared he was greeted with
cheers, which were taken up by a double
line of spectators between the outer gates of
city hall and the entrance to the building.
Mayor O’Brien greeted the General, after
which there was an enthusiastic reception at
Faneuil Hall. The party left at 1.40 for Salem.

Knlshts of Pythias.
Dovek, N. H., Feb. 2.—The eighteenth annual session of the Grand Lodge of Knights
of Pythias in New Hampshire, commenced
here this forenoon. Thirty-four Past Chancellors took the Grand Lodge degree. The
following officers were elected:
Past Grand Chancellor—E. K. Webster, of Pitts
field.
Grand Chancellor Commander—Herman HanJ

son, of Portsmouth.

them in the future were taken. Shenandoah
City colliery worked about a fourth its usutial force. The West Shenandoah also made
Both are Reada break with a small force.
ing collieries, and expect an increased force
tomorrow. The Turkey Run mine failed in
its effort to get into operation, but the Kehley Run mine worked without hindrance.
John Burns, of this town, was caught beating a Polish workman on his way to the
mine and arrested.
Pottsville, Pa., Feb. 2.—The miners’
loint strike committee has authorized the
resumption of work at any individual colliery conceding eight per cent advance, stipulating only that the coal shipped shall be
diverted from the Reading Railroad at the
nearest possible point. The Reading Company had 13 collieries at work today.
NO TREATY SUBMITTED.

Sir John Backs Up th e Denial of the
White House.

Ottawa, Feb. 2.—Sir John Macdonald denies that the Fisheries Commission has submitted the draft of a treaty between Great
Britain and the United States to the Senate.
The Canadian government has not received
He says the
notice of any such proceeding.
Commissioners have reached conclusions on
a great many of the questions before them,
but|there are still a few under discussion.
The feeling gains ground here that some
result will certainly be reached by the Commission, because, as an official expressed it,
they would not have taken months to find
out that they could not agree.

Augusta’s

Poor.

Auousta, Feb. 2.—During the month of
January, 58 families, aggregating 154 people,
received aid from the city of Augusta. Of
these families nearly all were resident in the
city, a strong effort having been made during the year to gather in all who havo a pauper settlement. The total amount of aid extended to these people by the city during the
past month was upwards of $700. The winter months are, of course, the most expensive of the year.
CENERAL NEWS.

Dight.

SHERIDAN AT THE HUB.
Bostonians Give Little Phil a

Harrisburg. Fa., Feb. 2.—Henry J. Bennett, Joseph Cahill and Edward Moore this
morning appeared before Attorney Genera1
Kilpatrick and presented a petition asking
him to issue a writ of quo warranto against
the Reading Railroad, on the ground that it
was violating its constitution
by engaging
The Attorney
in mining and carrying coal.
General called attention to the fact that this
right was acquired prior to the constitution
of 1874 by legislative contract, which the federal courts sav cannot be annulled. He also
cited the fact that the entire matter had once
been the subject of legislative action. He
tooek the papers for consideration.
SnenadoA.11, Pa., Feb. 2.—Chairman Lee
and Secretary Duffy, of the joint committee,
called a meeting of the William Penn miners
last night, but found they had resolved to
go to work independently of the railroad
strike. Lee pleaded for them to remain out,
but over 400 regular employes reported for
duty this morning. A few Hungarians who
work in the Penn colliery were intefered
Precautions to protect
with this morning.

Wednesday

W illlam

Charles

Collieries Once More
Sending Out Loaded Cars.

Pennsylvania

Mrs. David Garvin, of Lenox, Mass., fell
down stairs
evening at a wedding reception, sustaining fatal injuries.
was
re-elected comrnoElbridge T. Gerry
Club last
New York Yacht
doro of the

James Campbell,
John McCannon,
Abraham Johnson,

...

Grand Vice Chaucellor—Oscar F. Kimball, of
Lover.
Grand Prelate-C. W. Tuttle, of Newmarket.
Grand Master of Exchequer—Curtis White, of

Coneora.

_

Grand Keeper of Records and Seal—Frank J.
Plllsbury, of Concord.
Grand Master-at-Arms—John Young, of Koch_

Grand Inner Guard—C. F. Locke, of Lake Village.
Grand Outer Guard—L. M. Follansbee, of
Nashua.
The Official Utterance.

Philadelphia, Feb. 2.—The official utterance of the order of the Knights of Labor
upon the condition of the Heading strike
will be published in the coming issue of the
journal of Union Labor. The paper will
say: “ft is a hard battle and victory may
be long In the future, but the country is

Makes

Reed

Mr.

How

Side of the House

There is a prospect that the flint glass
workers’ difficulties will be settled in a few
days.
The explosion of a boiler on a farm in
Barnesville, Ohio, yesterday, instantly killed
John Arnold and Charles Sullivan, and injured four others.
A caboose car was derailed at Norwich,
Conn., yesterday, and thrown bottom up on
the frozen Thames. Seventeen laborers in
the car escaped with biuises.
Wong Chin Foo, the Chinese lecturer and
journalist, has sued the Dominion government for #25,000 for indignities suffered by
hint under Canadian Customs regulations.
The board of trade of St. John has passed
a strong resolution against subsidizing with
Canadian money the steamship lines making
their terminals at American ports.
The funeral of Professor Asa Gray, the
iistinguished Ibotanist of Harvard University, took place at noon yesterday at Appleton

chapel, Cambridge.

\\ omen living in the southwestern part of
St. Joseph, Mo., are circulating a petition to
have Uooneck and Buelling, the wife murderers, lynched. The petition already has
several hundred signatures.
The Winchester Arms Company has absorbed the patents of the Whitney Arms
Company, formed by Eli Whitney. This is
believed to be a movement towards a combination of fire arms manufacturers.
The Merced Canal, which was opened
Wednesday, is Jthe largest irrigation work
ever constructed in this country, and represents an expenditure of five years of time
and #1,500,000 of money, ft is expected to
irrigate about one-quarter of the huge county
of Merced, which lies in the heart of the San
Joaquin Valley, Cal.
It is reported in the sugar trade in New
York that the secretary of the trust has
gone to San Francisco to make a treaty of
peace with Claus Spreckels, the sugar kiug.
Sprcckels Is to rule the country west of the
Rockies oil condition of not letting any
one interfere with the reign of the trust in
the rest ef the United States.
the Home
The first public meeting of
Market Cluti was held in Tremont Temple,
Boston, Wednesday evening. The platform
was decorated with fiags and banners bearing sucli devices as “Home market for home
lauor,” “A surplus is better than a deficit,”
and “America is good enough for us.” The
speakers were General William F. Draper of
Hopedale, Col. A. S. Colyar, editor of the
Nashville American, Mr. John Jarrett of
Pittsburg, Pa.; and Mr. John F. Scanlan of

Chicago.

Senator

was

present.

’’
The officers are:
President—A. H. Cragin.
Secretary—William (umback.
H. Cragin, John
Committee—A.
Executive
Sherman and Justin S. Merrill.
a reunion on the
resolved
hold
to
It was
second of February in each year.

Association.
the Other

Unhappy,

And Renders the Debates Amusing
to His Brother Republicans.
Sharp Sayings to Brighten the Pages
of the Record.

Happy Maine Pensioners.
Pensions have been awarded the follow-

ing

Maine

people:

Irritated Collector Ross After a

linquent

[Special to the Press.]
Washington, Feb. 2.—There is one very
good way in which to study tlie leadership
of Mr. Reed, of Maine, in the National
House, a subject often touched upon, and
newly alluded to in the PBEseof Monday, in
The
a quotation from the Washington Star.
way to study him is in tlie Congressional
Record. It is not often that ills name Is attached to a long speech, but it appears all
through the Record, from day to day, attached to keen, sharp comments and remarks, which are useful, both to show his
steer their business
own party how to
through tlie House and to draw new attention t.o the bulls and blunders of the other

American
an

INCREASE,

side.
Tiiis

can only be seen by watching and
noting carefully the verbatim reports of the
debates in tlie House. They show where he
puts in, flashes in it might be said, at intervals, sharp shots, that put the barb on words
of his colleagues, and make a sting for the

Take the Recattacks that are in progress.
ord of Monday.
Public Printer Benedict
was being investigated.
To help himself lie
had set up the old cry that Mr Rounds, his

predecessor, had paid a big price for ink.
Gen. Cutcheon was saying: “It seemed to
me singular that so many discharges should
be made when the printing ordered by this
House was largely in arrears, because, Mr.
Speaker, I knew, and we all knew, that
more than a thousand bills that had been introduced in this nouse a week before had
not yet come to tlie file-room; we knew that
we had not yet received the first complete
copy of tlie Congressional Directory for this
session, although nearly sixty days had
elapsed from the time of assembling; we also knew that the rules of the House, which
we had amended weeks before, had not been
returned to us, and have not yet been returned, so that we are not, even now, able to
inspect the amended rules under which we
are acting; we knew also that of all the
pending bills we had not a report upon a
single one printed in time for inspection before acting upon the bill to which it related."
Idr. Reed—But the Printer has spent much
less for ink than his predecessor spent.

Then again, later, when the Democrats,
hopeless of defending Benedict in any way,
were trying to retort by hitting at the late
Mr. Rounds, the debate ran on in this
way:
Mr.

Springer—I move to strike out of the
resolution the following words:
That a committee of five members of the House
be appointed by the Speaker pro tempore to investigate and report upou the management of the
public printlug office.
And to insert in lieu thereof the follow-

ing:
That the letter of the public printer In answer
the resolution of the House be referred to the
committee on printing and printed, and the committee ou printing be instructed to make a thorough investigation of the administration of the
government priuting office during the incumbency of the present occupant and that of his predecessor. and to report to the House at the earliest
to

possible.
Mr. Reed.—Why

putting in the
government printer?

are

predecessor of the

you

complaint about him. How will
investigating a person who is dead help us
to get the documents we are waiting for?
Mr. Springer—The proposition is to inThere is no

vestigate the administration of the office under the present public printer and his predecessor.
Mr. Reed.—But we are not interested in
his predecessor. What we want is to get our
documents quicker. Now. do not make a
partisan matter of this. [Laughter.]
Mr. Springer—There is no partisanship in
it at all. I am always delighted to hear the
•gentleman from Maine on that subject. He
never can understand the right of anybody
else to be a partisan; but when he wants to
act the partisan it is all right.
Mr. Reed—Oh, well, my partisanship is of
such a mild character that it is hardly to be
called bv that name. [Renewed laughter.]
Mr. Springer—If your are going to investigate that office.—
Mr. Reed—What we want is to get our doc-

quicker.

uments
On Tuesday,

the Democrats after a great
deal of prowing back and fourth, passed an
order declaring that on the several public
building bill davs which had iust been fixed.
no dilatory motions were to be entertained.
The resolution providing for this was agreed
to. Then this scrap of debate."
Mr. Iteed—Mr. Speaker—
Mr. Dibble moved to reconsider the vote
by which the resolution as amended was
agreed to; and also moved that the motion
to reconsider be laid on the table.
The latter motion was agreed to.
The Speakei pro tern.—The gentleman
from Maine (Mr. Keed) addressed the chair.
Mr. Keed—I think, Mr. Speaker, that perhaps the time for observation lias passed,
only 1 am glad to see tlio Democratic House
change the rules in the same manner that
seemed so violent to them in election cases.
It shews that they progress.
The Kepublicaus roared, for those who
knew anything about it, knew that when a
Republican House made the same decision
about dilatory motions in election cases to
prevent filibustering, a howl went up ail
over the country.
Here was progress in-

deed.

Van.

The Sand Lot Orator.

Washington, Feb. 2.—Denis Kearney today addressed the House committee on foreign affairs in advocacy of additional legislation to restrict Chinese immigration. Kearney exhibited a map showing the Chinese
districts of San Francisco and said that
Chinese to the number of 75,000 now occupied the entire pioneer district. They had
erected a Joss house close to the leading
Catholic church. He made personal referto Mr. Hitt of Illinois, a member of
the committee, denouncing him for his antagonism to tlie efforts to stop Chinese immigration. It was his intention to stump
Hitt’s district against him for Congress and
pelt him with cats. Kearney dwelt with
great emphasis on the fact that Chinese immigration is increasing at the rate of 40,000 a
year, the Chinese landing at Vancouver.
ence

Speaker

Carlisle's

Health.

Speaker Carlisle returned from Fort MonHe
roe yesterday much better for his trip.
is still weak, however, for lack of exertion*
and his physician tells him that he must be
very careful or he will have pneumonia. He
took a short walk in the afternoon : yesterday. He said to a reporter when he returned:
“I am well, but weak. I need more outdoor
exercise. My physician tells me that I must
not go to Atlanta and Macon next week, and
I am afraid I must obey him.” The Speaker
said the same thing to Messrs. Colquitt and
Blount, who called on him. They are hopeful that ho may be persuaded to go later, but
___

The

Department’s Reply.

It is stated at the War Department that
the reply to Mr. Boutell’s battle-flag resolution will be transmitted to the House before
the end of this week. The Secretary of War
will in the communication admit that it was
determined to return all the flags at a time
when it was thought that no law rendering
such an act illegal was in existence, but immediately upon the discovery of such a law
the executive order directing a return was

It will be admitted that some of
were returned during the interim.
Some of the flags have also been returned to
individuals during the present administration, and this, too, will be admitted. The
for the rereply will include many requests
turn of the flags coming from individuals
and organizations. The argument will be
advanced that there is nothing in the law
requiring the flags in the possession of the
War Department to be placed on public exhibition. The law does require that the
flags on exhibiNavy Department keep its the
requirements
bition, but as it has none,
of the law can hardly be complied with. Of
course it will be admitted in reply that the
original recommendation for the return of the
flags emanated from Adjutant-General Drum
revoked.
tlie flags

The Banks Reunion.

CJ

The reunion of the survivors of the 34th

Congress brought together today ex-Speakers

Banks and Grow, Senators Sherman and
Morrill, ex-Senator Cragin, Messrs. William
Cumback, James H. Campbell, Kussell Sage,
Abraham Wakeman, T. F. Flagler and Guy
The reception to the veterau
K. Petton.
legislators was largely attended. The surviving members of the 34th Congress tonight

boro.

Notes.
The Senate has confirmed the nominations
of I. M. Keene, Wm. Munger and D. F. Tozier, of Maine, to be captains in the revenue
service.
_

Ltli CONGRESS-FIRST SESSION.
SENATE.

Washington, Feb. 2.
The presiding officer announced as a
special committee on the Pacific railroad,
Senators Frye, Dawes, Hiscock, Davis, Morgan, Butler and Hearst.
several atSenator Riddleberger made
tempts to expedite business so as to reach
his resolution for consideration in open session of the British treaty, but the resolution
for investigation of the condition of the
postal service took precedence, and debate
on this was resumed.
Senator Quay obtained unanimous consent
for the consideration of the bill to increase
the pensions of certain soldiers and sailors,
utterly helpless from injuries received or
diseases contracted while in the service of
the United States. The bill was passed.
It provides that such persons receive a
pension of $72 per month.
Senator Kenna secured the floor to reply
to the tariff speech of Senator Sherman.
Senator Kenna said the Senator from Ohio
had dismissed the solemn warning of the
President with a wave of the hand and had
treated the large and growing surplus as a
matter, neither requiring attention, nor jus-

tifying apprehension. Sherman had garbled
words quoted from President Jefferson, so as
to justify his own opinion.
Jefferson had
solemnly invoked a change in the organic law
41./. l.n/1
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Maritime Power.

Fishermen

Unexpected

and
succession of Republican Presidents and
Secretaries of the Treasury bad shared the

apprehension expressed by President Cleveland.
Republican statesmen voicing such

opinions have not been denounced as free
traders. The voices of responsible officials
of the government united in the expression
of apprehensions of the dangers which the

President had called on Congress to avert.
No patriotic American, excepting possibly
Senator Sherman himself, calmly contemplated the unnecessary withdrawal and hoard
Senator Sherman protested
mg of money.
against the President’s declaration that internal revenue should be done away with.
In 1867, the Senator himself expressed much
the same opinion be now so severely criticized and in 1880 and 1882 he eloquently and
forcibly maintained much the same views.
Senator Kenna proceeded to discuss, in detail, the effect upon the revenue and upon
domestic interests of a judicious revision of
the tariff, disputing almost every economic
proposition advanced by Senator Sherman,
and maintaining that the President’s suggestions pointed a way not only to relief
from the burdensome taxations and dangers
of excessive revenue,but also to the increased
prosperity and correction of the innumerable evils without disregard forany established interests.
Senator Sherman congratulated his friend
from West Virginia at having proclaimed
the fact that the ranks of the Democratic
party were closed and a distinct issue was to
be presented to the people. Let the Democratic proposition to reduce taxation be presented and the Republican party would be
found with its old ranks unbroken, ready to
to accept the issue. Let it go to the people.
It was true that since the tariff discussions
of 20 years ago he (Sherman) might have
changed his mind. If he had not done so,
under changed conditions and circumstances,
he would not be worthy his seat in the Senate. It was on the bill to repeal the internal
revenue taxes (in 1867) he made the remark
that the taxes most willingly paid were those
on spirits, beer and tobacco.
So they were
then and so they were today. But within
the last few years complaint had come, mainly from the Southern States, against the tax
on tobacco.
It came from the farmers.
He
heeded it, and in doing so only did what the
Senators from Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee. North Carolina and Kentucky ought
to do. As to grants of public lands for railroad purposes, he reminded the Senator
from West Virginia (who complained of
that system
had its birth
them) that
in the Democratic party, and in the case
of the grant made to the State of Illinois,
He declared among the foremost advocates
of the Northern Pacific grant and the second
Union Pacific law were such Democrats as
Hendricks and Reverdy Johnson. Those
grants were made by the consent of the people, in pursuance to the resolutions of the
Democratic and Republican national conventions ol 1000, and made without regard
to parties, or North or South; for the South
had also a project for a Southern Pacific
railroad.
The Republican party said it
would not strike down any protected industry; that when manufactures had sprung up
by the aid of protection, it would riot strike
them down, derange their conduct or their
plans, or lower the prices of labor. The
Republican party would join with the Democratic party in reducing such taxation as
bore heavily on the people, but would preserve the system of protection by tariff duties as long as necessary, to give Americans
a fair chance in the trade and commerce of
the country, so as to invite foreigners to
with home industry. He congratucompete
lated Congress that the country was to have
a fair, square and manly issue on the indus-

trial question.
The motion to refer the President’s
sage went over without action.

mes-

Senator Stewart addressed the Senate
in support of the education bill.
Senator Call obtained the floor for a speech
on the same measure, but gave way to a motion to go into executive session.
The Senate, at 4.10, proceeded to executive
business, and at 4.20 adjourned.

briefly

HOUSE.

The House passed tne bill amending the
statutes so as to provide that no publications
that are but books, or reprints of books,
whsther issued complete or in parts, bound
or

in series,

or

sold by subscrip-

tion or otherwise, shall be admitted to the
mails as second class matter.
The object of
ihe bill is to preveut the evasion of the law
by which serial books, dime novels, etc.,
escape third class rates, while Bibles and
educational books have to pay it.
Mr. Crisp of Georgia, chairman of the
elections committee, called up the LoweryWhite contested election case.
Mr. Barry of Mississippi advocated the
majority resolution declaring the seat vacant.
Mr. Cooper of Ohio sustained the claims
of the contestee. The matter went over until tomorrow. After the introduction of several bills, the House adjourned.
New

nampsmre veterans.

Concord, Feb. 24.—At this , forenoon’s
session of the annual encampment of the
department of New Hampshire, Grand Army
of the Republic, the following officers were
elected:
Commander—A. B. Thompson. Concord.
Senior Vice Commander—Fred H. Foss.

Junior Vice Commander—James F. Grimes,
Hillsboro Bridge.
Medical Director—Dr. H. B. Fowler, Bristol.
Chaplain—Rev. James K. Kwer, Concord.
Delegate-at-large to National Encampment—
J. H. French, Pennacook.
At the morning session of the Women’s
Relief Corps, the national president, Mrs.
Hampton, was received and welcomed by
She responded
the department president.
with an interesting address.
Later Cotnmander-iu-Chief Rea and Junior Vice Commander-in-Chief Ltnehan were presented.
In tlie afternoon these officers were elected
and installed:
President-Mrs. Mary W. Moore, Nashua.
Senior Vice President—Mrs. 1.aura A. Kinder,
Manchester.
Junior Vice President—Mrs. Addle 8. Hughes,
Ashland.
Treasurer—Miss Flora M Rounsevclt, Nashua.
Chaplain—Mrs. Hannah P. Chamberlain, Dover.

The Third Party Participates In the

Spoils.
[Belfast Journal.]
The post office in Swanville was changed
from the store of E. H. Nickerson to tiiat of
W. R. Mason Wednesday, February 1st. Mr.
Nickerson has held the office of postmaster
about live years, succeeding bis father, Emery Nickerson, in that position and lias
an obliging, prompt and
proved himself to be Mason
is a young man
honest official. Mr.
just comineucing the life of a merchant, having bought the stock of J. W. Hobbs a few
months ago. He stands well in the communhaving been and is now strongly identified with the cause of temperance.
He bad
the independence to cast bis first vote for
President of the United States, and the only
one in this towD, for ex-Gov. St. John of

ity,

Kansas.

the Press.]

Halifax, Feb. 2.—The Gloucester schooner Arthur D. Story, Capt. Ryan, has aroused
the Ire of Collector Ross. She arrived here
from Fortune Bay with a cargo of herring,
and anchored in the harbor, but didn’t enter
at the custom house.
Yesterday she put to
Collector Ross has telegraphed to colsea.
lectors along the western coast to seize the
vessel, the first time she enters harbor. She
is liable to $400 fine.
Advices from St. Pierre say it is reported
that the Newfoundland [government are fitting out two steamers and eight schooners to
The French, howenforce their bait law.
ever, having already obtained an enormous
suppy of bait from Fortune Bay, which will
enable them to commence the season’s fishing one month earlier than usual, regard
Newfoundland’s preparations with entire
indifference.
Collector Ross today received
inquiries
from Minister of Customs Bowell in regard
to the circumstances of the arrival of the
American schooners Moonlight and Whittier
and the possibility of freezing or curing
their fresh fares pending necessary repairs.

The collector replied showing the impossibility of doing either. They bad no facility
to salt the fish and halibut were too thick to
freeze. The vessels could not go on the
marine railway till that concern thawed out
and meanwhile the ten thousand pounds of
halibut were' certainly spoiling.
Upon
receipt of these assurances from the collector, Minister Bowell gave permission for the

landing

and sale of the fares, upon payment
of the regular duty of half a cent per pound,
but distinctly stipulated that this action,
under
these
exceptional circumstances

should not be regarded as a precedent
fish will likely be sold to-morrow.

Or. Crandall’s Statement In the Argus.

By request

of Dr. Crandall, we publish below his letter to the Argus of Monday, relative to the High School building, which we

criticised yesterday:
To the Editor of the Argus:
As will be remembered, there has been during the last two or three years, almost constant complaint regarding the
imperfect system of heating and ventilation In the High
School.
It has been generally known that
the sewerage was in a bad and unhealthy
condition, that the building was uncomfortable during the winter months, and that the

imperfectly

ventilated that
they often became positively offensive. This
miserable state of affairs had existed for a
long time, and was believed to be the source
of a great amount of poor health among
both scholars and teachers. It gave rise also
to almost constant and universal complaint
among parents whose children attended the
High School.
Finally, the conditions became so intolerable and agitation so widespread and general
that the city government was obliged to recognize the situation and meet it. As a result,
early last spring an appropriation of #4000
was made, for the purpose of securing and
putting iu a proper system of sewerage, heatWhen it came to the
ing and ventilation.
matter of letting the contract, instead of inviting proposals or bids from the different
responsible firms in Portland who do such
work, word was sent to the agent of a firm
in Boston, which agent has influential friends
in Portland, to come on and make plans and
submit an estimate,which he did. The plans,
submitted on paper, looked quite plausible,
and were promptly approved by the school
committee and accepted by the committee
on public buildings, of which the Mayor is
chairman. Immediately the said agent turns
around and sub-lets the job to a firm in Portlaud, to execute according to the specifications of the so-called system. The work was
carried on during the long summer vacation,
and was completed and ready for use when
the fall term opened.
Before being tested by the severe weather
of winter and proven to be useful and satisfectory, the bills were promptly paid and the
contracting parties went on their way rejoicing. For a time, while the weather was mild
and but little heat needed and ventilation
could be obtained mostly through open doors
and windows, everything appeared to work
well. As soon, however, as the weather became cooler and the closing of the doors and
windows a necessity, it was found that the
system of ventilation was practically a failure, as will be seen farther along. Later, as
the weather became still colder, It was found
that the heating arrangements were inadequate and that It was almost impossible to
keep the room comfortable. This fact can
be proven by teaohers and scores of pupils.
Such in brief is a history of the job up to the
commencement of the more recent cold winrooms

were

so

fairs.
1 will say in conclusion that I will be at
tbe High School building. Congress street
entrance, tomorrow morning lat ten o’clock
and in the afternoon at two o’clock, and will
take pleasure in showing to all who are in-

exhibition of so-called
terested this last
The peoule must
“modern improvements."
know these facts and it is the duty of all to
see that we have healthy buildings and good

schools.

t«r wf»athf»r

Now let us note the defects In the so-called
system of heating and ventilation, and the
state of affairs which lias prevailed of late.
In the first place, it has been found impossible to heat the many rooms of the building
to a comfortable condition.
This was the
case up to the time the new and admirable
janitor made some radical changes. There
was such a faulty arrangement and insflicient amount of the steam pipes that it was
found to be impossible to generate steam
enough to afford the requisite amount of
heat. In many of the rooms it has been
found on some days impossible to raise the
temperature much above fiftv degrees. Thus
far about one hundred and sixty tons of coal
have been used. As a result, teachers and
scholars have been obliged to sit with their
wraps on, especially on the upper floors.
Many have caught colds from Becoming
chilled, and two teachers and a number of
scholars are out, owing to sickness probably so contracted. The diffusion of the
heat obtained has also been so utterly imperfect that some parts of a room have beeu
cold while other portions have been too hot
for comfort. Upon several occasions it has
been necessary to dismiss classes iu certain
rooms of the grammar department of the
building because it was impossible for teachers and scholars to keep comfortable. Moreover, owing to the iuaaequacy of the heating
apparatus, water pipes have bursted in
rooms and water-closets and flooded portions
of the building, which has caused great inconvenience and additional expense to the
city. In fact there have been so many leakages that there is hardly a room the walls of
which are not more or less wet and stained.
In regard to the so-called system of ventilation, the defects have beeu quite as bad, and
it has been proven to be about the biggest
failure ever palmed off on a confiding and

long-suffering people.

In the first place, reliance was placed upon
old flues in the side of the walls, with registers opening into them, for conveyance of
the impure air out of the rooms. These flues
run from the basement to the roof, and all
the rooms, as situated one above the other,
have registers opening into the same flue. In
order to insure the passage of a constant
current of air through them from bottom to
top a small radiator was set in the bottom of
each one. Theoretically this was a good
scheme, but practically it was about the
worst
failure
that
can
be
imagined. The radiator does not insure the
necessary hot air current through the entire distance of the dues, and hence the draft
is imperfect and variable.
During certain
states of tht atmosphere and certain directions of the wind the currents of air from
the outlet on the roof pass downward and
force the bad air in the dues out into the
In other words, the bad air
school rooms.
formed on the first door may pass upwards
as far as
the second or third doors, there
meet the down current, and be instantly
forced out into the rooms mentioned. When
such a condition occurs, which is quite the
rule in some portions of the building, the
rooms of the second and third doors not only
have their own impure air retained, but also
have forced in the impure air from the doors
below. Hence it follows that the ventilation is a miserable failure, and the scholars
In certain rooms are at times made the victims of an enormous amount of impure air.
Moreover, these dues convey coal gas and all
manuer of bad smells way up to the rooms
on the third door. Such was the case to
day,
as can be proved by both teachers and
pupils. Another part of the schemo was to
Introduce cold fresh air into the basement
through long, square wooden dues made of

matched boards.
These dues are fastened just under the
first door and pass along toward the center
of the building to the vicinity of the boiler
where steam pipes enter into them for the
purpose of heating the cold air which has
been admitted. This too is all very nice in
theory, but it happens that for some time
past the inlet, or chat portion that passes
through the foundation w alls of the building
for the purpose of admitting cold air, has

been buried under from two to four feet of
uo
cold
fresh
and
therefore
snow,
The ends or inlets of
air has entered at all.
thesa dues ought to have been carried above
the damp air of the ground and the snow
banks. Hence no fresh or pure air has entered the school building for days, otherwise
than through the cracks around the windows

Cuakles B. Ciian-dai.l.

Portland, Jan. 31, 18SH.
PERSONAL AND
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THE HIGH SCHOOL BUILOINC.
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Permission.
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plus. General Jackson, Daniel Webster

or

Yankee Skipper.

[Special

original.

Invalid. George Fitch, North Greene.
Andrew D„ father of Andrew Pottle, ltockland.
Mary J., mother of Thus. 8. Genibner, Noble-

De-

Newfoundland Setting Up Business
as a

inrougn the doors as scholars pass in
and out. In the words of one of the teachers “we have not had any ventilation for
days.” As before said, these dues were
made of matched boards, were not lined
witli tin as they should have been, and, as a
result, they have shrunken, aud in some of
them there are cracks wide enough to see
through, which of course admits the had and
This in turn
impure air of the basement.
passes upwards into the school rooms for
the scholars to breathe. It is a matter of
air pupils have
the
fact that most of
breathed for the last two weeks has come
As brief and
or
cellar.
from the basement
Incomplete as this description is, any one
can readily see that nothing could be a greater failure and nothing more unhealthy.
Betwixt overheating aud underheating,
betwixt cold feet and limbs and overheated
(leads, betwixt chills and colds, oetwixt
open windows and so-called ventilators, betwixt impure air generated In rooms aud
that rising from an impure basement, betwixt dry rooms aud those where walls are
saturated, betwixt nervous strain, irregular
eating, and a multiplicity of studies. Is It
not a wonder that more pupils in the High
School do not sicken auJ die? it Is enough
to exasperate a saint to think of the precious
Jives thus exposed to the greatest of discomforts and dangers from day to day.
It is enough to make a saint swear to think
of the miserable Jobbery, ignorance, nonsense, and waste that have characterized
this so-called $4000 improvement from first
to last.
The attention of the proper authorities
has been called to this wretched state of affairs time and time again, but when officials
,are busy “making up slates” and "setting
up fencos," it is quite useless to expect that
anything so trivial as the physical welfare
and comfort of hundreds of beloved boys
A
and girls will receive much attention.
distinguished clergyman of this city who did
more than anyone else to secure the $4000
visited and Inspected this soappropriation,
called system in company with the writer.
After seeing everything with his own eyes
he unhesitatingly denounced it as being the
most outrageous failure he ever saw or heard
of, and feels that parents and citizens ought
to know all about the miserable state ef af-

PECULIAR.

Hon. John Sherman has become a member
of the Horae Market Club.
Thomas Nast has been quite ill In Portland,
Ore., with catarrhal inflammation and is forbidden to lecture.

“I am pleased to learn,” writes Senator
Ingalls concerning the recent fire that consumed his house, "that the neighbors saved
the well.”

Mr. Horaee Davis, who has been practically
chosen president of the California State
University, has been a representative in
Congress twice from San Francisco. He is
50 years old, a graduate of Harvard and a
nephew of Bancroft the historian.
The trustees of Adelbert College, in Ohle,
one of the departments of the Western Reserve University, have decided that it is in-

expedient

to continue co-education of the
in that college, and have concluded to
a
new
establish
college for women, and rnaiutaiu it at the highest graed.
Miss Mary W. Whitney, one of the gradusexes

ates of the Harvard Annex, has been called
to fill the vacancy at Vassar College caused
by the resignation of Prof. Maria Mitchell,
who has long been director of the observatory. Miss Whitney was for some years
assistant to Miss Mitchell before coming to

Cambridge.
A novel development of the insurance
busiuess appears in the petition of Henry
Lee and others to the Massachusetts Legislature asking for the incorporation of a com-

pany whose business it snail be to insure
owners of real estate against liability to persons receiving injury from accidents happening upon or originating fro at such real
estate.
A rumor is current in Washington that
Joseph Chamberlain is not fretting over the
delay in the fishery negotiations, but is de-

voting himself assiduously to

a

daughter of

member of the cabinet. The lady indicated is Miss Endicott, daughter of William
C. Endicott of Massachusetts. Mr. Chamberlain has been twice married and is 50
years of age.
Ford of Michigan is the only graduate of
the United States Naval Academy in Cona

gress, and Representative Wheeler of Alabama represents the Military Academy. In
the last Congress were three West Pointers.
Representative Dargan of South Carolina
announces that he was educated at the expense of his native county at the State MiliAnderson of Mississippi
tary Academy.
was a scout in the confederate army.
Tracy
of New York served in the Papal zouaves.
The sickness of the elder of the two sons
who accompanied Jay Gould in his European
trip has delayed somewhat his return.
Howard Gould was stricken with typhoid
fever at Alexandria, but the attack was not
anntnn.1 nn,l

w/i/i/in

ilaann InKno

n

Knnnfnl

his quick recovery. The delay may change
his father’s plans, however, and ills probable that the Atalanta’s prow will be turned
westward as soon as the boy's condition will
permit. Mr. Gould is expected in New York
before the middle »f March.

Ex-Congressman Benjamin F. Butler

was

the floor of the National House Monday.
Representative Weaver of Iowa and one or

on

two members of the Massachusetts

delega-

tion spoke to him, but hardly any one else.
“Few knew him,” writes the New York
Herald’s correspondent, “and the old gentleHe bears the
man seemed almost deserted.
marks of age. Ho had a stout negro with
him to carry his heavy, fur trimmed coat,

but the mug walk from the house to the
Senate wing of the capital seemed to fatigue
him and he did little more than shuttle along,
leaning on his cane.”
Mr. Milliken on the 1888 Campaign.
[Washington Despaten to Boston Tost.]
Representative Milliken of Maine says that

regard recent events as indicatloss of strength to Mr. Blaine. The

he dues not

ing any

in the northwest be thinks is confined to Minnesota, where free trade has obtained some footing through the persistent
preaching of the leading Republican paper.
He thinks that outside of Minnesota the Republicans are for protection, and that Blaine
is as stroug as he ever was. Mr. Miliken believes that Mr. Blaine will be nominated if
he is a candidate, and he is inclined to think
he will he. Ilf it were left to Mr. Blaine himself, Mr. Milliken says he would be as indifferent to the nomination as he was four years
ago up to within a few weeks of the convention, but he receives every day from a peck
to a bushel of letters urging him to stand,
and he is hardly likely to desert his friends.
Blaine is, in Mr Millken’s opinion, the
strongest candidate the Republicans can
nominate, and the one who will arouse the
If the Republicans
greatest enthusiasm.
cannot elect him, they cannot elect anybody.
He is stronger to-day, the Maine Congressman thinks, than he was four years ago, and
the party is in a better fightiug position.
The man who has no enemies, lie says, is
not the strongest candidate, for such a man
has no friends. Hayes was the most unsatisfactory candidate in this respect the party
ever had. One could not get a cheer for him
out of a meeting without boring for it with
a corkscrew.
Mr. Mililken is especially encouraged as to Blaiue’s chances by the outspoken declarations of Governor Ames and
other Massachusetts Republican in his favor.
He thinks most of the Massachusetts delegates will be for Blaine.

position

The New

Amateur
Association.

England

Rowing

The New England Amateur Rowing Association held its annual meeting Wednesday
evening at the Revere Rouse, Boston. There
was a large attendance, all the prominent

rowing clubs being represented. The following officers were elected for the ensuing
year:
President—Walter Stlmpson of the Arlington
Boat Club.
Vice President—Eugene Buckley ol the West
End Boat Club.
Secretary—Prank Stacey of the Riverside Boat
Club, Cambridge,
Treasurer—(leorge C>rimes of the Mug ililllip
Boat Club, Pall River.
Three new clubs were admitted to membership. These were the Neponset Rowing

Club, tlie Commercial Point Boat Club and
the Rirago Boat Club of Portland, Me. A
new constitution was presented for the Association’s adoption, which was similar to
the old constitution and by-laws, with some
slight changes. After the secretary hail read
it to the members the meeting went into session as a committee of the whole to act on
its adoption.
After some little discussion
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LOOK OUT, RYAN.

George E. Potter, Monticello.
Abram G. Grow, North Herwon.

[Laughter.]
MINERS AT WORK.
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—
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Arch
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long sought for method of navigating the air,
over which inventors have puzzled their
brains for many years. His ship will be propelled by wings and the secret of its successful flight is their peculiar form and the man-

alleged Newport robbers. They thought the
register of the hotel (Quint House) where
Congress Street, Opp. City Hall,
PORTLAND. ME.
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The deatli rate for the last two months at
the Soldiers’National Home, Togus, has exceeded by far auy previous record for a similar period. Old age and the hardships en-
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Excursions.
Agent for Excursions to all Southern Points, Including the famous I.uray Caves, New Orleans,
Jacksonville. Atlanta, amt Washington. For further particulars call or address UNION TICKET OEEICK. 40 Exchange Street. I*orIland. Me.feb2eod2w
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Hatteras. 30.40
El Paso. 30.04
Jacksonville. 30.20
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Washington.. 30.38
Norfolk, Va. 30.40
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See Show Window, 040 pairs Ladies’
$3.00 Boots only $2.25.
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METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
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Puts Darius

[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, Feb. 2.—The annual meeting of
the Sons of Veterans of Maine will be held
in May, from the 6th to the 10th, probably in
Portland. The annual report for the year
ending Dec. 31 shows a membership in the
State of 636, a gain of 154. The number of
cau>ps is 36, gain of 4. The total membership
in the United States is 50,000. Next week a
new camp will be organized at Thomaston,
and there is a prospect that there will be
new ones at Springfield, Lee and Winn at an
early day. The order seems to be gaining
grouud in the eastern part of the State. Com
rade Stanwood of Winn is a great worker
and is doing efficient service. Thos. G. Libby
of Vinalhaven is the commander of the sons
of Veterans of Maine.
At the recent visit of Governor Marble to
the State Prison heiheld an interHew with
Geo. Knights of Poland, who was sentenced
to the State Prison for life. Sept. 22, 1856, for
the murder ofl his wife.
Knights pleaded
for a pardon, alleging that his wife committed suicide, he being over a mile away from
her at the time. As the Governor passed
through the prison Cashier Gould sat by a
window, looking out. Once he glanced furtively around and then withdrew his face, as
if he did not wish to be recognized.
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of Prison Life.

Knowledge

Professor Virchow Can Find No Evidence of Cancer.

Catholics Regard the Ut-

How Irish

terances of the Pope.

Dublin, Feb. 2.—Mr. Cox, M. P., In prisat Limerick, pat on the jail (lrexs without protest, and went to work in the prison
yard chopping wood and doing other labors
of ordinary criminals.
He was visited toon

day and

found in a cheerful mood.

The tenantry on the estate of the Countess
of Kingston have expressed themselves satisfied with the terms offered by the landlord,
whe agrees to allow a 20 per cent reduction
in rents, to pay all costs, and to reinstate the
tenants who have been evicted.
Ripon and Morley.
At a meeting of the corporation in the
Central Hall, municipal building today, the
freedom af the city was conferred upon the
Marquis of Ripon and John Moreley. ExLord Mayor Sullivan occupied the chair and
many members of

Parliament, mayors and
members of the various city corporations
were

present.

This evening, Leinster Hall was filled to
Ex-Lord Mayor Sullivan preits utmost.
sided, and Messrs. Davitt, Redmond, Healey
Plymsoll and a large number of Parnellite
The aucommoners were on the platform.
dience rose en masse and greeted Lord Ripon
Mr. Sullivan opened the
and Mr. Morley.
meeting with a short address, and read a letter from Archbishop Walsh, now In Rome,
apologizing for the absence. E. Dwyer Gray,
J£. P., proposed a resolution, welcoming the
visitors on behalf of Ireland, and expressing
thanks to the Liberal party for Its efforts in
furthering the Irish cause. The resolution
was carried amid great enthusiasm.
Lord Ripon addressed the meeting. He
was loudly cheered, and said be had belonged to a government which voted coercion for
Ireland, but had come to see that there was
no hope in such measures.
The time was
near when Ireland's hopes would be crowned
with success.
He appealed to them not to
allow violence to goad them to commit crime.
He wished to assure English and Scotch
Protestants that there was not the slightest
reason to fear that a Catholic majority would
Interfere with the just interests of Irish Protestants.
Mr. Morley met a warm welcome. The
home rule question was rapidly approaching
The government’s policy
a crisis, he said.
was a pitiful and cruel farce, and utterly
failed to discourage the commission of outrages.

The Pope and Ireland.
London, Feb. 2.—Irish Catholics do not
believe that the Pope has advised them
through pilgrims ol their race. No one has
the right, they say, to hold to any such InterJ
pretation ol his words and to spread such
deceptive news throughout the world. What
the church’s head really did say was that he
hoped for a peaceful settlement of the Irish
trouble. Ho many a true patriot might have
hoped tor a peaceful solution of the slavery
question in America, but did that necessitate
their throwing up everything to the South,
and making no light at ail? Such is the reasoning of the home rulers, and it is borne out
to some extent by the later news that the
has declared in a private audience to
the bishops that the interests of Ireland
would be protected. A private audience and
a public one are two different things.

Pope

Playing

Big

for

Stakes.

Five fashionably dressed

raigned in the police court
day charged with attempting

were

men

ar-

in London toto obtain £30,-

000 from the Bank of England upon forged
or stolen bonds of the Hamilton and Northwestern railroad, of Canada. There was one
other man in the gang whom the police failTn* v also failed to capture
ed to secure.
the bonds. One of the prisoners had passed
as Lord Fairfax and had lived in style at
the Grand Hotel in Paris.
A Scottish Earthquake.
A sharp shock of earthquake was felt in
Scotland to-day. The shocks was also felt in
different parts of England. Reports from Birmingham. Coventry and a suburb of Birmingham show that distuibances occurred
in these places. In Scotland the shock was
especially marked.

Complete

Surrender.

Berlin, Feb. 2.—The tone of the government organs on the anti-Socialist bill Indi-

complete surrender by the governa willingness to accept a two
years' prolongation of the operative period

cates a

ment, and

of the present law and to abandon the offensive amendments.
Prince Bismarck is expected to speak on
the military bill on Friday.
The Kreuz Zeitung says that the War Office has advised the government of the necessity of a serious inquiry as to whether or
not the security of the Eastern frontier imperatively demands an extension of the

strategic railways.
Tha Crown Princn.

According to despatches from San Remo,
the Crown
an {official bulletin regarding
Prince Frederick William, says that a partial thickening has supervened in the anterior part of the right side of the larynx, but
detachment of dead
the left side has diminished. The Prince's general condition is
went
He
on
a
normal.
long excursion today
to Ospedaletto. He was accompanied by«tlie
Crown Princess, the Duke of Hesse, the
in consequence

of the

particles the swelling

Princess of
enzie.

on

Saxe-Meiningen

and Dr. Mack-

Prof. Virchow has examined

a

fragment

taken from the very centre of the trouble in
the Crown Prince’s throat, and declares that
it shows no evidence of cancer.
A

Step

Backward.

St. Petebsbubo, Feb. 2.—Count Tolstoi,
minister of the interior, has submitted to the
Council of the Empire, a proposal to abolish
entirely the Zemstvos. The extinction of

these provincial assemblies will remove the
most important memorial of the rule of the
late Czar, Alexander 1.

Foreign

Notes.

Mrs. Mary Hewitt, the poet and novelist,
Is dead in Rome.
Advices from China state that the City of
Haiyen, north of fling Po, submerged 1000
A
years ago, was recently exposed to view.
number of vases, plates end other utensils of
the Sough dynasty were recovered. A number of disastrous (ires occurred in Hong
Kong, Christmas week. The loss was very

heavy.

The London Geological Society has conthe Murchison medal upon Dr. Newberry of Columbia College. New York.
M. Flourens, French minister of foreign
affairs, is ill. He was unable to attend the
cabinet council yesterday.
Tbe coiumissiariat of Bessarabia bas been
ordered to supply provisions and fodder for
an army of 200,000 men.

ferred

Prince Ferdinand,

accompanied by M.

Stambiuloff and a military suite, has started
on a tour of Bulgaria.
The Court of Cassation in Paris, has sentenced M. Vigneau, who was removed from
the office of Juge d’fustruction for illegal
procedure in the Legion of Honor decoration
cases in the extraordinary menus he took to
get information against M. Wilson, to simple censure, the lightest penalty that it could
inflict.
ft is announced that Queen Victoria will
hold drawing rooms in Buckingham Palace,
London, on Feb. 24 and March 9.
The French government is now convinced
that Archibald McNeill, the London sporting reporter, was not murdered in Boulogne.
Hence Vermershe has been released and the
police inouir' ended.
It Must Have Been a Cood Time.

[Farmington Chronicle.]
The register of tiie Stoddard House bore
the following entry: “Friday. Jan. 27, 1888.
Snowed in. The undersigned Pilgrims were
snowed in here at this date: li. J. Hill, Auburn: A. H. Nutting, Auburn; L. W. Hall,
Portland; J. VV. >\est, Lewiston: VV. H.
tiurbunk, Boston; H. M. Brett, New Bedford; E. A. Whittier, Auburn; F. L. Farrar, Boston; J. P. Stevens, Portland; L. W.
Carl, Portland.” All are commercial men.
Geo. K Maustield, bQ., was ulso snowed in
here, on bis way to Strong to visit bis
daughter. Clerk Page did bis best to entertain the "pilgrims," by keeping a rousing
tire burning cheerfully, plenty of apples upon the mantel, plenty of the best of food
upon the tables, as Is the rule at that house;
and with whist, euchre, cribbage and other
games the time passed pleasantly, business
not once

thought

of.

Assailed

the constitution and by-laws were adopted
as presented, with some few slight changes.
One of these changesspecilied that in future
a third of the entire number of clubs belong-

by Fire and Frost.
[Madison Bulletin. |
O. C. Jones of Starks
narrowly escaped
being burned alive while on bis way from
this village to his home.
He put a lighted
pipe into ills coat Pocket and his coat took
tire, burning a hole through his coat, overcoat and vest, letting a streak 20° below zero
weather onto his sensitive, unprotected
skin.

to the Association should constitute a
quorum at all meetings of the Association.

Ex-Senator Stiles T. Stanton of Connect!ut, died in New York, yesterday afternoon.
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on to Wasliington a few
weeks ago to 866 t*11' S'Bhts, and he looked
so
good purpose that Brother
aroonil to
Colin has lieen re-instated.

_

FRIDAY MORNING. FEB. 8.
We do not read i.oGi.ymous letters and communications. Tlie ij.'imc end address of Hie W1 ftri
for
die in all cases Indispensable. not uecessar ly
publication but as u guarantee of good h*Mh.
ve
We canuot undertake to return or preset
Communications that are not used.

PULQUE!

correspondent of the Belfast Journal
sums up the gubernatorial situation, speak,
ing truly and briefly thus of the candidates:
‘‘A had candidate cannot he got out of that
A

A

lot.”_

hm
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THE PLANETS.

a

representatives from Louisiana are in
They don’t w ant to agree to

quandary.

the 25 per ceut. reduction by tlie Democrats
on tbe ways and means committee, and they
don’t quite dare to reject it, lest they may

have to put up with something worse. Their
proper course is to plot to throw the Presidential vote of tbeir State out of the Democratic column. Tltnt will bring tlie ways
and means committee to tin ir terms in short

order.
_

Mayor Hewitt is now talked of as a promising candidate for Governor of New York
by tlie fiiends of the President, who are incensed at Gov. llili’s secret plotting to defeat Cleveland. But when Mayor Hewitt’s
animadversions of a few weeks ago on the
Knights of I at Dor are re-read probably the
enthusiasm of his supporters will he terrib'y chilled. Hew itt can’t get the labor vote,
and without the labor vote where would the
Democratic party in the State of New York

bring

up?__

The Washington correspondent of the
Lewiston Journal makes tills observation
concerning tho prospects of tlie Blair bill:
“Mr. Iilair is still woiking bis way along
with tbe educational bill, but Idon’ttliiuk
that lie is feeling encouraged. The sentiment more than tlie sense of tlie country sustains him.” This is in accord with the reports of other careful observers. Perhaps
the outspoken declarations of some ot the
most prominent educators of Massachusetts
aguinst the hill have had as much as anything else to do with the change of opinion.
The progress of railroad consolidation
dustiuod to go oil in New England in
spite of temporary obstruction from Legislaseems

lures aim

uovernors.

rue

proposition

w

the Old Colony and Boston &
Providence railroads Is uovv before the Massachusetts Legislature. The plan is to bring
about the consolidation by means of a lease
of the Boston & Providence to the Old Col
ouy for ninty-uine years with a guarantee
of ten |>er cent, interest to the stockholders
of the Boston & Providence. Some of the
Boston business men object to such n consolidation on the ground that the fixing of
such a high rate of guaranteed interest for
consolidate

so

long a period is the saddling of

an unwar-

ranted tax upon the people who are tributary to the roads and must contribute the
freight and passenger charges from which
these high rates of interest nre to he paid.

Senator Plumb’s resolution for

an

investi-

gation

of the mail service is one that will
have public opinion behind it. Complaints
have been rife all over the country of mail
matter delayed or misseiit by the want of

knowledge and inefficiency of employes of
the postal service. If there is any department of the public service to which above
all others the principles of civil service reform should be applied it is the postal service. But the present administration lias
sacrificed that with the rest to the greed of
its party followers, with the result that it
has b*-en thrown into confusion and deprived to a great degree of its usefulness.
It seems that 90 percent of the employes of
the post < dice department have been discharged in the past three years. It takes
time mid a good deal of it to learn the work
of tills dopm uncut, and oven if the new employes had always been bright and smart
men, which they' frequently wero not, they
could not now be efficient and accurate in the
work.
_

Though it was not made very clear in the
in the House on Wednesday under

debate

which one of the powers delegated to it by
the Constitution Congress lias the right to
investigate the labor trouble on the Heading
railroad in the State of Pennsylvania, still
perhaps the action of the Uouse in appointing a committee of five with this end in view
is not to be regretted. The facts of the controversy are what the public waut and what
they have been trying to get for many weeks
The
past with, very indifferent success.
company tells one story and the strikers
another. If this committee does nothing
more than get at the truth and present it in
intelligible term to the public it will do a
good service. But the matter should be approached in r.o spirit of demagoguery or
witli any design to make political capital.
Tlio facts are what is wanted. If it be
clearly shown that the company are to blame
for the present state of tilings we imagine
that it will not long defy public sentimsnf,
but will make such concessions as justice
anu

equity require.

We have received the fourth number of

a

paper called “Medical Classics,” published
in New York. One of its leading articles Is
entitled “Druidic Medicine,” and is therefore of some interest in this State where a
"Druidic University” flourished for some

To show at what a venerable school
our iconoclastic Legislature aimed its blow,
we quote a paragraph from this article, of
which the author is Goraver Anierig, A. M.,
M. D., a king-pin of the Druids, no doubt:
years.

We may divide the career of Druidic medicine
tnlo«eveu epochs: 1) The era of the Gwydliontaid, dating from the unknown and unfathomable
past, and winding up in the days of 1'iydaiu, son
of Aedh, file Great, about 1,<KX) years before the
Koman invasion; 5!) From the time of Frydain to
that ot the great legislator Dmnvallo Moelmutius;
8) From the time or Dnnwallo to that of tlie
Koman invasion; 4) From the Koman invasion to
tlte sixth centurv; 5) From the sixth century to
the twelfth; 6) From the twelfth century to the
year 1874: 7) The era inaugurated in 1874 by
Myvyr Morganwg ai.d Ills associates.
To this seventh era, it will lie noticed, belongs tlie epoch of the Druidic University of
Maine, the central and tragic event of which
occurred when “Dr.” York hung his harp on
the willows and departed a weeping exile.
The Druidic frauds, nevertlie ss, are flourishing in some States if not in Maine.

EXHORTATION.

CHEERING

[Vienna Tagblatt.]

hope

for peace, but in the meantime
get ready for use all the good bayonets In
Austria, and also get ready to use them.
Let us

WOULD

PKIXCEI.Y EXILE.

BE A

[Boston Globe.]
The question now raised is: “Has Jay
Gould gone abroad to avoid arrest?” If so,
he may congratulate himself on having secured enough to keep him from destitution.

TJ
C
(0

[Providence Journal.]
The

February

charming.
Mercury
the evening twilight

starlit sky will be
Saturn will shine all night long.
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evening slur.

oaumi is

Castor and l’ollux on tlie northwest and ProAs ills motion is
cyou on the southwest.
now retrograde or backward, he is slowly apthese
will continue to
and
stars,
proaching
do so until tlie last of March.
Many interesting stars are found in the portion of the
sky where Saturn now wends his wandering
course.
Besides tlie triaugle alluded to, the
equilateral triangle made lip of Proeyon, Sirius mid Betelguese shines brilliantly to tho
southwest; the uehiilous clutter Praesepe
lies east of the planet, visible to the naked
eye on clear nights, and resolved into stars
with the aid of ail opera glass; and, later iu
the evening, the constellation Leo comes up
iurther east, witli its leading brilliant Keguius, and its starry Sickle piercing the skydepths. Those w ho have access to telescopes should not fall to ubtniu a view of this
planet of surpassing loveliness, with his
retinue of rings and moons.
Neptune is eveuiug stai. He is iu quadrature with the sun, oil tlie eastern side, on
tlie Kith, ut 7 o’clock in the morning. He may
be found about t>° south of tlie Pleiades with
a good telescope,and is an interesting object,
when the instrument brings him to view, as
a tiny disc of a delicate blue color.
Observers who
Jupiter is morning star.
have followed his shining course during Janwill
not
need
to
he
told
how superb
uary
has been ! is appearance in the morning sky,
as he anticipated the dawn, his
stay above
the horizon constantly lenetbening as he
moved westward from the sun. He is now
far away from his fair rival, Veuus, though
the two planets still form a lovely picture
in the east before the approaching sun puts
out their lesser light. On the 27th, Jupiter
rises more than four hours earlier tlinu Venus.
Ou the 24th he ig in quadrature with
tlie sun on iiis western side.
As lie tneu
rises, about midnight he will be a conspicuous object in the sky from that time tilf near
sunrise. Observers of the starlit sky after
midnight will behold a starry curve of planets and stars marking out the ecliptic or
sun’s path in the heavens. The curv or arc,
though somewhat irregular, is made up cf
three planets and thiae first magnitude stars
in the following order:
Kegulus, Uranus,
Spica, Mars, Jupiter and Autares.
Venus is morning star.
She is still the
brightest, fairest and iargist star that shines
iu the heavens, though her lustre has grown
perceptibly dim. She is so Jar away from us
that her diameter is only one-fourth as large
as it was at inierior conjunction, but to partially make up for it, a much larger portion
of her illumined disc is turned towards us.
She presents a gibbous phase iu the telescope
like that of the moon near the full.
On tne
1st Veuus is very near Mu Sagatarii, one of
the stars in the bent bow of tlie Archer, just
hovering on a rich portion of the Milky Way.
She rises at that time 2li. 21m. before the sun.
At tne ciose of the month she is much nearer the sun, rising only 111. 25m. before him.
'file months are approaching when the fairest of tlie stars will cease to form a charming
feature iu the morning dawn, for she will be
hidden from view in the sunbeams.
Mars is moruiug star. He is a conspicuous
oblect with his ruddy hue and increasing
brightness, while lifs near companionship
with Spica adds additional interest to its appearance. Spica, sometimes called the Lone
Star from the absence of bright stars in its
..I:
_l.„
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Simple Juice of the Century Plant of Mexico
UNADULTERATED and Uncompounded.

It Is the pure and

It is

It

natural Product, and is NOT a Patent Medicine, and this
is why Conservative Physicians test its merits.

a

cures

All KIDNEY

Mr. Cleaves’s candidacy is receiving many
favorable notices from State newspapers
that represent all portions of the State. The
highly complimentary editorials of the Biddeford Journal for York county, and the

Rockland Courier-Gazette for Knox county,
This week the
have already been noticed.
Ellsworth American, the leading paper of
Hancock county, puts before Its readers the
announcement of Mr. Cleaves’s candidacy
recently made by the Pkkss. The Monson

LADIES,

State, the wide awake journal of Piscataat
quis county, does the same tiling, giving
the same time its own opinion that Mr.
Cleaves’s strength is now and will continue
to be an increasing quantity.

ATTENTION!
There

has been compounded
that for positive value can

never

remedy
approach
a

Here is what iic says now that lie
“The editor lias been visitis home again:
ing the city of magnificent distances, the past
week. This will acceunt somewhat, for the
lack of red pepper editorials this week
change of food (the same old straight drinks)
and air have a wonderful effect on some
folks.”

Capital.

*50

Retail Price,

cents

Reform has claimed another victim in
Maine, and this time it is the head of Railway Postal Clerk H. S. French that has
dropped into the basket.

—

Uiudeford, Me., Dec. 22d, 1887
Mexican Pulque Co., Jersey City, AT. J.
Gentlemen:—I have used Pulque in my prat'
tlee with gratifying results iu disordeis of the kidnevs and chronic inflammatory troubles of the
bladder. Where I have used It I have been much
pleased with the results obtained. I believe Pulque
lo be a valuable remedy, especially hi disorders of

kidneys.

—

loms.

aged lady.ltormcnted by flatulency and
orpldity of the colon, as ures me that nothing affords her such relief as a wine-glass of Pulque
with each meal.
My experience with Pulque in chronic diseases
of the kidneys is too limited, as yet, to warrant an
expression of opinion, but I believe that the profession has gaiued in It an unique and valuaLde
addition to the materia medica.
John I.yngiion Sullivan, M. D.
A middle

Saco. Me., Dec, 15th, 1887.
Mexican Pulque Co., Jersey City, Ar. J.
The case of our little grandGentlkmbk:
daughter may be of Interest to you, as It has to
friends.
A little more than
fall In health, but as
our

HKlWAll

year ago she began to
mother was very low

a

her

riup cw.,

imtea states wenerai unices,

•

All is not peace among the Democrats in
the Southeastern corner of the State. Collector Leavitt, of Eastport, has not in the
past loved the handsome Archie McNichol,
who is the pre-eminent Democrat In Calais,
and It Is suspected that recent Washington interference lias not tended to heal the breach.
A few months ago, so the Calais Advertiser
says. Collector Leavitt discharged from the
custom

service

Mr.

Colin McNichol.

Mr.

Colin McNichol is brother of the Hon.
Archibald ; and there were many people who
thought the discharge was not made wholly
for the good of the service. But Lawyer

magic, permanently curing

when every other remedy fails.
These Pills are for sale

druggists.

Price, $1.00 per

containing

100 Pills.

by all
bottle,

Our handsome formula
Note.
free to any one sending
mailed
book
name and address on postal card.
It
is richly worth fifty cents.
—

R. C. FLOWER MEDICAL CO.
BOSTON, MASS.

OO cts.
1 OO
50 cts.

for

ELEGANT

•

11

cts.
cts.
els.
cts.
cts.

*

....
......

7.50
15.00

DINNER, LUNCH and TEA SETS.

SO cts. upwards
.....
Bleached Damask from
**
“
“
“.*-iO
Cream
“
•*
“
25 “
.....
Turkey Bed
1.75 dozen “
......
3*4 Napkins from
“
“
“
50 cts. “
......
5.8
“
“
7 1-2
......
Glass Linen
**
......5 cts.
Crush
“
.....
1.00
Marseilles Quilts from
1.00
.....
*1.25 Crochet Quilts for
If stormy, Tuesday, sale will

commence

first pleasant day.

J. Mi DYER& OOl, CONCRESS^TREET.
ariv

jan28

C. J.

Farrington’s

Semi-Annual Reduction and

that

edy

are

A lady attendant
Congress 81., corner Chestnut.
lor ladies. There is no danger ol taking eold after a bath. Call and investigate._2-2

—MBS. DR. SHERMAN has
has moved from 135 Free bt., to 524V.S
Congress, opposite Casco, at Welcome's. Corns,
Outgrowing Joints, Bad Nalls treated in a skillful
manner, will visit residence If desired without ex-

WANTED

tra

charge.

__1-1

Is
WANT
the Merchants'

to know

that C. II. SMITH

Temple 8t., this time at
Exchange Hotel, where lie would

pleased to

be

see

Entrance

ones.

all old customers and many new
through the office.1-1

the United Slates Army, Cav
airy, Artillery and Iiilautry, able-bodied
unmarried men, between the ages of 21 and 35
years; go.si pay. rations, clothing and medical attendance.
Desirable men especially needed lor
the Cavalry Regiments, both white and colored
Apply at the Recruiting Rendezvous, 42‘/» EXCHANGE UPRKET, Portland, Me.
|an7S*T3m
For

WANTSD

MEN’S, YOUTHS’, BOYS’ and CHILDREN’S

WINTER CLOTHS!
Our Semi-Annual Mark-Down Sale is always looked forward to
of the grand occasions at which

as one

has a population of
Tin* City of Omaha
100.000, and is entirely dependent upon these
is also South Omaha,
as
works for its water supply,
where the large pork packing establishments are
located.
These bonds are listed on the New York Stock
Exchange, and the undersigned offer at lw and
iuterest subject to advance in price, the $Hoo.ooo
last issued.
B B

interest in

POBTLIKD, ME

nected, on Washington St.,
Picture Frames, Artist Materials and Art Goods;
established 8 years; splendid showy store; will
stand the most thorough Investigation amt Is one
of the best openings on iny hooks; best of reference given and required; eulovs a first class patfor
ronage business shows up well; good reasons
selling; one of the partners retires from the busino
or
met
with;
offered
seldom
a elianee
ness ;
bonus; a bargain at the price. W.F'. CAKKUTH-1
Boston.31
EltS, 24 Tremont How,
MAKE —S&QO buys stock and fixtures of
a first-class casli grocery store, located at
Boston Highlands; business good; best of reasons
W. F. CA KHCTHEKS, 24
low rent.
for
Tremont Row, Boston.31-1

FOB

selling?

MAKE—200 dozen Snow Shovels at

our

Federal aud Temple Sts.
New Store,
FOR
KENDALL & WHITNEY.2-1

MAKE-Sewell Car Heater Stock, quaron par
16th,
*40;
American
after
20th.;
payable
Railway Gate
Stock above bought aud sold by N.S. GARD12-1
NEK, Broker, No. 40 Exchange street.

FOB
terly dividend (No. one) 1 per cent,
transfer hooks close Feb.
value of

MAKE—We shall sell Washburn’s and
J; Pillsbury's best Patent Flour for *5.60, this
week; also best St. Louis Flour for $6.00 per barrel, if you cau’t call a postal will receive prompt
attention. C. A. ROUND?, Cor. Franklin andOxi-i
fordSt.

are

Weather

First National Bank Building.
City, Comity and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Seenrltles.
INTEREST ALLOWKU ON DEPOSITS

HEI.P.

VlAI.it

with natural talent

men

salary with
WANTED—Young
for the stage, who will travel
to call at 63 HAMPSHIRE
Dramatic

180-MIDDLE STREET -182

Company,
STREET, city; left baud bell.

30-1

—

by J.

CO., COOK, EVERETT Ac PENNELL,
and oilier leading Druggists.

W. PERKINS Ac

eodSt

(el,3

PWEAK
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a

Paine’s Celery Compound purifies the
blood. It drives out the lactic acid, which
causes RheumatiBm, and restores the bloodmaking organs to a healthy e< •ndition. It is
the true remedy for Rheumatism.

B

Paine's Celebt Compound quickly restores
the li nr and kidneys to perfect health. This
curative jKiwer, combined with its nerve
tonic*, makes it the best remedy for all

YSf
Jsr

F. VAN NOORDEN &
V’srfaBv-': v*apiyi}

kidney complaints.

a

fl

Paine's Celebt Compound Is not a cathartic. It is a laxative, giving easy and natural
action to the bowels. Regularity surely follows its use.
Recommended by professional and business
men. Bend for book,
Prlc0 I100- 601(1 0T Druggists.

P

Nervous Prostration, Nervous Headache,
Neuralgia, Nervous Weakness, Stomach
and Liver Diseases, Rheumatism, Dyspepaia,and all affections of the Kidoeye. WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO. Prop's

s i A i fc wr raAinti.

I'lll

S1A

First

Mortgage

SINKING FUND

WATER GO. BONDS
Trinclpal and Interest payable at

We offer a limited amount at

100 AND ACCRUED

INTEREST,

and after careful examination recommend
them for investment.

Brewster, Cobb & Estabrook,
85 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON.

eodOm

Cumberland, ss.
To the Sheriffs o/ our several Counties, or either
Greeting :
of their Deputies.
TITE command you that you summon all persons
TT
in
Interested
the
estate
of
George E. Davis.
j
of Westbrook, in the County of Cumberland, and
I State of Maine, of which Richmond J. Lane, of
I Rockland, In the County of Plymouth, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Is Trustee, (If they may
be found In your precinct) to appear before the
Supreme J udlclal Court of the State of Maine, to
be liolden at Portland, in the State of Maine, on
the first Tuesday of February, A. D. 1888, at ten
o’clock a. in., then and there to show cause, If any
they have, why a Receiver for said estate should
not be appointed as prayed for in the Bill of Complaint ofAlexander H. Rtce, Charles 8. Kendall,
J. Willard Bice, Charles 8. Kendall, Jr., and John
H. Rice, copartners under the him name of Rice,
Kendall Si Co., having their usual place of business at Boston. In the County of Sullolk. Massachusetts, plaintiffs in equity versus Richmond J
I. ane. of Rockland, in the County of Plymouth
Massachusetts, Edgar J. Sherman and Charles H.
Bell, both of Lawrence, In the County of Essex,
Massachusetts, and George H. Hunt, of said
Rockland, defendants.
Hereof, fail not, and make due returns of this
writ, with your doings thereon, into our said
court.

Witness, the Honorable Thomas H. Haskell, at
Portland aforesaid, the thirtieth day of January,
in the year of Lord One Thousand Eight Hundred
and Eighty-Eight.
B. C. STONE, Clerk.
A true copy.
B. C. STONE, Clerk.
ATTEST:
dlw
Jan31

went.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
Ko. 3 Free Street Block, Pori
I.

aim.

H.-Ask fer the BtJRDKTT OH

JylB

TUNING TO ORDEK.

N

dt!

furnishing materials
labor required for the
Carpenter’s Departments of a brick
High School Building for School District No. 4,
Jliodeford, Maine, according to plans and specifications prepared therefor by H. O. Wadlln, will
be received by the building committee until February 11, 1888.
Pioposals to be properly endorsed on the outside and sent to the committee on or before said
date. Separate bids will be received for each debid.
partment, or for both included under orone
all bids.
The right is reserved to reject any
Plans may be seen at the office of Superintendent
of School, City Building, Blddeford, on and after
Tuesday, Jan. 17.
“X1 w- «to.ne
Bulldlng
W. F. LIBBY
’) Committee.
Proposals
and performing the
SEALED
Mason's and

for

j

Jani7

_tfebii

EXQUISITE PERFUMES.
Extracts in Bulk !

Triple

One-Half Pint Glass Stoppered Bottles only
$1.50 each.
Or sold in any

quantity

West End,

YlangYlang,

Ueclttdtf

ounce.

Musk,

lu need of repairs.
and satisfaction guaranteed
W. O. 8T1MPSON, JR.,

Port Clyde, Me.

For tickets and information, apply to the Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine H. K.. Commercial street
Station. Lowest rates to all polntsl West and
dec20dtt
South.

In

Heliotrope,

Marie Stuart,
Ess. Bouquet,

Casnmere

eodtf

tlcc28

“

Co., Cincinnati, O.nov23W&S3m

Ladies and gentleWANTED
men to represent the C. F. Jewett Pub. Co.,
of
inall
towns in Maine
&
Lauriat)
Boston,
(Estes
and N. H.; good pay and permanent employment.
General
JOHN
to
BROWN,
Manager, 6
Apply
Telman Place, from 8.30 to 0.00 a. ill., and Irom
23-4
12.30 to 2, and 6.30 to 8 p. ill.
—

ACSENTH

Saving* Sank*,
the f*uarnnleed .Mortgage ’.onn»,
7 and S per cent intercwt.

Bangor t)s,

due 1894.

application.

We also have

good selection of Water Works
and Interest,

a

Co. Gs. that are guaranteed Principal
for sale at Par and I merest.

II. JH. PAYSOI &

vIvimivO I

^lUAKO !

TllMI'EI.l.ANKOlM.

Cabinets,

Eaton,

SONS, successors
chaiige street, Portland, Me.

care-

23-4

Temperauce people to know that
WANT
the NEW YORK VOICE, the great temperance and prohibition newspaper, Is on sale at
Marquis's and at Jewett’s news stands. Price 3
ED-

20-2
KOO.HN.

•

AGENTS FOB

ARGONAUTS,
Thursday Evening, Feb. 9, ’MS.
Tickets 30c., admitting «eni sad l.adics.
dlw
nrsic BY l HA*Dl.tfR.
(Cba

mi.

•

—

AMERICAN EXCHANGE IN EUROPE.

Are Kou Faioir willi k Plans

(LIMITED)

—

Letters of Credit issued and Bills
of Exelianice drawn,
available In all the principal citle of Europe.
nave always on hand and offer
for sale a full line of

We

or TH*

Union Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

.ltEKTIRtiS.

SAYINGS BANK,

MAINE

OF PORTLAND, ME !

198 middle Street.

DAY. the 8th instant, at 3 o’clock p. m.
ALPHKUS (i. ROGERS,
SAMUEL KOLFE.
President.
Sec’y and Treas.
dtd
febl

Haydn Association.
annual

the choice of officers

meeting
and such other business
THE
before
may
Feb. loth, at 7.30
will be held
for

as

come

It,
Friday.
p. m„
In Mechanics' Hall; a full attendance Is earnestly
on

requested.

febleodtd

F. II. CLOY ES. Sec’v.

you realize that this old and sterling company Is a HOME INSTITUTION,chartered
In 1848 under the laws of Maine?

DO

HE you aware that this Company has paid to
policy-holders or thetr representatives more
than TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

A

IT has to-day more than SIX MILLION DOL
1 I.AKS IN ASSETS, and over THREE HUN.
DRE1) THOUSAND 1XH.LARS IN SURPLUS,
calculated by the conservative standards ol Maine
and Massachusetts.
pays Its lossespromptty. Its policies are
IT contestable
alter three years.

I.ET-Store Nos. 117.119 Middle St., one
of the finest stores in the city; suitable for
wholesale, or retail, or both, with a lovely basement; dry and lighted ou three sides; almost
equal to the first story; rent low to the right
parly. Enquire of II. E. THOMPSON, 184
Brackett St.
24-4

uses

Nasal

Allays

the

arc

I.OMT AND

blocked

JaicJHeod&wnnnly

Lung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated,
this plaster will he found
to give Instant relief
by
applying between the
shoulder blades.
■HARP,
t? Foe Kulnev Trouble,

per

bottle._24-2
crutches I used before I took
Newell’s Mixture for rheumatism. Price
24 2
>0 cents per bottle at C. W AY A CO’S.

Pain hi the

machine girl; also a fine custom pant maker. L. C. YOUNG, 496Va
2-1
St.
Congress
’ANTED—A reliable girl as cook and launY V Press.
Apply in the afternoon at MRS.
PR RULE'S, lot’. High St.31-1

WANTE

A cook and laundress;
recomTTfANTED
Y V mendatlon required. 31t STATE ST. 30-1

girl for

Neuralgia,

blHKI'TOKS.

Hon. Josiah H. Drummond, Portland, Maine,
John K. DkWitt, Portland, Maine.
Hknuy C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Pkkcival Bonnky, Portland. Me.
Hon. MAKqcis F. Kino, Portland, Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Kurd. E. Hichahds, Rock port, Me.
Ukouuk L. Dkhlois, Boston, Mass.
Eowahd a. Noyks, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frkdkkick Rohik, Uorhara. Me.
Frank K. Allkn, Portland, Me.
office: km.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President
ARTHUR L. BATES. Secretary,
J. FRANK LAND. Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D., Medical Director
HON. JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND. Counsel.

certain

BEN

PAIN.

Sold by druggists for 2B
cents, or five for $1.
Mailed on receipt of price
,1'°- *. Gomlnii
Trade mark. Patented
A-Co., General Agents, Boston
nuVl
eodOni-nrm

Atlantic street, a capable

Supanntenaenl

of

WILLIAMS,
A^tnoles. Eastern OapailmiL

JAMES
Manager

housework._30-1

TO DO OCR FANCY
work at home on novelties for the trade; $10
;o $15 ner week can be made: all materials furushed;full particulars free. Address ELIOT MANUFACTURING CO., 43-45 Eliot street, Boston,
Hass.
30-4

residents of

Side and Hack

Ache, they are a
nd speedy cure.

D—A

to

COMPANY,
age,
experience, strung. Hiiauda! condition, large surplus, equitable and attractive plans aud conservative management.

This Plaster

with custom-

coughs

UNION MUTUAL

acts directly upon
he
muscles and nerves of the
back, the seat of all pain.
COK A 1,1,

ers

CONVERTIBLE

appeals
Maine for their especial patronage, because
THE
and because oi Its
It Is a HOME

wich St.. New York.

Street
FOTND—Myrtle
for Way’s Compound Syrup of Lungwort
to relieve
and colds. Price 25 cents

THE

SURANCE POLICY.
If you wtll send your address to the Home Office, or to any of Its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full informational regard to the Company
and its plans.

is applied Into each nostril ami Is
Price BO cents at druggists; by mall,
OO ets. ELY BROTHERS. a;ia Green-

EOVND,

wise provisions of the Maine Non-Forfeiture Law apply only to the policies Issued by
tbls Company, and under Its workings extended
Insurance Is provided (or lu ease ol lapse.

NEW MAINE LAW

the~GURE.

registered,

unques-

every

particle

agreeable.

are

of the UNION MUTUAL coutalns
THEPOLICY
desirable feature In a PERFECT LIFE IN-

Passages,

Pain and
Intlammati o n ,|
Heals the Sores;
Itest ores t h
Senses of Tast
and Sinell.

TRY

in-

has liberal plans. Its affairs
carerully
IT managed
by Its Board of Directors and Oflf-

whose integrity and ability
tioned.

A

nriSITED-A situation by a faithful experY” ienced nurse. Please address one week
ICRS. II. M. L., 1131 Congress St., Portland, Me.
28-1

_

A

Jan 14

—

nov6

Tor

SINKINSOft
City Agency. I'ortlauil.
*<nl!

WANTED—LADIES

La Roma Londre,
La Roma Concha,
Straiton & Storm’s Bouquet
Solace Conchas.

We are selling the above cigars by the single one at the rate that ordinary dealers pay by the thousand.

501

BT THK

BANKERS,

PORTLAND,

Clea

YY

Bergonzys,

Elena Londre.
Elena Regalia,
Elena Concha,
San Juan,

—

SWAN & BARRETT,

ly

ITT ANT ED—At 12

DOMESTIC.

GRAND ASSEMBLY

dtf

jau24

DEI.AYN

Ol.lt
fully repaired and regilded by A. E. EATON
&
to Ruche &
118 Ex-

jLi,

WEDNESDAY EYEAIAG, FIB. 8.

BANKERS,

nnrfiY’n.
.CATARRH
CREAM BL A

AKK UANGRKOl'N- 111 COD
seuuence ol the deep snow and limited supply ol water the lire hazzard ol the city has greatIncreased; should Insurance be wanted, telephone ROLLINS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange street,
during office hours, or Franklin J. Robins, or E.
L. O. Adams, at any time before or alter.
27-1

—

IMPORTED,

xxxa. i

CO.,

32 Exchange Street.

Rheumatism,

______

x

—

Music by Grimmer; Grand March to commence
prompt at 8.30. Tickets: Gentlemen 50c, Ladles
25c. For sale at McGowan’s book store, at the
teb2dlw
usual places, and at the door.

600 Bath Municipal 5s, due 189'/.
6000 Androscoggin Si Kennebec R. R. Gs, due 1891
6000 Leeds & Farmington R. R. Gs, due 1896.
8000 Maine Central R. R. 7s, due 1913.
Prices and any other particulars desired given
on

—

In aid of St. Patrick’s Conference of
St. Vincent DePaul
at

Investments.

EEJ1AT.E HELP.

decie

or

dec»

1000

AND

—

FOR SALE BY THE COMPANY.
TT&Stf

LOMT—The

Corner Congress and Franklin Streets.
eodtf

Promenade Conceit
COFFER PARTY

which nre a
lurrtliuriil far

Legal

Jan2d3t

—

5 PER CENT DEBENTURE BONDS

■

__

IS THE

—

Evening,

will conduct a special meeting lor the cure of any
aflllcled person present. Faith. Prayer and Science methods will be combined for present cures.
To guard the welfare of the meeting, and to meet
expenses. 50 cents admission will be asked. All

cers,

exqui- IlO

GEORGE a FRYE,

In Room 6, Browns Block, on Saturday
February 4th, at 7.30 o'clock,

welcomed.

pcrmatieni

cents.

35 cerits per ounce.
Lubin’s at
11
35
Atkins’
Beichardt’s Satchet Powder at 25 cents per
ounce, in all odors, superior to
any in the market.
-

our safes; sizes 28x18x18 inches; weight
600 lbs; retail price $35; other sizes in proper
bustion. A rare chance to create a
iness at home. These safes meet a demand never before supplied by other safe companies, as we
are not governed by the Safe Pool.
Alpine Safe

Lily,

Flic three last odors being of the most
site fragrance.

of

IN

REV. MR. SWARTS

fflllE animal meeting of the corporation will tie
X held at their Banking room, on WEDNES-

take the agency

GILBERT’S CLASS

—

Securities!

ANNCAL
each city, enterprising business men for the
sale of an article of dally consumption; a fortune to make In a few years; apply to HEALTH
jau29-lw»
CO., 218 Post 8t, San Francisco, Cal.

Tickets 25, 85 and 50 cents; Students' tickets
15,25 and 35 cents; now on sale at Htockbridge’s
Mitsic store. Half Lire on M. C. B. R. to all boldlug matinee tickets.
Jan31d5t

jaii28

WANTED.

ami VAl.TAHI.i-: fka.tiem

Wild Rose,
wmte Heliotrope,

been thor

now

Ispatched quickly
J iddress,

at the extreme low

price of 20 cents per
Wood Violet,
White Rose,
Stephanotis,
Jockey Club,
New Mown Hay, Patchouly,

10 CALIFORNIA. Schlotterbeck
ro Vessel Owners. etGURSIONS
EVERY WEEK _VIA ALL IMS.

Port Clyde Marine Hallway has
IUIK
In readiness to
oughly rebuilt, and Is
ike out all vessels
All work

York._25-2

AUENTN WANTED.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.

sole agency of this world Irenowned lnstni

SAI.EM71AN

WANTED—MAN—To

—

High School Building

PIANO!
[■he

FOB A

WANTED—Small line of samples from manufacturing corporation offered
a live man.
One traveler earned an average of
$350 per month for six years past. P. O. BOX
1371, New

SPECIALTIES IN’

PROPOSALS
—

as

HrtSTON

■*

REITCH ARDT’S

eod&wnrmly

Jsnll

ity,

—

Miss Etta Kick, Contralto;
Mr. Fbank W. Shaw, 1st Tenor;
Mr. Samuel ThubstoN. 2d Tenor;
Vr. F. A. Bowdolst, Baritone;
Mr. John L. Shaw, Basso.

STERLING EXCHANGE

dOm

Paine's Celxbt Compound strengthens the
stomach, and quiets the nerves of the digestive organs. This is why it cures even the

0 fit t) 0 U fl U CONST I p AT 10 N

man 18 or 20 years of
some business abilassisting corresponding clerk. Address in
P. O. BOX 1136, Portland,
own handwriting.
26-tf
Maine.

young
WASTKD-A
age, of good nabits and

CO.,

1&n23

DYSPEPSIA

^

Dwellings.

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornice* and
Gutter*. Metal Shingle*. Sheet Metal Work
for Buildings. Send for Illustrated Circular.

KIDNEY COMPLAINTS

m

m

And VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores and

RHEUMATISM

■

m M
ma

^^BBt

dtf

METAL SKYLIGHTS

Paine's Celebt Compound is a Nerve Tonio
which never fails. Containing Celery ana
Coca, those wonderful nerve stimulants, it
speedily cures all nervous disorders.

A

Street

jan24

NERVES
£

Bxeliange

Near

DEALERS IN

Investment

—

For sale

AND

218 Middle Street, Portland, Me., SCIENCE HEALING MEETINC.

on

a

sonator.

FIRST PARISH CHOIR

—

25 shares Casco National Bank.
30 shares First National Bank.
5 shares Canal National Bank.

CtlNHMAN, Auburn, Me.,
aug22eod&wtf
on the premises.

The Charming Young Lady Reader and Imper-

BANKBKS,

Me._oc5tf

rnHE homestead of the late Captain Thomas
A Morse, In Gray, Maine; house new and modbarn and out buildings, all In
ern ; commodious
good condition; three minutes walk from post office and Maine Central K. K. Station; the farm
contains about 1(K> acres, nearly equally divided
all excellent
between wood, pasture and tillage;
would make a splendid
for hay and farm crops;
or
country place for a man
dairy or stock farm,
doing business in the city.
each
The many trains
way on the Maine Central
K. R. give rapid and frequent communication with
and
Portland, and all points
Lewiston, Auburn
east and west.
terms
and
For particulars
Inquire of

YliTIAiEG

DANCING,

It

oALt.

A..IO O'CLOCK.

SATURDAY EVENING.
on

takes the place of outside doors and
windows, as it keeps out the cold in winter aud
dust In summer, 07 CROSS ST.24-2

or

CITY HALL, Saturday Afternoon, Feh. 4th

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

ABA

92 HUDSON ST., JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Factory and Pulque Fields, Apam, Mexico.

eodtf

JelO

Strips.

are now

run

5th POPULAR

SHAW'S MALE QUARTETTE!
Young, Soprano;

Northern Banking; Co’s

_

C. J. FARRINGTON,

D

TRUST COMPANY

FOB

Blaisdell * Berry, 07 Cross street,
FOB
orders tor their patent air tight weather

—

Miss Helen

are

of our entire stock to close it out during the dull season. All who desire to obtain these bargains should make an early call.

lT»

MAKE—The James Andrews’ h imestead in Biddeford. consisting of 15 acres of
good land, brick house with ell, 2 stories, large
barn, stable and other outbuildings, will be sold
low at a bargain, by FIKST NATIONAL BANK,
ol Biddeford._7"*

FOB

IX

Admission—Adults 10c, Chl'dren 6c; in connection
with the tia/.uar there will be a Dolls' Reception
at which everyone will receive a part of the frills'
Wedding Cake.
(eblWF&H

—

drawn and Letters of Credit issued,
available in all the principal
cities in Europe.

second-hand 12 horse power
one 14 horse power boiler with
Inspirator and all fittings at a bargain. Address, BIDDEFORD STOVE FOUNDRY, Biddeford.

4

tf

offered for sale, by FIKST NATIONAL BANK,
of, Biddeford, Me.20-4
MAKE—Horse blauke s, cheap, to close
out winter stock; we have some good trades
left, among the lot are five or six pairs of those extra large blankets; we strap and leather them to
suit you; our 76c whip still leads. .1 AS. G. McGLAUFLIN, Manufacturer of Harness aud
21-2
dealer in Horse Outfits. 01 PREBLE ST.

FAKm

—

Reception Hall, Saturday Afternoon and Evening, Feb. 4

COUTHOUI,

it ALT I MOKE.

I* O R T

MAKE—Biddeford Granite Quarries,late-

FOB
ly operated by James Andrews & 8on, with
engines, derricks, steam drills and other tools

filling
strips.

will bold their second

Bazaar for the Benefit of St. Paul's S. 8.

By Miss JESSIE

WILSON, COLSTON & CO.,

T7SOK

Tight

Wednesday._Jan30dtd
mite
society

(iltwi)

MAKE.

MAKE—Air

the"

PHILADELPHIA.

jaitlS

SHAUGHRAUN.

Drama in three acts.

Sew mid Mpr.iul Steserj.
Prices $1.00, 76. 60 and 36 cents. Hale of seats
commences

P. SMITH,

W. &

con-

MAI.E—l

GENEROUS MARK-DOWN

THE
smmi

AT

C. H. VENNER & CO..

first

a

pump,

offered iu durable as well as stylish garments. As specimen bargains we offer several lots Suits, mostly small sizes, which formerly
sold for $15, $18, $20, $23, now marked at the extremely low price of
$12 per suit. All Wool Children’s Suits that sold for $7, $8 and $10,
Men’s Overcoats and Ulsters, greatly reduced in price.
now only $5.
In fact we have made a

II

wooaDury&Mounon

MAI.K-S4.000— Vi
FO»
class manufacturing business with store
Boston, for the sale of

SOft

an

A

nets.

Conn. Mr. Eoucicault
Cl: Ire.Mias Tiiorndyke

niim.
now

HL’MINEMM CHANCE*.

FOB
engine, and
heated

GENUINE BARGAINS

WORKS,

••

■ aa

four

Kitty...Miss Thormlyke

Bonds outstanding.$2,000,000
120.000
Annual Interest charge.
220,000
Present basis, gross earniugs.
176,000
net earnings.
Surplus, after paying expenses and Int>o,000
..
Earniugs increasing at the rate of $50,000 per an••

In

Myles.Mr. RouclcauU

NEBRASKA.

FOB

our

orT,,K
Drama

HOSTOIV.

MAKE—Two first-class double runner
Pungs suitable for Grocery business, will be
sold low. Enquire at 86 COMMERCIAL ST.
28-1

CLOSING-OUT SALE
of

WATER

OWAIIA

MYLESOHARA
FRIDAY

WANTED.

physical afflictions,

company and

The Fortunes of

AMERICAN WATER WORKS

International House,

COJ
WANTED—Everybody
NANT’S Vapor Baths, nature’s great remlocated at 413
lor all

own

MISS THORNDYKE.

Secured by U«ri«Hxr up*a Ibr

once more on

75 cts.

BOUCICAULT
with his

COMPANY,

Corner India and Commercial streets. Portland,
jauotl
Apply to AUG. P. FULI.Eli.

Engagement (or two nights only, of Mr.

-:—ISSUED BY THE—:-

After Mar.'li 1, IhSh.ihe

everybody

Striped Velvets at Half Price!

Summer Dress Goods at Half Price!

LEASE 2

PORTLAND THEATRE
Friday and Saturday Evenings, FHUaiid4

DION

Twenty-Year Bonds

To

cor.

claim for It, and tor the benefit of others I will
give you the results iu my ease.
For several years I have suffered untold miseries from liver and bladder trouble, and obstinate
constipation. Physicians whom I consulted said
1 was suffering from inflammation of the kidneys
ana bladder, which had become chronic.
Tlie pain ill my back and loins was at times unendurable, and followed by my passing gravel in
considerable quantities, after wlilch the pain and
teas* eruess were so great as to render sleep without an opiate impossible. I have spent hundreds
of dollars witli pnyslelans, who have prescribed
all kinds of remedies with only tenmorary relief.
Abou! a year ago Mexican Pulque was brought
to my notice by a circular, and knowing that
down iu the Rio Grande in the time of the war
the reginieutal surgeons prescribed it lor scurvy
aud kidney troubles. I got a dozen bottles, and
commenced using Pulque according to directions.
After using four bottles my bowels, which had always been constipated, become natural and regular. <be pain over the kidneys began to disappear,
and I could sleep eight or nine hours without
waking. I oontlnuecf the use of Pulque until I
had used three dozen bottles. The constipation,
pain iu my back and loins, and sleeplessness have
all passed away, and for tlie past nine months I
have been a well man iu that direction. I recommend it to all my friends witli the most gratifying
results,and will answer any and all questions concerning its w onderful benefits to me.
Yours truly,
Edward O. Brown.

Yours very truly,
8. J. Bahsford, M. D.

1.50
75 cts.
1.12 1-2
1.02

■

Lynn, Mass.. Dec. 17,1887.
Mexican Pulque Co., Jersey CUy, -V. Jj
I think l'ulque will do all you
Gentlemen

80 Main St., Malden, Mass., Dec. 31,1887.
Mexican Pidque Co., Jersey City, -V, J,
I have used your Pulque with
Dear Sirs :
narked benefit to tlie patient in a score of dyapepIc subjects In whom flatulency, constipation and
mperfcct renal excretions were prominent symp-

Nervousness, Excitability, Insomnia, Nervous Dyspepsia, Hysteria, and in fact
all those painful nervous disorders

they

Bottle.

with mat dread

Fitchburg, Mass., Dec. 13tb, 1887.
Mexican Pulque Co., Jersey City, H. J.
We have been selling large
Gentlemen:
Preserved Natural
quantities of Sclandra’s entire
satisfaction to
Pulque, which lias given
those of our customers who have used it. We know
of several cases where Its use has been attended
with the most gratifying results.
Yours truly,
Wing & Joel.

NERVE PILL

as

Quart

per

disease, consumption, not mucn
thought was given to lier, except somethlug to relieve her cough, which was very troublesome. Alter tlie mother's death, however, it became evident that unless something could be done to build
up her failing strength ami the disease which was
so insidiously preying upou her constitution could
he arrested, she must follow tier brother auu sister. Her bowels bloated badly, she bad a bad
cough, severe night sweats, and diarrhoea. Although the family physician did bis best, auil
many prescriptions from eiuiusut consulting pny
siciaus used, she continued to fall, and medicines
disagreeing with her stomach were discontinued.
She was unable to sit up or be dressed, and her
eyes were so weak she could not bear the light.
This was her condition when a physician advised
We commenced its
the use o' Mexican Pulque.
use without much faith as to any beneficial results, However, In a short time she began to Improve, and tlie improvement continued until now
she Is fat and rosy, sings and plays about, and has
We know Pulque lias produced
a good appetite.
the result referred to above, as it was tlie only
medicine used after she began to take it. I have
used Pulque and been benefitted by It. We lully
believe iu the wonderful curative properties of
Pulque, and recommend it to all sufieriug from
Respectfully yours,
wasting diseases.
Frank R. Milliken.

Springfield, mass., Dec. 12th, 1887.
The Mexican Pulque Co., 92 Hudson St., Jersey
City, A’. J.
(j entlemen :—In reply to your inquiry In regard
to Pulque, will say Dial my experience wlili It lias
been very satisfactory. I find It very quieting when
wakeful at night, and refreshing when fatigued.
I have used itfor Indigestion and insomnia, with
highly gratifying results, *nd I believe It all you
claim for it in this direction. I believe it possesses
real merit, and shall recommend It to iny friends.
Truly yours.
James E. Russell, Register of Deeds.

ocl21

that the ladies of America are so subject to. These Pills are a food for
the enervated system. They contain
no strong or dangerous
drugs, but

$1,00

SIX PER CENT

To

to know

75 cts.

....
75
Goods,
*1.25 Colored French Dress
“
“
“
“
.....
55
1.00
“
“
50
87c
•
*
.50
1.00 Boucle, suitable for wrappers,
1.00 6-4 Plaid,.#0

25.00

Is respectfully called to the following reliable testimony which they
can verify by writing the parties:

rhe

PRICES:

....

“**....

“

»

Dresses
*15.00 Pattern
“
“

THE ATTENTION OF PHYSICIANS

DR. R. C. FLOWER’S

act

Specific

In cases of Dyspepsia, Insomnia, Debility and Excessive Use
of Tobacco, it will be found of great value.
OurCirculargives youthetestimony of a scoreof physicians.

For

We suspect that Editor Benjamin Bunker,
of the Kennebec Democrat, was subjected to
a cooling-off process while at the National

Known

BRIGHT’S DISEASE.

STATE POLITICS.

_

Only

and is the

TROUBLES,
for

Oceans.

Republicans Talking of the GoverDemocrats
Wrangling
norship
Over Spoils.

FEW OF THE

WHIP COED, MURE, CAMEL’S HAIR and ROUCEE.

BURLINGTON. VT.

America, and iu the South Pacific and Indian

A

The most of these Silks are from a recent bankrupt sale in New York
and wre will sell them at about 50 cents on a dollar.

---

SUN.

The sun rises on the 1st at Gh. 58in. a. m.,
and sets at 5h. 1m. p. m., making the length
of the day lOh. 3m. The sun rises on the
29th at Gh. 22m., a. m. and sets at 5h. 3Gm. d.
m. making the length of the day llh. 14m.
The increase in the length of the day, is,
The
therefore, lh. 11m. during February.
increase in the morning is 3Gin., and in the
evening 35m. The day at the close of February is 2b. 7ra. longei than it was when at
its minimum length.
The partial eclipse of the sun occurs on the
lltii. which is invisible in the United States,
hut is visible in the extreme part of South

QUOTE

LET—One tenement of sli rooms, *7 per
month. One of three rooma, $4 per
lu
Hebago water ami all in t;t>od order. APP*/
.JOHN F. FKOCTOK. Centennial
i.i:t
Lower tenement in house -84 Con
cress stref t, nine rooms, all in good order; poj
session given Feb. 1 st; inquire at the house or ox
31-1
J. A. WATERMAN, 184Va Middle street.

TO

“
“
“
“
....
2.00
“
1.00
Satin Rhadamc for ....
“
“
“
1.50
“
“
“
“
2.25
“
1.12 '.-2 Colored
“
“
“
**
1.37 1-2
.......
Colored Silks for
Black and Colored Faile Francaise Silk, new Plaid and
Checked Surah, with Plain to mutch, new Spring
......
Shades Surah Silks for

«

the southeast. It is one of the well-known
stars, and shines with a blue light.
Uranus is morning star.
Observers with
good visual power may easily find him with
the unaided eye.
The nearest star northwest of Spica is Theta Virginia, of the first
ungnitude. Uranus is a little more than 1°
south of tills star. Mars, Uranus and Spica
[firm a nearly equilateral triangle at the beginning of the mouth. The position of the
planets iu regard to each other will be changed at the end of the month, for Mars is movPlaning southeast and Uranus northwest.
ets and star will then form a triangle, hut a
one.
irregular
very
The February moon fulls on the 27th at Gh.
57m. a. m. Slie is in conjunction with Uruuus on the 2d, at lib. 55iu. a. in. being 4° 29'
north. She is iu conjunction with Mars on
the 3d. at 2h. 55m. a. in., being 2° 61' north.
The moon pays her respects to Jupiter on
tlie 5th, at 7h. 35m., p. in. being 4° 2' north.
She is at her nearest point to Venus on the
Mb, three days before new moon, at3U. 51m,
p. in., being 1° 24' north.
The moon on the 13th. nearly two days old
is in
conjunction with Mercury on the
L3th,at4h. 19m. a. ra., being 3° 9' south.
Our
satellite
is
in
swiftly moving
joDjunctlon with Ncotune on the 19th,
it oil. 14m. p. m.,
south.
being 3° 2o
She is in conjunction with Saturn op the
14th, at 3h. 5m. p. in., being 1° 22' south.
The moon, having completed the circuit of
planets, swings her ponderous sphere, for
the second time in the month near Uranus.
The conjunction occurs on the 29th, at Gh.
3Lm., p. m.. the moon being 4° 22' north.

Dress

$1.12 1-2 Black Gros Grain Silk for

u« 18 in admirable

position for observation during tlie whole
month, Ik iug far enough above the eastern
horlznu to be easily recognized as soou as it
is dark enough for tlie stars to come out.
He still forms a triangle with the twin stars

4.

Goods, Table Linens and
Housekeeping Goods.
We Shall Offer on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY and FRIDAY,

WE

joyment.
He wins the
Mercury Is evening star.
first place on the planetary records of the
mouth, as he is in excellent condition for observation with the naked eye during its progress. lie reaches his greatest eastern elon'
gation, or greatest distance from the sun, ou
the 17th, at 3 o’clock in the morning, and is
at that time 18° T east of the sun. He is easily visible to those who know where to look
for him when at
elongation, amt fur the
week before nod after. He sets, ou the 17th,
an hour and a half after the sun. and may he
found at that time if it he a clear, cloudless
evening by careful observers under the following conditions: Note in the horizon the
sunset poiuts, and three-quarters of an hour
after sunset Mercury will he visible about 8°
farther north. All opera glass will he of
gicat aid in the observation. Before the 17th
lie wili he farther south laid nearer the sunset point.
Alter the 17th he will be farther
north aud farther from the sunset point.

sale

-of-

the cheapest lots of Black anti Colored Silks, French Dress Goods,
Tuble Linen and Housekeeping Goods ever placed
on a retail counter in New England.
TUESDAY—Black and Colored Silks. WEDNESDAY—Silks and Dress
Goods. THURSDAY and FRIDAY-Silks, Dress Goods,
Table Linen and Housekeeping Goods.
We propose to give our customers and the public bargains never before equalled. A great variety at very low prices. If you wish
to save from 25 to 50 per cent buy the goods now.

—

■M

these stars, and many more, with the aid of
the star-map, and when once familiar by
name,they will prove a lifelong souice of en-

I

JANUARY 31, FEBRUARY I, 2, 3,
.

■“

will be plainly visible in
ou the middle of the mouth. Mars mid Uranus
will appear before midnight, and Jupiter and
Veuus will divide the honor* of the dawn.
Tiie heavens will la- brilliant witli a superb
array of stare, the brightest that look down
from the star-depths. Among them are the
fair C’apelia. the radiant Arcturus, Sirius*
and Regulusi with the well-known constellation of Oram, the Twins, the Xlyades and the
clustering Pleiades. Observers may lind

TIIK

CURRENT COMMENT.

>.

February's Charming Starlit Sky and
Its Biilliant Ornaments.

LET-The house at the cornerofCongrt-ss
as always
amt Franklin Sts. tins house
been used for a boarding home and will be again
rented for that purpose. It ean be made conven
hit ye.
lent for two families.
Inquire ol G EO. C.
rilO

~graniT"annual
Silks, French

A.Hr*K.W*tmT».

FniNCIAL.

LET.

TO

—.---■

_

The

MUtCELLANEOl’S.

adtebtinehentn.

new

MeNtchol went

KSS

St Foss,

GOOD

WANTED.
COOK and LAUNDRESS;

must

be

t\. well recemmemled ami willing to go into the
muutry for the summer; 183 High street.
MRS. A. A. STROUT.
jan23dtf
HOARD.

WANTED—A gentIctnan and
BOAHDEHM
wife, or two gentlemen can be
aud board at
lated with

CONGRESS STREET.

accommo-

room

TT&Bti

HOUSE, Free St.

the BLANCHARD
28-1

STEPHEN

$cx>k) Jol

<m*l

Mo. r~

BERRY,

ijPunfa,

--__

75 New aud second-haud Portable and
Stationary Steam Eugines and llullt-rs.
High and Medium speed Automatic Eugines for all kinds of duty. >Ve have
the best Engine in the market for Electric Lightlug, or any place where absolute uniformity of speed is required.
Send for illustrated Eatalogue.

8. L. HOLT A 10.,
anlleodliu .07 Sudbury SI., Boston,

Hum.

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE
LUMBER AND Ti.'.tBER.
Memorandums ol Lumber furnished at the low'd market prices from our stock ,,u tie wharf or
hreet from our Southern Floe Mil's, and In th>Itileki st possible time.

llEERina, YVINHI.OVI A
C'onwBpfci®1
06110

4

0..
jic

emiOm

-

ft III. ltd 4 DW.

Highest.

PRJKSS.

THE

Lowest.
COHN.

Lowest.

Closing.
47%
Thursday’s quotations.

obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
Horse Railroad Station; Marquis,
7<J Exchange Bt.; Armstrong, E.di M. C. R. R. De660
John
pot; Hodgson, 96V4 Portland St.; St.: Cox,
Lawson,
Congress St.; Costello, 7 Exchange
Peter604
Congress
St.;
Jewett,
47 Middle St.;
son,2 Exchange St.; Goold corner Congress and
chestnut Sts.; Chisholm, 109 Congress St.; Hopkins, Commercial, corner Park; Morrill, 243 Congress St.; Ross, 193 Congress St.; Beardsworth,
87 India St,; Harley, corner York and Tate Sts. j
Abbott, 243 Spring St.; audof Chisholm Bros.’
agents on all trains running out of thocltv.
Auburn, Haskell & Reynolds.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddvtord, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
Boston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. L. Dennison.
( umherland Mills. K. 8. Raymond.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
J. C. Gerry.
Fryeburg,E.
H. Evans.
Falrlleld,
Farmington, White & Marwick.
Palmer
Gardiner,
§ Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish * Co.
& Estes.
Chandler
Lewiston,
Long Island, T. M. Glendenulug.
A.
W. Bridge, Merrill & DenFalls,
Mechanic
Mav be

UFessenden,

Highest....
Lowest.
Closing.

62%
62%

81%

May.

Asked
160
118

118
61

100
<0
104

116
126
106
103
lit
>26

.06
104
111
111
120
184
106

100
112

art receiver

Q.
re Railroad
Mexican Central R 7s.

128%
96%

14%
07%
87%
116%
Boston & Lowell Railroad.169
Phut A Pete Marquette Kaltioail com- 24
197
dip ref
210
Boston A Maine R
Mexican Central.
Mr xu an Central 4s.
New York arm New England Rslbo ■(!
d • i.ref

..

Now Yo'P stock and Money Market
] ny

reiegrauii.j

NKVV YORK, Feb. 2
1888.—Money |on call
has been easy, ranging from 2 to 3 percent.;
last loan at 2. closing at 2 per cent. Prime paper
at 56,7. Sterltu* Exchange dull a d steady. GovRailroad
ernment bonds dull and rather heavy
The stock market
bonds fair y active and firm
closed dull and steady at shade better than lowest prices.
lue transactions at Che stock Exchange aggregated 177.630 shares
me (ouowing are to-day' quotations of Government securities:
United States bonds, Hs
..
New *s. teg.
New as, coup.
l(.6»/i
New4%s, rep.
107*4
New 4%». coup

.I Pc}4
j-«%

...112%
Central Pacificists..
Denver c: R. Gr. 1st*..118%
08%
Erie 2d-..
Kansas Pacific Consols.104%
Ists.
Nav.
Oregon
..114
Union Pacific 1st
do Laud Grants
do Slnkine Funds.
The tollow.ug are to-day’s closing quotations or
stocks:
Feb 2
Feb 1-

in.

Farmington, intermediate offices and connections. via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 1 p.
in.; Close at 12 m.; Supplementary 12.16 p. m.
Rockland, intermediate offices and connections.
Via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive, 1 and 6.00
turn.; Close at 6.30 a. m. and 12 m.; Supplementary, 12.16 p. m.
Skouhegan. intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad-Arrive at 2 a.
p. m.; Supm. and 1 p. m.; Close at 12 m. and 9
plementary 12.15 and 0.010 p. in.
Auburn and Lewiston,—Arrive 2 and 9 a. m.
and 1 and 6 p. m.; Close, 6.30 a. m., 12 in., 4.30
and 9 p. in.; Supplementary, 12.16 and 10 p. in.
llangor.—Arrive at 2 a. in. and 1 and 6 ji. ill.;
Close at 6.80 a. m., 12 m. and 9 p. m.; Supplementary 12.16 and 10.00 p. m.
Canada, intermediate offices and connections,
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at 12.15 p. ni.;
Close at 1.00 p. ill.
Gorham, X. II., intermediate offices and connections, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at 8.36 a.
ill. and 12.16 p. in.; Close at 6.30 and 9 a. iu. and
1.00 p. 111.
Suatdon. Vt., intermediate offices and connections. via Portland and Ogdensliurg railroad—
Arrive at 8.60 p. in.; Close at 8.00 a. in.
Bartlett. X. H., intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Ogdeiisliurg railroad-Arrive
at 11.10 a. m. and 8.60 p. in.; Close at 8.00a.in.
and 2.30 p. in.
Rochester, X. II,, intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Rochester railroad—Arrive at l.SOp.tn.; Close at 7 a. m. and 12 m.;
Supplementary 12.3 p m.
Eastvort, (trl weekly) via steamers International Steamship Co.—Arrive at 6 a. m., Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday; Close at 4.30 p. m.

..

()pen-

fut

New York Central..107*4
I.uke Shore. i’SVs
Erie common. 27*4
rain.ua southern.
54%
Northwestern.1(8%
St. Paul. 76
Omaha common.... 39*4
Union Pacific. 6* %
Western Union. 78%
Oregon Transcou... 22
Oregon V avl.02%
Delaware. L. It W.i32%
Delaware

oi

H.110

Jersey Central_ 78%
Phils & Reading.. 06%

Northern Pacific... 21%
North. Pacific, pief
Pacific Mail. 36%
Msotirt pacific... £ 86%
hansas Texas
16*4
lxuisisvillc A N.... 60%
N. Y. &N. K.37%
Richmond Terminal 22*4
Norfolk & West pfd «6

_

Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
t 'hebcague, Lotvj, Cousen's and Peak's Islands—

Closmg

bid.

107*4
83%
i7%
4%
HO
70

39%
5d%
78%
2:!

94%
132

Oi>eu- Closlug
ing
bid
107*4 107%
P8%
;'2J4
2t%
a7%
54%
64%
H0% (09%
75%
76%
40
89%
66*4
66%
78
78%
22
21’4
93%
93*4
132% 131*4

HI
110%
110%
78%
7H%
78%
66%
66%
66%
21% 21%
21%
46V*
45%
46%
36
35%
36*4
8 %
85
86%
16%
16*4
16*4
60%
60%
60%
37*4
38% 37%
22%
22%
22*4
46% 46*4
45*4

Duck Pond, Westbrook, Windham, Raymond
and South Casco—Arrive at 11 a. m.; Close at 2
P. 111.
Rou'cry Beach, Ocean House and KnightvUle—
Arrive at 10 a. in.; Close at 3 p. m.
South Portland, Ferry Village and H illard—
Arrive at 8 a, in. and 2.30 p. m.; Close at 8 a. m.
and 2,30 p. m.
East Dccring—Arrive at 7.80 a. m.; Close at

..

Q dckbUver..
do

prolerred

..

27
H
35

ElCrlsto.:
1 8°
Amador.
Cm.Cal. d Va.. 20%
6%
Sierra Nevada.

ni.

SOVEREICN LOVE.

Tornado..
Bullion.

l.<*8
2 03
2 90
16o

Standard.
Brunswick.
U Ox
Security
Silver King. 4 86

MARCIA BRADBURY JORDAN.

Horn Silver.... 10o
B idle Con. 2 60

which alters when It alteration

llntls.”

The Public Debt Statement.
Washington, Feb. 1.—The following Is a recapitulation of the public debt statement issued

suuuy sea,

gay Capri.
my little Italian bride thrive?
Can we content her here,
Bring her enough of cheer.
Keep her in all this cold country alive?
Blue skies of

can

to-dav:
DEBT.

INTEHEST-BEAHING
Bonds at 4% per cent.
Bonds at 4 percent.
Refunding certificates at 4 p. c.
Navy pension fund at 3 p. c...
Pacific Railroad bonds, 0 p. c...

With her soft, pretty speech,
No native ear to reach,
Will not her whole soul grow homesick—forlorn?
Those lustrous eyes of brown,
Will tears their brightness drown?
By grief, light-heartedness be overborne?
....

$230,544,600.00
732,447,600.00
14,000,000.00

04,023,512,00

principal.$1,041,763,002.00
0,837,237.90

Interest.

But the months sped along,
Beady her lips with song,
Joy dwelt serene in her sweet foreign gaze,
Bright as a flower new-grown;
Making our life her own,
Aping our fashions in quaint, graceful ways.

$1,048,600,209.90
Total.
WHICH!INTEREST HAS CEASED SINCE

DBBT ON

MATURITY.

Principal.
$3,091,347.04

Total.
near.

DEBT BEARING NO INTEREST.

Old demand and legal tender
notes.
Certificates of deposit.
Gold certificates.
Silver certificates.

For. smiling radiantly,
With arebuke for me
in the love she revealed,
"None falls on Northern hearts.”—
How faith its faith imparts!
Thus was my happiness chartered and sealed.

Fractional currency .less $8,375,934.00, estimated as lost or
destroyed.

Laughingly bid

$346,737,968.00
179,321,063.00
__

6,941,82^£2
$048,499,805.12

Principal.
TOTAL DEBT.

WIT AND WISDOM.

$1,083,177,‘732.3S
7,014,219.08
Interest.
Principal.

He was In a Turkish bath for the first time, and
gazing wonderliigly about him.
"Shampoo, sir?” asked the attendant.
“My heavens,” he said, "Is it possible that
there’s a barber so hard up that lie'll tie a towel
around his legs and chase a man Into a public
bath to drum up trade? No, durn It, 1 don't want
a shampoo, nor a hair cut, nor tonic, neither, nor
brllliantlne on my whiskers; and 1 won't even
have my hair brushed. Uo away and let me
wash!”

Total. 1,700,191,462.00
Less cash items available for
$304,749,024.48
reduction of the debt.
Less reserve held for redemp100,000,000.00
tion of United States notes..

was

_

Total.
Total debt less available cash
Items....

month
Decrease of

cy ••

That's a fact, mother,” said the bright little
s fault,
boy, with engaging frankness. “It isn’t uhim
the
though. I’ve tried a dozen times to give
Fills
If you once try Carter’s Little Liver
for sick headache, biliousness or constipation,
you will never be without them. They are purely
vegetable; small and easy to take. Don’t forge
_

a

picture of anybody in particular,
the

miss?” said the maid to a handsome brunette
oilier morning as she espied for the first time one
of those onee-fashionable silhouettes.
"Yes, Mary; it is my aunt, who died several

years ago.”
“La, ma’am!”

thought
you

“I always
black relations—
yourself, you know.”

replied the girl.

as how you
are so dark—like

had

$01,217,055.63

day's quotations oi Provisions, fie.:
Pork—Long cut 17 60@18 00;sliort cuts 17 76@
18 26; backs 18126^18 60; light backs 17 26;
porn tongues to oo.
Lard—Choice at 8Vi@8'/ic infinites; 8=>,i@9c
hi lo-tb pails; 9@9tic in 6-lb pails.
flams at :i0h4fa,12c, according | to size and
cure; pressed hams 11 Va@12c.
lb .counHogs-Cholce city dressou hogs %c
tiv do at 7c.
at
made
creamery
extra
fresh
Western
Butter—
300,32c: some fancy Elgin 33®S4c; extra first
at
do
firsts
22®25c;
at
Western creamy
26.0,29c;
do June 20923c; New York fall made creamery,
extra at 2'c: Vermont fresh made extra cmry at
Quo30931 c do extra firsts 27@29c. The above
tations are receiveis’ prices for strictly wholeJobbing prices l@2c higher.
sale lots.
Ohio
Cheese—Northern choice at 12=54® 13c;
.1 obc; Northern sage 14c.
choice at 12hi ® 12

cold shake, but the blamed chump won’t tumble.”

“Is that

16,"87,320.60

Boston Produce fwancot.
BOSTON. Feb. 2, 1887.—The foUowing are to-

••

this.

$1,205,441,827.68

debt since June 30,

1887,

“Willie,” said the fond mother, “I wish you
wouldn’t associate so much with Bobbie Georgelow
»,,u. He is greatly addicted to the use of
J)

$404,749,024.48

85,230,746.00
Total net cash in the Treasury,
Debt less cash In the Treasury
1,210,211,081.49
FeD 1,1888..
Debt less cash in the Treasury
Jan. 1, 1888. 1,225,598,401.99
Decrease of debt during the

Harsh purgative remedies are fast giving way to the gentle action and mild effects of
Carter's Little Liver Fills. If you try them, they
will certainly please you.

u

■

some

firsts
“nominal at 25c: doCanada
’’‘"yf-Kasi™
21
22c; extra VBaud N H at 2*c; choice
0

Ua —

a

Of

Fail-Heir! Me

21

suffered

1

small N V hand pMed pta at
choice New Volk areeshand
do
ed <lo 2 40 62 60:.srna!l Vermont hiuid picked
Seans-Choice

a

"Oh no; by

fresh killed turkeys, choice, at Id®
at
13V«c; Northern fresh killed chickens, choice
15c, fair lo good 12® 140.

tern younu

Chicago Cattle Market
By Telegraph, i

OHK'AUn, Feb 2, 1888—Cattle market—recelpls 8400; shipments 2600; stronger; steers at
8 00*5 00; stocaers auu feeders at 2 25* 40 ;
c ows, hulls and mixed 2 16®2 80; Texas cattle at
2 40(6 3 7F.
ll.i, *, receipts 23,000; slilpments 8500; strong
and higher; mixed at 6 0B®5 50; heavy at 6 40®
5 80; light 5 006 5 35 skips 3 2.5®4 75.
Sheen-recelpisSSOO.shipments 10,000; strong;
8 00*6 25; hulk 4 26*4 76; Western 4 5066 16;
Texans at 3 'A a I OO. Lambs at 4 60®8 40.

_

••Kr I v uz saying,” remarked the oldest inhabi-this weather Isn’t a marker to that which
to havo-I say. where are you fellows

tant

used

'S&ssttJs^A?....

AII_COHHEBBttL
imports.

ft boards
ST.IUI1N.NB. Bchr Julia8-76,000
to M P

Emery.

__

.react Receipts.
*>>/.
PORTLAND. Feb. 2.1

f .ntra! Kailroan-F»r
ctt
In”, elthueoi S
eierctoib
81 ear* miscellaneous
,ar-

2

e:i-

uierefianuwe,.for

..

s-

'•••'■’__

i

QwotHViori«i
CHICAGO liOAHU OF TBADK.
Wednesday’s quoUtlons.

!

!

WH It AT.

Jan.
Opening.

Feb.
76%

May
81%

9oc;|

atPoultry-Northern
young fresh JtJfJ*!* fJfSSJ!'
choice nmutual 16c; do fair to good 12®14c. Wes-

dentist.”

SKI.

818®|16,

Bose at 00c f bush: do Ile^Potatoes—Houlton
Aroostook Bose at 90c; do hebrons

won't drive a lame horse. He will
A
buy Salvation Oil and cure his animal at once.
Sudd on changes In the weather give rise to
many severe coughs and colds. Ur. Bull's Cough
Syrup Is a certain and safe cure In every case.
25 cents.

Hi

flay—Eunice

brous

brave man

we

i> bush;

to
prime hay at 17 00® 18 <'9: lair
■rood at »16 00**16 oO; Eastern uue
1.
swale
East
10®si
door to ordinary §12a8l4:
straw 9 50
Hye straw, choice, 17 O0n'518 00; .out

Two friends are walking along the street. One
them, pointing to a house, says: “There's a
beautiful place, butit’s enough to make a man
sad to look at It.”
•‘Why so?”
"On account of Its history; for despite Its calm
and serene surroundings, It was built upon the
wailings and blood of widows, orgroans, tears,
phans. old men and struggling women."
“Von don’t say so! Was it built hv a railroad
a

6062 85

_

Eurcoean

Markets.

By Telegraph.]
LONDON, Feb. 2. 1888.—Consols 102 9-10 for
money anil 1«2% for the account.
LONDON. Feb. 3, 1888.—O. 8. 4s, 130.
HL1V KtVDL, Feb. 2, 1888.-Cotton marketsteady; uplands 6 9 IGd: Orleans at 6%d; sales
10,000 bales; speculation and export 1000 bale-.
LIVEltFOOL. Feb. 2. ;i888—Quotations— Win;
6s 8rt@0s 9d; spring wheat 6s 8d; Club wheat at
6s 9s. Corn—mixed Western at 4s 10%d; peas 6s
5d. Provisions, At.—Pork at 67s 6d; bacon at
4ls tid lor short near and 39s for long clear
Cheese 69s 6d. Tallow 27s. Lard at 39s|3d.|

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
POKTLAND, Feb. 2, 1888
The following are to-day’s closing quoiatl ms ol
Or tin. Provisions. &c.:
Crain.
Flour.
!
664.67
iHMxdCom.
Superfine anu
low grades.2 75@3 76,Com, bag lots. ..69®7If
Meal, ba* lots.. 68*«7
X Spring and
45*-10
XX Spring..4 1634 36jOats, car lots
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots
47@48
60
Cotton
8eed.
Wheals.. f%@5
I car lots..24 75325 60
Mich, straight
roller .4 6034 761 do bag .26 60326 00
clear do....4 25*4 oOlSack'dBr’u
stone ground! 26*4 361 ear lots. .23 00 a 24 O0
l do bag.. .24 00*25 00
tit Louis st’gt
roller.4 75®6 00: Middlings. 24 00,*26 50
clear ao.... 4 75@4% Ido bag lots,25 00*27 t,0
Provisions.
VVInter Wheat
Patents.6 00.6,6 261 Pork—
18 60(610 00
Fish.
I Hacks
18 00® 18 25
! Clear
Cod. V qti—
Mess.
...16
60'
Shore
Large
4% ®4
(k,® 16 bo
Large Bank4 oo®4 25 Bed—
8 60
8
Ex
Moss.
00*
76.
Small.3 25*3
8 00®9 25
Pollock.2 60*3 251 Plate—
9
001
Ex
Plate
Haddock.160*2
60*10 On
Hake.175*2 001 Lard
8.,
Tubs
f i/..7%®
herring
8c
sealed fc bx..l6*18oj Tierces.... 7%a
c
Pails....-8
i\o L..
.39
11*151
Hams yft‘lo%*ll%
dackerei tf bbl—
001
doeov«redll%
*11%
'horcls.18 00*20
Shore 2s.16 00*17 tJO|
Oil.
Mfd. Ms. 13 00S141X11 KeroseneKef. Pet. 7%
l,;.ige. ..14100*16001Po
*
Produce.
Cranoerries—
|Pratt'Ast’htlbbl. if
Haute.... 7 COS 8 O.ilDevoe’s Brilliant. 10%
Cape Cod 11 00* 12 001 Llgonta. 8%
lea Loans...2 06*2 76|
2 46.«2 601 Centennial.
8%
Medium
<’trtn.tn mo2 2532 40|
Raisins,
kebow Eyes.2 20*2 40'Muscatel— 2 26®3 3t>
ru’aio shush 75cfa85c London raiy’r 2 50*3 uo
8%®9iDnauraLay
4 00*6 001 Valencia.
7*8
8t Potatoes
Onions
bbl 3 76*4 ooi
Sugar.
tfc.7%
4Tnrkeva.I6.al6|graiulateu
_

...

—

OMSK‘ins.12®16lExtraC.
Fowls. ..ill$141
Seeds.

7

.111*12%iKed Top....*2%*>*2»/s
Ducks.16,6161 Timothy Seed 2 763.2’/*
‘Clover. 8%@12%c
Apples.
Choice eat ing|3 0O®3 60
Chese.
1 75*200 Vermont.... lo @13%
Common
00
N.Y.
Baldns:
10;*1S%
@3
factory
Fancy
Evapoiated 4* fit 12*1.8c
Butter.
(Creamery *>
Lemons.
8f®27
Palermo.3j60*4 OO Gnt Edge Vey...25*26
Messina.3 60*4 00|Choice.19@20
ii-eso

l(4ood.17*18

Malagers....
Oranges.

istore.i6@io

3 6064 25;
Florida....
Eggs.
4 00*4 50i Eastern exTfils ..24626
Valencia
Messina and PajCan Si Western. .23424
Palermo Dlix.2 76*3 OOI Limed.19@20
Pll/vf

do

l.eact.

ll react.
Suit
Tl/.'S'S

kliOAt

HtiK 1/0

@71di

Pipe.7

sq.6%@6

Ship.±Wa* 6
IPig —.6 00@6 62
leather.
Crackers IP lb.. 6@6Vi'
Coal.
i New York—
Cumberland..
@5 60 Light. 20® 21
Acadia.
I Mid weight. 22® 23
@
Chestnut.
@7 CO Heavy. 23® 26
82® 84
Frauklln.
@8 60 Slaughter
Lehigh.
@7 60: Goodd’mgd. 20® 21
I Am calf.
Coffee.
90@1 00
l.umber.
I
Itio. roasted2i Vi®24
Java do.... 28 @30
[South pine,30 00@4000
Clear pine—
Cooperage.
Hlihd shooks and hds— I Dppers.$66fflt66
Mol. citv... 1 60@1 75 j Select .|45@*66
Sug. city... »5®106l Fine common$36@*42
Sug. s'd shk 60@ 701 Spruce.$13@$14
P ne sugar—
Hemlock.$11@$12
Box shooks
@ 46 Clapboards—
S igar ueading—
Spruce. X.. |28aS30
Spruce 3b in 18® 20 Clear.*2G®*28
2d clear.§20@f23
Pine
18® 20
20
Hard pine
Not.§16@$18
Mol. heading
£221 Pfue. $26®f50
I Shingles—
Hoods—
New 14 ft
Old
Short do 8 ft
7 ft

!

j

t;.5rr,esttc Markets.
!bt Telegraph.]
NK'-V YOKE. Feb. 2. 1888. Flour market—
receipis 13 634 packages; exports 2305 hhisl and
30C(o sacks; scarce and Arm; sales 26,800bids.
c icur quotations—Fine at 2 05 62 06; superfine
tv extern anil State 2 40 o.8 00; common to good
extra Western and State at 2 006.3 40; good to
choice do at 3 40 o 4 90; commonto choice White
wheat Western exira at 4 3064 60; fancy do at
at. 4 05 u4 90; common to good extra Ohio at 2 90
*4 90; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 90®
4 90; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
1 *10
4 60;) choice to fancy do at 4 05 6 5 00. tncluu'Jg 3,60o bbls city mill extra at 4 4<>®4 76;
1200 ni ls hue do 2 0562 00; 1100 bbls superfine
2 45* 3 00; 1300 hbls extra No 2 at 2 90,6.8 36;
9500 hbls winter wheat extra at 2 9064 90;
8,900 hbls Minnesota extra at 2 90a5 00. Houthern flour firm; trading light; common to fair extra
;i 30®3 90; good to choice at 4 00®4 90.
ltye
Hour fairly active and steady. Wheat-receipts
2200 bush; exports 18.060 bush; sales 121,000
hush: lower and quiet; No 3 Spring at 90c; No 2
Ited 89®89l,4c store andelev, 90Vi®90% afloat,
mCcTo b; No 1 Bed nominal at 63c. Bye In

water}.

aris0efs^.::::,n°o5m Height....};;; gg$l"

Sisal.HVa®12Vi

Metal..

I

icoppei—
14x48 com
Urns, aart Dye..
Acid Oxalic
12@14l 14x48 planF‘
621
tart....
60@
Ammonia—
t
carb. 16@20
Ashes, pot.. 8%Co
Bais coahia.. Oof
Beeswax. 3i
Blcli powders
10®
Borax.
Brimstone— 2Vn
Cochineal.... 40

28

28
37
26
17
20

@

f

>20
——

40®

Straits.

English,....837®

42
40
2o
60

C..6 76@0
X. .8 00@8
Copperas.1%
26 a. 770
Terne.6
Cream tartar. 38:
17 Coke.6 26® t>60
Kx. logwood. 12(
1
26
Antimony. 14® 16
Gumarablc...
Zinc....7 00@8 00
Aloes cape_ 16'
20;
Solder
A%28@27
Camphor....
Melasma.
Myrrh. 50<
Porto
Rico...
Opium.4 26;
Barhadoes....
Shellac. 26(
Indigo. 8D®1 00 Cfeufaegos....
Iodine.4 2o@4 38 Hoilmg.
2 00
16® 20

ipecac.
i.ieonce. rr
Lai ex.

Char. 1.
Char. I.

THURSDAY, Feb 2.
Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Hilliard, Boston for
Eastport and St Jolm, NB.
Sell Julia 8. (Br) Odell, St Jobu, NB—lumber to
Mark F Emery.
BehUW Scott, (Br) Harrington, St John, NB,
for New York.
Sell Gertie May, Doughty, Cashes Bank, with
18,000 lbs flsli.
o.
Passed by, sch A F Emerson, Day, St John, NB,
for.New York.
Cleared.
D
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Bootlibay
Choate.
B
sch
Cromwell.
0
Hancock;
SAILED—Barque
SOUTH BKOOKSVILLE, Jan 31—Ar, sch AnL Green, Couscus, Fortlaud for Bluehlll, Is detained by ice.
Uld. sch Jeruslia
EAST MACHIAS, Feb 2
Baker, Chase, Portland, (is Irozen In and cannot
leave until the ice breaks up.)
HORSE ISLAND, Feb 2—Ar, sell W H Fredson
Blddell, Portsmouth, to load lor Key West.
nie

Ship

John McDouald, Slover, at New York from
reports, Jau 26, lat 24 30, Ion 20 66.
gale from NW, and was blown off. The
became badly iced and some of Hie men

a

vessel
frost-bitten.
Chatham, Feb 1-Sch Georgie L Dickson was
towed out tho ice near Handkerchief bhoal, aud
Feb 1—The ice lias left
PrvmevardWHaveii.
of the harbor aud the large vessels

®

33
4® 4% Lard. 00® 70
Castor.1 26@1 30
Cardamons... 1 00@1
Iti-nurh ««/. fn)
I Nplitxfoot. 9(10,100
3|Klalne. 62® 60
sal.2 Va®
Pninui.
Kulpur.2Vs®3'Ai
Sugar lead.-■ 20® 22 Pure gro nd ld660®7 00
66® 60 Pure dry leadC 00®6 26
White wax.
8 Eng Veu Kcd.
8® 3Mi
6®
Vitrol. blue..

25® 30IPorgie.

Senna.
Canary seed..

751

Vanilla.bean.* 10® *16

Ret

Lead

Rochelle

Ourk.

33

1

No 10
Roz
i

Tgf*
Yellow... 2 Vi
;;;#

Hice.

,30 Rice, *Mb.... 6V4®7
*20 Rangoon. 6V®5%
Naleralna.
:i«
20 Saleratus.
6@6Mi

...

V
.I
Ounpkwdrr—8h#l,

are
mouth
still
now clear, while those anchored lartlier up,
remain fast in the Ice.

Ar 31st, ship
Grecian,
SAN FKA NCISCO
Gardner, Hamburg.
Cld 26th, ship Elizabeth, Colcord, Liverpool.
Cld 1st, ship Bohemia, Trask, Queenstown.
POKT TOWNSEND—Ar 25th, barque St Lucie,
Erskine, Honolulu.
PENSACOLA—Cld 31st, sch Scotia, Shearer,

Aspiuwall.
Cld 1st, brig Amy

,,

....

l,uc“.

Spice*.

76®

80
28

"i/sif 101 Laundry.^ 3V4@

B

Nutmegs.

Pepper.......

flay.

.' i

Common.

2Mi@2V4 ISouchong.

Netlned.31 vg2% I Oolong........

I
Korway..
..12
Cast steel
German steel .»

HhcetTou-'
Common_

,,

A Lane, Emerson. Vera Cruz.
MOBILE—Sid 31st. sell A L Henderson, Henderson, New York.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 3] st, scb Hattie McG Buck,
Putnam, Boston.
Sid 31st, scb Jenule S, Sinclair, Boston.
SAVANNAH—Cld 1st, sch Maud H Dudley,
Oliver, Port Royal.
CHARLESTON- Off the bar 1st, sch Aaron
Keppard, from Hoboken.
Sid 1st, sch Belle O’Neil, for Fernaudina.
NEWPORT NEWS—Sid 1st, sell Mabel Hooper
Hooper, New York.
BALTIMORE—Cld 31st, sch Emma F Augell,
Tr pp, Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 31st, barque Elba, Tilton, Savannah.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 1st, barque Louise
Adelaide. Orr, Ponce; brig Mary Bartlett.Tlioinpson, Cienfuegos; scb Levi Hal t, Giles,Pensacola.
NEW YORK —Ar 1st, sobs Florida, St John,
NB; Thos N Stons, Boston; Abble C Stubbs, fm
Savannah; Chas 8 Baylis, Boston.
Cld 1st, barque Allauwilde, Newman, Corunna;
seb May McFarland,.Montgomery, Sagua.
Sid 1st. barque Allauwilde, lor Corruuua; sch
Sadie Willcutt. for Cardenas.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 31st, sch Pocahontas, Phil-

lips.

§16

®7

3

22®

80

26®

60
3
40

do choice.. 36®

Japan....
do choice..

....

Best brands..

36®
60®

8148414 Medium. 80®

HC. 4® 4Mil

Common.

26®

Russia.13^4@14 HaMP-••••;•
ans>
7®8Vb Natural leaf.. 60®

(ialv.

60
40
30
-n
70

Butninu, Genoa.
81d fm Queenstown Jan 27. shlmltapliael, Harkness, (from San Francisco) for Liverpool,
ui.

<».

u..Aiw.a

Ai nw

1

iKirnue

Tillie

Baker, Oarty. Barbadoes; 30tb, ship Enos Boole,
8oule. Hampton ltoads.
Ar at Pernambuco Jau 28, brig Daisy, bash,

Uaytl Jan 24th. sch
BC|tdatciipe
Port de Paix and New York.

Belle Brown,

Perry,

Domingo Jan 17, sch Aunle Lord, Kendall, Polnt-a-Pitre, to load for New York.
Old at Havana 26th, barque Lillian, Hamilton,
Matauzas.
A

r

at St

Sooken.
Oct 18, lat 6 N. Ion 26 W, ship J B Brown,
Young, from Antwerp for Ban Francisco.
Jau 2, lat 11 N. Ion no E, ship North America,
Lincoln, from Calcutta for New York.

UHIMEHT
FOR

INTERNAL

fbom

fob

Samaria.Boston.Liverpool

...Feb

Santiago.New York..Clenfuegos..Feb
Manhattan .New York..Havana.Feb
Bohemia.New York..Hamburg ...Feb
Feb
Athos.New York. Kingston,
..

Republic.New York..Liverpool...Feb

Fulda.New York..Bremen.Feb
New York..Havre.Feb
La Champagne
Circassia.New York. Glasgow.Feb
Heckla.New York. .Copenhagen.Feb
Andes.New York..Hayti .......Feb
Feb
Nevada.New York.. Liverpool
Trave.New York .Bremen .....Feb
Ceplialonla.Boston.Llverpoo'.... Feb
Chy Alexandria.. New York..Havana.Feb
Feb
Rhatea.New York.. Hamburg
Elbe.New York.-Bremen.Feb
California.New York..Hamburg...Feb
La Bretagne.New York. .Havre.Feb
Ueiser.New York..CopenbagenFeb
Catalonia.Boston.Liverpool.. .Feb
...

...

2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
7
7
9
9
9
11
11
11
11
19

AU1TAL8.

_

б. 46 p. m.
I>r»ui €|«ebec, 12.16 p. m.
■ Pullman Palace Bleeping cart on night train
Parlor cart on day train between Portland

I Montreal*

TJSE.

Most Wonderful Family Remedy Ever Known.
CURES
Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia. Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
The

oar

—

Lunge, Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, DysKidney Troubles,
entery, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Spinal Diseases. Sciatica, Lame Back, Lameness
and Soreness in Body or Limbs. Circulars free.

I. s. JOHNSON & CO.. BOSTON, MASS.

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junetlon and Danville Junction as follows: To ChicaDetroit, *18.76 and
go, $21.00 and $10.00;
*18 00; Kansas City. *32.60 and *28.85; Ht.
and
»t.
Louis via. Detroit,
Paul *32.60
*2«.0O;
*25.00ami *21.25; St. Louis via. Chicago, *28,60
and *03.76.
California,
*82.60
and *24.00;

New York.
eod&wnrmly

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

The Best
Blood

Fer Ho.ton 7.30, 8.40 a. m„ 12.40 8.31 p. m.
Heston fer Pertlaad 7.30. 8.30, a. Dl., t .00.
4.00 p. m. (6.00 p. m. arriving 8*. Hrrwick.it
8.00 p. m.. connecting with 0.36 p. m. train for
Portland.; Mrarere Hrarb. P.nr Peinl,
since. III.Mr ford 7.30. 8.40, 10 26 a. m.t 3.30,
014 Orchard, 7.30, 8.40,
•5.30,8.16 p. m.
10.26 a. m., 12.40,3.30, *6.30, 8.15p.m. Nerlh
Herwick.IJml Fall*, Mere, 7.30,8.40 a.m.,
Knur, ■■archill,
12.40.3.30, *5.30 p. m.
l.uwmrr, i.nwell, 7.30, 8.40 A m., 13.40,
Rechreier, Farminaiea, Allen
3.30 p. O’.
Hay, 8.40a. m., 13.40,3.30 p.m. Maacheetrr
and Cenenrd (yla Lawrence) 8.40 a.m., (via So.
Newmarket Junction) 8.30 p. m.
•Via Eastern Dlv. to Scar boro Crossing. ^

Is that which keeps the Liver
and Stomach in healthy condition.

GOOD DIGESTION

•

•

»

COOD BLOOD.

*

•

MllNDAV TRAINS
for Heeien 1.00, 4.16 p. m. via East Dlv, to Scar
boro Crossing.
EASTERN DIVISION.
For Konion att«.0O a.m., (laily,t».00 a.m.,*1.00,
Ho*too for Portlno«l 7.30, 9.00 a.
t6.00 p. Hi.
K ii«ra., 12.30p. m. (••7.00 p.m. daily). Aooo
iH'ih 9.00 a. m. (6.30 p. m. West. L'f. Pass.)
P OO
2.00
Hiddrford
9.00 a m., 1.00 p.fD.
wbanN
а. in., 1.00,6.00 p. m.
Pwrmyifc.
1^
6.00
a.
9.00
1.00,
m.,
port, Naira*, WaJUM 2.00,
6.00p. m.
p/m. Aa»r«bary 9.00a.m., 1.00,
York.
♦Connects with Kail Lines for New
(Connects with Hound Lines for New York.
“West Division- North Berwick to Sc arbors

Nothing in the world so successfully treats the digestive
organs as Mandrake, and the
only pure, safe and reliable
preparation of Mandrake is

UR.9CHENCKS

Saco

Mandrake
Pills.

Tickets to all points West and South
'"Through
lor rale at Portland Mtali.a Ticket omee and

For Sale by all Druggists. Price 25 eta. per box;
5 boxes for 65 ct§4 or sent by mail, postage free, oa
receipt of price. Dr. J. n. Bchenck A Son, Philad’a.

Kxrkna(r Street
JAB. T. FURBEK. GenT Manager.

nt l ai.a Ticket Other, 40

Boston.

D. J. FLANDERS, t.en. P. ft T. A.
M. L. WILLIAMS, GenT Agent,

•Od&w6rannn-ce2wM

eepl2

Make

No others
These pill* were a wonderful discovery
like them in the world. Will positively cure or relieve
all manner of disease. The information around eaeh
box Is worth ten times the cost of a box of pills. Find
out about them, and you will always he thankful. Onk
Illustrated pamphlet lYee. Sold everypill a dose.
where, or sent by mail for 25 cts. in stamps. Dr. I. 8.
Johnson & t'o., 22 Custom r’ou*E 8t., Boston, Mas*

eod&rw-nrmly

gl2

Hho-t Pimple* and Skin disorders will rapidly
v-n sii when you use Skin-Success soap aud oint-

ment.

auNing and Healing. Palmer’s Skin-Success «
Perfect for all skin diseases
soap and ointment.
i.

THIS IS WORTH

$1,000.
TO ANT MAN,
WOMAN OR CHILI)
who ii not blessed with

fair, healthy Skin, or
is troubled with humors.
a

—a—
At druggist*,* Skin-SuceeHs*
25c\ A 75c. Bktn^uoce*. Soap
25c. I’alm.-r Cbemi- alCo^N.Y.

A Healthy Skin inn y be obtained throngb
using Palmer's Skin-Success ointment and soap.
Mr* _, a lady at Grand Rapids, Mich.,
sured of a hereditary disease by Palmer’s SkinSuecess.

_eodly-cMnrm

octal

THIS PAPER

Arrangement- la Kfleet J n a. '4(1,
1HS8.

Winter

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 8.45 a. m.;
Lewiston 0.50; Mechanic Kails (mixed train' 10.60; arriving at W. Minot 11.16; E. Hebron 11,30;
12.20; Hartlord
Buckfleld 12.00; E. Sumner
12.40; Canton 1.00 p.m.
Leave Portland 1.80 p. m.; Lewiston 2.00,
Mechanic Falls 8.16; arriving at W. Minot 8.30;
E. Hebron 3.40: Buckfleld 3.60; E. Sumner 4.<d;
Hartlord 4.12; Canton 4.27.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30, #.00 a. m.j
arriving at Portland 8.46 a. m.. 12.15 p. m.
STALK I’ONNKCTIOfl*.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. m. lor Ilebroa
Academy; Buckfleld 3.60 p. m. lor W. Sumner
and Turner: Canton 4.27 p. m.; arrlvlug at Pern
б. 20; Dlxflcld 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p. in.; also for
Returning, leave
Brettun’s Mills, Livermore.
Mexico 8.00, Dlxflcld 7.00 a. m.; arriving at Pi ItL. L. LiNCOI.N.Supt
tand 12.15 p. m.
)an23dtf
K.C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.
More than twenty years ago it

throughout

New

duction it has

was

constantly

won

its

CITY ADVEKTIHKiYIHNTN

Since its intro-

way into public

uutil now it is the universal decision that
ADAMSON’S BOTANIC BALSAM is the

favor,

Molin'

Fishermen and I.abater Denier*.

INFORMATION

Colds & Asthma.

Health.
Sec. 8—"Nor shall any person or persons throw
or cast any dead animal or any foul or offensive
matter in any dock or place between the channel
and the shore, nor shall land any foul or offensive
animal or vegetable substance within the city,
nor shall cast any dead animal in the waters of
the haibor or back cove.”
Any person violating the above provision Is liable to a fine of twenty dollars.
By order of the Board of Health.
GEO. C. BURGESS. Secretary.
Portland. Jan. 11,1888.janl2dlm
Ordinance

Made only by
F. W. KINSMAN A dO..Apothecarica
25th Street ami Fourth Avenue,TJew lork.
Prlee 10, 35 and 75 Cent..
For »ale by all tlte beat Druajiata.

eotl&wlynrm

mli21

lo

on

CITV

OF

STEAMERN.

i»MND» TEA.HKRN.

having been given to the
Board of Health, that fishermen and lobster
dealers are In the habit of throwing Into the docks
fish ollal and lobster waste; the attention of such
persons is called to the following extract from the

BEST REMEDY FOR CURING

Coughs,

Harpswell

Steamboat Co.

On anil after September 19th 1887, steamer
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run dally as
follows:
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 0.45 a. m.;
Bailey’s Island 7.00; Harrowed, 7.16; East End,
Great Chebeague, 7 45; Jeuk’s, 8.00; Hope Island 8.05; Ltttle Chebeague, 8.20; Long Island
8.40, arriving in Portlanu at 9.15 a.m.
Returning will leave Portland for Orr’s Island
and all Intermediate landing* at 2.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.
sepl9dtf

STEAMER

bay and Pemaquld.
Every Eriday ni w.:IO a. m„ will leave for
Bootlibay, South Bristol and East Boothhay.
Returning will leave Femaiiuid every H edaes.
,l„, M. 7.00 n. in., for Fortlaud and Intermediate

Landings.

...

_A. MONTOOMEKY,

janisdtf

HEAD COLDS,

HEMORRHOIDS,

CATARRH.
A. P. Bush «fc Co., Boston.
Dear Sirs .—Your package of Hakka Cream
arrived last evening all O. K.; many thanks. I tell
you I enjoyed the cleansing it gave mo this morning.
1 am feeling much like I had taken a Turkish bath.
I have been a great sufferer from n very annoying
Catarrh for several years, have tried several remedies,
but nothing has had so desired an effect as Hakka,
both for myself and an aged mother, also upon sevYours respectfully,
eral others in this vicinity.
H. W. Wilder, Bethlehem, N. H.
on

receipt of 91.00.

CO., Boston, Mass.
_eod6m

A. P. BUSH &
octlO

MURDOCK’S
The only Raw, Condensed Food known,
and so recognized
By the International Medical Congress
at Washington, D. C., 1887:
By the British Medieal Association at

Brighton, Eng., 1886;
By the American Medical Association at
Washington, 1). C., 1884;
do. at Richmond, Ya., 1881;
do. at Saratoga, X. Y., 1886;
do. at Beer Park, Md., 1884;
where essays were read and discussed by
some of the ablest Physicians and Surgeons of England, Uermany, France, Italy and America.

is free from insoluble matter,
drugs, minerals, salts or acids (KXTBAi’fN
AIIK NOT), and shows the blood corpuscles. It
is adapted to all ages in health or disease, as it
will make, for an adult, by the use of one tablebvoonfid four times daily, eight per cent, new
blood weekly.

Liquid

Food

Our Free Surgical Hospital was opened in Boston in September, 1884, and
now numbers 100 free beds.

During the year ending Sept.
we had 35 operations.
During the year ending Sept.
we had 205 operations.
During the year ending Sept.
we had 510 operations.
During the quarter ending
1887, we had 203 operations.

1, 1885,
1, 1880,
1, 1887,
Dec.

1,

Food is not used.

or

siieeii

are

From the fact that no
alike is the reason of our different brands being
different in flavor. All brands are made by the
The letter represents the day of
same formula.
tank. If
ft Is
make, and the figure the and will richer,
bear a greatand flavor,
smell
In
stronger
as
ofthe
flavor
er reduction, and you may change
ten as you may desire.

The benefit of our Free Surgical Hospital foi Woueu is being recognized in
all parts of the United States by the medical profession, as they are sending ladies suffering for the want of an operation (known as capital case) from all secFree Home for Homeless Boys
**Our
tains 60 beds, and is located at 11

150 FREE BEDS,
we have just completed Septic Hospital
of twelve Free Beds, all for Surgical
a

diseases

nov3o

food «., bostos.
WS&Mft

Citizens’ Mutual Relief Society.
regular monthly meeting of the Citizens’
Mutual Belief Society, will be held In Recep>BIDAY EVENING,
tion Halt
Feb. 3,1§88, at 7Vi o'clock. A full attendance is
F. J. ROLLINS, Sec.
requested.
d2t
Jana

THE

City*Building.

A

COPART8EB8HIP NOTICES.

Notiee of Dissolution of Partnership.
is hereby given that the partnership
J. Roche and
lately existing between John
Albert E. Eaton was dissolved on tins sixteenth
mutual
consent, and
1888,
of
by
January,
day
Albert E. Eaton, is authorized to settle all debts
due to and by the
x R0CHE
E. EATON.

NOTICE

company^

Janl7d3wALBERT

NERVINE.
ANTI-NERVOUS

F. D. MAYNARD &
Importer, and

CO.,

■

■

•

Bass’ English Ale
AND—

STOUT,

GUINNESS’

For Sale In the Original Package by

R. STANLEY & SON,
IMPORTERS.

410

Fore

Street.

uov24

LADIES !
Do your own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes.
They will dye everything. They are sold everyThey
where. Price tOr. a package—40 colors.
have no equal for Strength, Brightness, Amount
In packages or for Fastness of Color, or nou-fadFor
lne Dualities. They do not crock or smut.
sale by D. W. Heseltlue & Co., Druggists, corner
N.
O.
Nichols,
streets:
DrugCongress and Myrtle
gist, 787 Congress, corner Grove street; E. W.
Stevens, Druggist, corner Congress and Parris
streets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist corner Congress and Washington streets; T. J. L ooney,
Druggist, corner Middle and Franklin streets; D.
P. Horr, Druggist, 638 Congress street; William
s. Banks, Druggist junction Congress and Free
Streets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist, 2111 Danforth
street;Cook, Everett* Pennell;John W. Perkins
* Co.; H. H. Hay & Son. and A. W. Smith, DrugW. W.
gist, 107 Portland 8t„ Portland, Maine.
Whipple*Co., 21 Market Square, and Woodjlylleodly
forxs Corner, Deerlng, Me.

wards

W. W.

printed.
engraved
DAVIS * CO., Engravers, 43 West Street,
INVITATIONS
and estimates sent free.
Boston. 20
or

samples

Janl4

eodern

Nova

—

Ncatla, friar.- Ed-

(Trade Mark.)
he only Apoplexy Preventive and Paralysis Cnre,
will relieve you and prevent an Apoplectic Shock,
it u a sure cure for Paralysis, Rheumatism. Heart Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver

Complaint, Kidney Trouble, Dyspepsia, etc., etc.

The
Steamers of this Line will leave Kaltroad Wharf, foot of State street, every
and THURSDAY at 6.00 p. M., tor EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Tap igb tickets issued and baggage cheeked to
destination. fcf-Frelght received upto 4.00 p. N.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or tor other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, font
J. B. COYLE.
of State street.
Manager,
novl4dtt

Co..
Manufactured by Dr. F. S. Htrrcmwsob
Enosburgh Falls, Vt.,U. S.A. Price$I.oo a bottle,
Testimid
6 bottle* for $5.00. bend for Circular

_Oen’l

ilymiif company
For NEW YORK.

&

monials.
For nali

by Druggists and Dealtrs

in

Medicine

Send IB cents for “100 emergencies and bow to
aug6eodly
treat them.”

TRUE'S PIN WORM
l
Si'

Pnnunia,

5

i

A CREAT

i

2 p.nt.

For

apply

Freight, Passage, or genet ai Intormatlon
or address the General Eastern Agents.

to

ADAltlW

A.

B.

A

CO..

113 Wlafe Wired, Car. Krand Ml., Bwwn.

DISCOVERY!

elO___dtf_

BOSTON

Sold toy oil 33niBgl»tiB.
PRICE 35c» 50c. and SI .OO.

Proprietors,

STEAMERS.

AUBURN, MAINE.

**-Tnno Worms a Specialty. Tape Worm,
remov oil fn from on—hour and thirty mlnutea
to three hours.

FARE ONLY $1.00.
INTER ARRANGEMENT*.

eod&wly

JanlS

THE riR8T-CLA88 8TKAMBU8

EXHAUSTED VITALITY.

FOREST CITY and TREMONT

A Ureal .lledlral Work far Voun« and
Mlddlc-.taed Men.

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In
season lor connection with earliest trains ioi

points beyond.

Through tickets for Provideace, l.awcll,
Worcenler, New Writ. Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF. Boston every week day evening at 6 o’clock,
J- B. COYLE. Manager.
novltf

KNOW THYSELF.^®^?

Boston? Philadelphia

Copies Sold.

Nervous and Physioal Debility. PremaErrors of Youth, Exhausted Vitality,
Manhood, Impaired Vigor and Impurities of the
and
the
untold miseries consequent thereon.
Blood,
Contains 3U) pages, substantial embossed hindipg, full
Warranted the beet popular medical treatise
gilt,
published in the English language. Price only si by
Ilmail, postpaid, and concealed Tn a plain wrapper.
lustrative sample free if you send now.
tlie
PEABODY
MEDICAL
by
PUBLISHED
INSTITUTE, No. t IliilUnrh St.Boston,Miimm.
.11. I>., ('OIMUltlUH !*hvll. II.
aciaui to whom oil orders should be addressed

aDeeUno,

fe

For Sale

From PHILADELPHIA

case

W.

nov21eod3m

Fridaj.

v

Philadelphia,

JlBwT^v--

at 12

•R’JS

8 per
offers for sale, at par and accrued Interest,
and 7 per cent llrst mortgage loaiis on farms
valued
\V
extern
states,
other
and
in Iowa, Kansas
at three and four times ihe amount loaned thereon,
and fully guaranteed by this company. Also Its
seown 8 per cent debenture bonds, and further
cured by deposit of llrst mortgage farm loans, as
New York,
collateral,with Mercantile Trust Co., of bonds
conA supply of mortgages and
trustee.
stantly on hand,which Investors are Invited lo call
oil
cashed
presentation.
and ex inline.
Coupons
Please apply personally, or oy letter, forlixt ol
references and ether information. €’. *!. t *■ IK,
n tS,V«a.A|ral, Oxford Build.o«. 183
dec20eod6m
-Biddle Street. Boom i.

e"ut

bb

_

_

h

jju

cured without the

use

of knife

or deteutlon from
Jill 1 (lor ligature, All
.li.. axes of the

W0 I

WAX

&

5 |

4»

V

business.
Keetiiin successfully treated
T.
HXK, It
Or- t
VPleusaut Ml., Auburn,.Br.

■■ ^E

I tl„y

1 lip !■

guaranteed. At 0.I) 8. Hotel,4 Fortland.Koom
a. m to
Hefcrp. in.
every Saturdaytrom

ure

18
dices given.
let. Id years

CO.,

147 PBABL ST., UOSTON.

Canras“'.\i_2jway■ Fabyan’s, Bethlehem.
Uttleton. Wells’ RivMontpelier, St. Jobnsbury, Newport, Sherbrooke, St.Johns, Montreal, Burlington, Swautou,

L*2£-M-ter. Wtiltcfldd,
er,

Ogdetisburg

sept)
I

and West.

_

—

3.13 p.m. Local, Portland to Bartlett and In
termedtate stations, with Htage connections for
No. Windham, Standlsh, l.lmlngtou. Sebago, Naples. Parsmisfleld, Kczar Falls. Denmark, Lovell,
and Conway Corner; also lor No. Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford via Bridgton.
Trains Arrive ia Portland.
10.33 a. m. from Bartlett and way stations,
iron. Montreal.
N.33 p.
_

0Ct7dtf

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland

« Kocnesier n. iu

OF TH/’NS.

On and alter Meadmy, October it, ISSt,
Passenger Trains will Lee re P -eland.
Per H'tnnMr, Clinton, Ayer Jane lien.
Nashua. W ia.lh-B. and Kppiag at T.3»
ns.
a. us. and 1.00 p
„_
Par flaacbnlrr, Concord, and polata North
at 1.00 p. Mi.
For R#cbM«rr,«prld*»ilf, Hired, WilwN
b#ri« Aod Nici Hirer at 7.HO •• Mi** 1 *0#

pSU™.1;^.
d (mixed) at 0.30 p.
t».40,

.... ..oo,
nt.

hi

3—.
_

Par Marrnrappa, Cumberland SI ills, Wet*
brook Junction and Weedferd’s at 2.M
and 10.00 a. m., 1.00, 3.00, 0.40 ar.d
(mixed) *O..TO p. as.
Par Parrel A raue Derring) 10.00 a. as.,
3,00 and 0.40 p. as.
Tbe I .oo p. m. train trom Portland connect# at
Ayer Janet, with Heeeac Tunnel Haute lor
the West, and at l uieu Depot, "arrester, Icy
New Yark ria Norwich Line, and all rail,
▼la Mpringlleld, also with N. Y. Ac N, K. it. It
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) lor Philadelphia.
Hullimore, AVnsbingtan, and thr Mouth, and
With Hasten A Albany K. K. tor tbe Weal.
BClose connection made at Weeibreeh Jssa
tlaa wltn through trains of MalD* eatral R. K. aad

Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and Honth
may be had of 8. H. H KL1.KN,Ticket Agent, Pot*
land A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’#
J. w. PBTKK8 Bunt.
oct22dtf
at

_

lilU; CENTRAL
On

RAILROAD

and nfter MONDAY, Oct 44, IN87.
Psssraxtr Trains will leave
Portland

aa

fallows.

For Ankara aad l.cwislea, 8.80 a. m.,
13.60 4.110 p. m.; Lewiston sin Brsae
wick, 7 '5 a.m., 12.66 tll.16 p m. For Hath,
7.05 A [ft., 2.65 and 4.56 p. in., and on SaturRockland and
dr ys only at 11.16 p. m.
Haas and Lincoln R. H.. 7.06 a. m. and
12.65 p. in.. Ht naswick, Wnrdiner Halla12.56, 4.65
w cl I, sail Augusta, 7.06 A m.,
and tll.16 p. m. karmlngten via Lewis7.05
Hruaawieh.
ton, 12.50
p. III.; ria
Mauasauth, kYiam.
m. and 12.66 p.
a
North
aad
Ihrap. Renddeld, Oukluad
ukawAaseu, 12.6o p. in., W atcrrillc and
hrgua. sin l.rssistaa. 12.50, ria Augusta,
7.05 a. m., 12.66 and tll.16 p. m. and » »ur
Belfast
rille Saturdays only 4.66 p. ■>,.
12.50 and tll.16 p. m.
Drtltr.
na
12.50
m.; sla
p.
Hangea ria l.rwistaa.
Augusta, 7.05 a m., 12.55 and tll.16 p. m.
R.
H.,7.08 a. ra.,
Hungur A Pisculnguts
and
tll.16 p. m. Kllrweith andm. Bar
12.66
and
p.
tll.16
durbar,
County,
utephru (Calais), Areas,oak
Prariurrs,
Ml. John. Ilnlifni.nud the
12.60, 12.66 and tll-16 p. m
trains timed as above from Commercial
Street Station, stop at

CONGKEMH ST. STATION.
and
eight minutes later where through tickets
baggage checks may be obtained for principal
with
iTbe
night express
points Fast and West.
Sleeping car atlached.runs every night Sundays
Included, through to Bangor but not to Skowbeand
gati on Monday mornings or to Belfast
Tvxter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due In Portland as follows: The morn.
Ing train from Watervtlle, Augusta and Bath
8.48 a. m.; Lewiston, 8.60 A m.; day trains
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.46 p.m.
The afternoon trains from Bangor, WatervUle,
Bath, Augusta aud Ko, klaud at 6.40 p. ns.,
Lewiston, 6.60 p. ni. Night Pullman at 1.60
a. m.

(,.lulled Ticket*. Ini sad second ilsw, Itt
all palate la Ika Praviarea aa aala at redared

in

If*.

PAYSON TUCKEK, Oer.eral Manager.
E. B(“JTHBY,Oen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Port lam., Oct.20.188Toctgldt,
F.

m.

of Emmetsburg, lowa. Established 1872.
A..«h.rl«ed t -pi.al.•' ”«<*
Paid Tp f 'apilal

only.

H. BOWDLEAR

and

The AMERICAN INVESTMENT C0~

Refined

PARAFFINE

Tuosdaj

Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
West by the Feua. 1L U., slid
the
for
Freights
tiouth by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Bound Trip Biss.
Passage 810.OO.
Meals and Boom Included.
or
For freight
passage apply to
ll. H. mA.BPMON, Aural,
10 l.oou Wharf, Itos.ou.
Sldtl

THE

or

p. m.

S
vr

To Let, in Boston, Mass.

by the evsk
Crude, imported and domestic, lb.
Also,
only. Price 22* ic. to 24c. per

»«n

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From 1’lne Street Wharf,

,x

Estate 415 Dorchester Avenue consisting
of about 110,000 square feet of land with a
frontage of 476 feet <m Dorchester Avenue, only
one and a quarter miles from Slate street, now
used for a (Mailing Mill and Lumber Yard; no better stand lu Boston for the retail trade. The
buildings are large and substantial, containing
about 26,000 feet of Boor rmun and are fitted with
shafting; a large and well titled brick dry house
which will contain 100,000 feet of lumber; a first
rate tubular boiler of 126 horse capacity, one engine of 40 horse power and one of 20 horse I lower,
so arranged as to run together or separately; a two
storv counting room building; a large lumber shed
which will eoutaln 900,000 feet of lumber; also a
stable with stalls for 10 horses, wagon sheds, large
and roomy yards and piling grounds. Toe build
ings are ail protected wltli flail's system of per
forated pipes and sprinklers and could be readily
fitted for any manufacturing purpose. The engines are now running and the property can lie
examined by application to the subscriber.
SAM'L H. L. PIKRCK.
Box 64, So. Boston, Mass.
Jan24TnTh&Slm

BEESWAX,

USE.

From BOSTON orerj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

eod&wly

or

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

PAltliiat.

mylO

INTT,

For Japan and China.
CITY OF NEW YORK sails Saturday, Feb. 11,

It is acknowledged to be the best, safest and
most potent and effectual remody known for
this child-killing disease.

Dr. JOHN F. TBUE At 00.,

^

COLON.sails Friday, Feb. 10, Noon.
From San Francisco. 1st and firannan Sts.

■

i

-v

.rg&Ztg&tZ

From New York, pier foot of Canal St., North
Utver. lor Wan Francises via The Isthinns •(

►

1
^

California, Japan, China, Csntral
and South America and Mexico.

5

a

3
S'

a

-IDU FOB—

%

%

Steamers leave Franklin Wbarf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Ptcr
38, East Rtver, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
septai-dtfOeueral Agent

rAtlrll MAIL MUlsiir waraiii

ELIXIR,I

FALL AW RANG El¥l ENT.
t ou.rn.ni.uu VIONUAY, Oct. 10.
and until further notice. Passenger trains will
leave Pertlan.1 as follow,: W..T3 a.
lanaSoaqai. (»r Bridgton, Fryeburg, No. Coa-

ARRANGEMENT

gvlasd, aad Cape Hrrl.n.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1887-8.

In thin eakes In eases of 240 lbs. Sweet, odorless
and white M. P. 130J. Price 10c. per ,lb. by the

WEDDING

Braaawicli,

MONDAY,

More Than One Million

BOSTON.
_eodlm

AND ALL PANTS OP

—

New

__

Koa.ter.,

jan31

—

EASTPORT.CALAIS ST.JOHAN.B..HALIFAX A. S

treats upon

NO. 135 STATE ST.,

FOB

—

Canadian Pacific Westbound Trains
leaving Montreal same Evening.

OHAS. U. FOYE, O. T. A.
Oct. 7,18871

STEAMSHIP CO.,

etc.

To those troubled with nervousness caused from
the use of Coffee, try NERVINE, be free from It,
and enjoy life. Packed in pound packages only.
Agents wanted in
Protected by letters patent.
every town. Send for circulars.

con-

to 21
When any of
Causeway street, Boston.
the boys suffer from Scrofula, Eczema or
other skin diseases,they recover quickly
by the use of our Liquid lood.
In addition to our

nl'rhogk’s Liqiiin

City Marshal’s Office. 1
Portland, Nov. 7,1887.)
REWARD ol twenty-five dollars will b paid
for information that will lead to the arrest
and conviction of any person or persons guilty of
breaking glass in any public building or church in
EZRA HAWKE8,
this city.
City Marshal.
nov8dtf

COFFEE.

We arc now having au average of 100
operations each month. No hospital in
London is doing any more, and only two
We challenge any other hosas much.
pital to show such a record where our
weves

$25.00 REWARD.

ROASTED

WITH A MORTALITY OF 9 ONLY

Liquid

All persons found violating the above order
will be dealt with according to law.
EZRA HAWKES, City Marshal.
dtf
ian4

Pres.

Internationa!
No matter whether you are or not.
If suffering from Dizziness or Pressure in Head,
Palpitation of
Spots before Eyes, Pain Around or
Heart, Pain in Region of Heart with feelings of
suffocation, Ringing Sound in Ears, Numbness or
Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially the Arm,
Pain between Shoulders and in Side, Dry Cough,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering from €>0"
neral Debifitv with Loss of Appetite,

PORTLAND and MOST EAL LINE.
Only lino making direct connections with

RACE.

ENTERPRISEjCAPT. ALFRED

After Jan. 1, 1888. Steamer Enterprise will
leave Franklin Wharf every Tursdar at N.:*«
a. in., tor Boothhay, South Bristol, East Booth-

Every Msisrilnr at 8.00 a. a*., will leave
East Boothhay for Fortlaud and Intermediate
Landings, arriving In Portland about 3.00 p. m.,
connecting with Boston boat at Portland. Freight
taken for The above landings at low rates
Freight received and delivered on the wharf by
W. H. Bohanon. Telephone No. 687 F.

PORTLAND.

In Board of Mayor and ai.dermen, 1
January 2d. 1888. j
That it shall be unlawful for any
vehicle
person to slide with a sled or other
and desigupon any street except those assigned
nated below, viz.:
The following named streets have been assigned
Sidewalks of these streets not
on which to coast.
to be used for coasting:
Melbourne to Eastern Promenade.
Turner to Eastern Promenade.
Beckett, from Hanson’s house, to Eastern Promenade.
Atlantic to Fore.
Fore down past Portland Company.
Hancock to Fore.
Fox from Washington to Back Bay.
Anderson from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Mayo from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Pearl from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Cedar from Oxford to Lincoln.
Alder frem Portland to Kennebec.
Brattle from Portland to Kennebec.
Oak from Prospect to Cumberland.
Avon from Deering to Cumberland.
New Stale from Cumberland to Portland.
Melleu from Congress to Portland.
Weymouth from Congress to Portland.
Hampshire from Middle to Fore.
Cotton from Free to Fore.
Danforth from High to Center.
WlDter from Gray to Danforth.
Danforth from Vaughan to West Commercial.
Oxford from Washington to Anderson.
Read and passed.
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
Attest;

Portland and Bootlibay Steamboat Co.

ORDERED,

Prepaid

Portland and Ogdansburg R. R.

introduced

England as a remedy for Coughs,

Colds and Pulmonary complaints.

anti

Dr

dtl__Portland

Ruinford Falls k Burkfidd Railroad.

Surgical Staff or Murdock’s Free
DR. E. 6. REED, Clalnoyaut CiThe
Hospital for Women are in dally attendto examine paance, except Saturdays,
assign beds.
and Botanic Physician.
tients,
Medical Rooms 93 Franklin St., Portland, Me.
that flesh
REED treats all chronic
EVERY BED FREE.
that
given up
all
is heir

as inare
cases
to;
phycurable by the allopathic and homeopathic
to treat and cure
case
their
take
will
I
sicians,
of the cases
them. 1 And that about four-fifths
Examinations at a
given up to die can be cured.
name aud place
distance by letter with their full
and $2.00 Exof residence nad one 2 cent stamp
^
Consultation
free.
am mat ion at the office, $1.00.
Office hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m._»epl4tf

Nundny, Oel. •*'*, INN*.

WESTERN DIVISION.

Purifier
MEANS

effect

In

953
Rich Blood!

_

TICKET OFFICE!

35 Eiohangi St., indDeoot Foot ot India Strwt.

TOTAL OPERATIONS

FMll£
New,

and
and

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDOAK, G. P. A..
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.
Nov. 28, 1887.

Our

EXTEEJST-AJL,

6.30*.

From l.ewietea and Auburn, 8.46 A A
13.16, 3.16, 5.46 and 0.46 p. m.
Front liorkaa*, 8.46Am.. 13.15and 8.46 P. U.
Front Chicago and Montreal, 13.16 and

LIQUID FOOD.

ANODYNE

F^U.’rU-tdVa.Si.and 1.30and

‘“'For

..

l0Sld1m Gibraltar 9th Inst, barque Western Belle,

/

and.Chlengn, 8.46
fioitaa. M
а. m. and l 30 p. m.
Fer Qnebec, 1.30 p. m
...
a .* «
m
and
m.
For Hurkgrld nnd Ca«a«t 8.46 A
1.80 p. m.

Foreign Ports.
At Sydney, NSW, Dec 28 ship Patrician, Kenney, for LondonAr at Hong Kong Jan 23d, Bhlp B P Cheney,
Hughes. New York.
Passed St Helena Dec 29, ships Kichd D Rice,
Jordan, Cebu for New York; Jan 2, Santa Clara,
Dunn, Manila for do; 4th, Leading Wind, Bray,
Galle for do; 6th, El Capitau, Humphrey, Calcutta
for do; 12th, Annie U Smith, Brown, from Hlogo,

(lct3
BAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

rubbing, twisting,

—

18® 60

20®

Ft
“

Baltimore.

NEW BEDFORD—Sid 1st, sch Rose Estcrbrook
Davis, Baltimore.
VlNEYAllD-HAVEN— Ar 1st, schs Natliau
Eaterbrook, Vesper, Baltimore lor Boston.
In port, schs Laura. CB Church, June Bright,
Race Horse. Etna. Fred Walton. E M Heed,
Aume T Bailey, R D Bibber, E R Emerson. Carrie A Norton, Mary L Allen. Lucy A Davis, Saiul
Dillaway, Josiali R Smi b, J C Haynes, John Bird,
A A branams, Katie Barrett.
Also in port 26th, brigs Edw H Williams, Harry
Stewart, and Uolcondm; schs Wm Doming, Hunter, E & G W Hinds, Charles E Sears, Commerce,
Robert Byron. Natliau Easterbrook, City of-Augusta, and others.
EDGAKTOWN —In uort 31st, schs T H Dixon.
Torrey, New York lor Danversport; Charlie &
Willie, PhUbrook. New York for Rockland; Jennie M Carter, Eaton, do for Salem; Nettie Cusbfor
lug. do for-; Ann Eliza, Bishop, New York
Hock iHIlll
11
Edw
sch
Furber,
HYANNIS —luport 1st,
Wentworth, from New York for Portland; Louise
do
Hastings, Hoboken tor Beverly; A llayford,
Ida L Kay, Marshall. New Yolk tor
os ton:
for
Island
for
s
Clark
Boston; Lygonla, Fullerton,
New York; Gardner GDeerlug. Baltimore for do;
Conecuh, do for do.
FALMOUTH—Outside 30th, sch Robt G Dun,
Crowell, Baltimore lor Boston; Mary Sanford,
Brown, Norfolk lor Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 1st, brig Nellie Crosby, McKinnon, Buenos Ayres.
Cld 1st, sen J C Gregory, Klllen, Tampico.
Sid 1st, sch J S Hall.
Ar 2d, barque Geneva. Gregory, Auamahoe, Af.
Sid 2d. sch Alineda Willey.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 1st, seh Wm E Downes,
Haskell, Bostou for Damartscotta, In tow of tug
L A Belknap, (put lu on account of heavy wind.)

KSfcr.:SS|S88S8=: |f§ |»
Straw.

tile

Paint, or Woodwork,

Bold Everywhere.

Liverpool"
took
cot
*

Iraiu

washed in the old

feb28

afw> DIUNDAY,
1887,
will ran «• follow*
OKPABTIHICM.
.30 and 8.48
labor* ■■<! I.ewieien,

and

Allow your Clothing,

JAMES PYLE,

—

Memoranda.

OW

WIWLK AKUANUE7IENTM.
On

Your Clothes are worn out more
by washing than wearing. It is to
to try Pearline.
your advantage

FROM OPR CORRESPONDENTS.

PROM MRRC HANTS’ EXCHANGE.
eld fm Liverpool 1st Inst, ship St Charles, Purlugton, Philadelphia.
Ar at Rio Janeiro 4tli Inst, barque Beatrice
Havener, Havener, New York; Olive Thurlow,
Corbet, do.
Sid lm Rio Janeiro 1st lust, barque Wakelleld,
Crowell. North Brazil.
Ar at Havana Jau 28, barque Arlluglou, Leach,
Boston.
*r at Macorls Jan 17, sch L A Lewis, Moody.
Port Spain, to load for New York.
Ar at Cardenas Jan 26, sch Aldlue, Dennison,
Ponce.

GRAND TRINK RAILWAY OF CANADA

wrecking way. Join
that large army of
sensible, economical people, who
from experience have learned that
James Pyle’s Pearline, used as
directed on each package, saves
time, labor, rubbing, wear and tear.

—

FancylPonce..

Nail..
84.® 40ICasic..2 16@2 26
Naval Stare..
Morphine.3 10@8 361
Oil bergamot.2 76@3 00 Tar t> bbl. ...3 26@3 60
Cod liver.160@2 00 Coal Tar....3 26—3 60
Lemon.2 26@2 60 Pitch (C Tar)3 26@3 60
Olive.1 26@1 76 Wii. Pitch....300;®3 26
Fenpt.2 76®3 001 Rosin.3 00@4 00
Wiiiterereeu..2 20«2 SOiTurpt’ne, gall 48@ 63
Potasshr’mde 40® 48iOakum....... 8Vi@J>Mi
Oil.
®8Wi
Clilorate. 20® 221
Iodide.3 10@3 261 Linseea. 68® 88
72 Boiled. 81® 88
Quicksilver...
66@70|8perm.100®1 16
Quinine.
Rtrhuebarb.. 76@160iWhale. 60® 80
lit snake. 36® tOIBank. 30@ 3o
Saltpetre. 10® 181 Shore. 28® 33
..

I

OF PORTLAND

_

vn

NEWS.

MA.IBESTE

SB I

No 1 ceil*. .1 26®1 76
Pop’rstaves *12@$14| Spruce. ...125@160
121
Laths—
rough
Spruce
l spruce....l 2 00@2 16
Oakhhd
Lim-Ceacii.
staves
S12 60@$14|
1 Lime
1 Ob
IP cask..
Coritnge.
160
11
ICement.
Auier’n J) lb
1
11
Mo tehee.
Russia.
60
Manilla
12>A@1384 iStar, IP gross
(Dlrigo. 39@ 41
Manilla Bolt Rope 14

nn«rEM.4ni(:oiN

MINIATURE ALMANAC... FEBRUARY 3.
3 00
Sunrises.6 57
,.P 1.
3 23
Bun sets.4 53 High

;*26i X cedar... 3 6o@3,75
$20@$23l Clear cedar.S'jO@8 26
$10@$12| X No 1.... 2 00@2 60

■.

**

of

monopolist?"

it 22c; good to fresh Western 20«24c ;Michigan
i...
Vm
Kfiniia. n.f.
20
JobbillU
u

from a severe cough, spitting of blood, weakness
of lungs and general debility’. Physicians pronounsed him in consumption. His health was
completely restored by the use of Wistar’s Balsam or Wild Cherry.

llirlit request. Barley is steady. Cara—receipts
11960 hush: exports 10,418 busli; sales 64,000
inisli aulei but steadily held ;No 3 at 60c ;steainer
dlv: No2at60V4C
69Vi«S»%celev.6U%®6lc
elev Kivic dlv. Obis-receipts 12.000 bush, ex97.000
sales
bush;
uort’s 58 hush;
steady; No 3 at
8B44C- do White at 39Vi®41c; No 2 af SiFSAlc;
No
1
white
at
41%®42c•
43c; Mixed
White do
Wesleru at 38 a 41 e; White do 40®46c. I ’® f f t*—
The
is .dull:
J6c.
market
at
Mngar
fair Moduli
leflued is dull; Cat 5 9-16a 6 11-iec; Extia C at
ExtraC
Vi
68-16®6 ;Yellow 6s/s
B4k«67/8C;Whlt,6
a5i ac; off A 6 3-16®6V4 ; standard A at 6 9-16c:
7
A
V4c;C’oufectloners A at 7c; cut loal and
Mould
crushed 8c; powdered 7*«c; granulated 7 1-16®
7V4 :|Cubes 7%c. Pnroiruui steady—united at
99c. Pork Is firm and fairly active. Beef steady.
I,ard higher and fairly active—Western steam
8 10tt8 12Vi; city steam at 7 70; refined quoted
8 00 for Continent; H A 8 76. Butler is lu light
demand. Cheese dull.
I'reichia to Liverpool dull.
CH1CAOO. Feb. 2. 1888.—The Flour market Is
steady; lehoice to fancy winter patents at 4 00
®4 26 4* bbl; Southern winter 3 6oa3 86: Michigan and Wisconsin winters 3 60®4 05: fair to
clioice seconds 2 6088 80c: holce to fancy Minnesota patents at 4 35® 4 60. Wheat steaay :No 2
Spring ;B%ig,T6% c. Corn is strong—No 2 at 48c.
Oats—No 2 at 29®30c. No 2 Bye at 61c. Barley
—No 8 at H 17182c.
Provisions stronger—Mess
Lard at 7 80®8 02Vi. Dry
Pork at 14 36ul4 40
salted shoulders 6 0B&6 10; short clear sides at
7 06®8 00. Whiskey 1 18.
Beceipts—Flour, 29,00(1 bbls: wheat. 29,000
bush;eoru 101 000 bush£oata 105,000 bush; rye
6000 bush ; barley, 46,< lOoJbush.
Shipments—Flour."27,000 bbls; wheat, 17,000
bualiieoru, 86,000 bush ;oats,83,000 bu: rye 40i 0
bush, barley 32,000 bush
ST LOUIS, Feb. 2,1888.—Flour in fair demand
and firm. Wheal lower; No 2 Bed at 80S/s®81c.
Corn steady 40V4®47c. Oats easy at 80®S0Vic.
Barley firm at 80®96c. Whiskey steady at 1 08.
Pork—new IS 00. Lard at 7 25®7 30. Dry salted
meats—shoulders 6 7686 00: long clear at 7 25®
7 50; clear ribs at 7 6u®7 62Vi; short clear at
7 62Vi«7 67Vi. Bacon-shoulders 6Vi ;long clear
at 8 26; clear ribs at 8 36®8 46; short clear 8 60
<88 65. llama are steady at lo 60®12 00.
K. ceipts-Flour, 3000 bbls, wheat 60,0001busli,
oorn 8h,oo<> busli.joats 22.000
ush, barley 7000
bush, rye 000 bush.
wheat
8000
7,000
bbls,
Shipments—Flour
bush.coni 83,( 00 bush, oats 11,000 bush, (.alley
0,000 bush, rye 0,000 bush.
Di-TBOIT. Feb. 2. 1888.—Wheat—No 1 White
at86»Ac; No 2 Bed at 85c. Coru—No 2 at 60V4.
Oats—No 2 at 34 Vic.
Beceipts—Wheat 76,000 bush
1888.—Cotton is
NEW OBLEANS, Feb. 2
quiet; middling 9%c.
SAVANNAH, Feb. 2, 1888.-Cotton U quiet;
middling 9%c.
CHARLESTON, Keb. 2. 1888,--Cotton steady:
middling 10c.
MEMPHIS, Feb. 2, 18B8.-Cotton is quiet;
miuuiLtg at 9 13-16.'.
MOBILE, Fed. 2,1888.—Cotton is quiet; raid'll DC 9%c.

—

How York RGlrRiKJ Stocks.
[by Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Feb. 2 1888. The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Ooal.... 37%
Hocking Coat. 2H,%
Homestake..

Arrive at 10 a. m.; Close ct 2 p. m.
Stage Mails, Ac.

landscape she looked far and
by her chair 1 drew,
Htudylug her lace anew:
Did she discover In mine any fear?

68i
63%
62%
162%

A»ch.,Topeka and Santa

vwimuvumia,

the
Close

Feb.
47%
47%
47%
47%

The
daiiv:
C. H. &

via Boston & Maine railroad, (Western division)—
Arrive at 12.20 and 8.16 p. in.; Close 8 a. m. and
3.00 p. in.
Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive,
2 a. m. and 1 p. m.; Close 12.00 m. and 9 p. in.;
Supplementary, 12.15 and 10 p. m.
Augusta, intermediate offices and connections,
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2 and 9 a,
m.. 1 and 6.00 p. m.; Close at 6.30 a. in., 12 in.,
4.30 and 9 p. m.; Supplementary, 12.15 and 10 p.

on

62%

[By Telegraph.]
following quotations ot stocks

—

Out

81%

Boston Stock Market,

ARRIVAL AKD DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Southern and Western, via Boston and Maine
Arrive, 12.16, 4.66
railroad (Eastern division)
and lip. 111.; Close 8.00 a. in., 12 m., 6.30 and 9. p
10 p. m.
and
12.30
m.; Supplementary,

Deep snow! again surprise!
Watching with puzzled eyes,

76%
76%

Bangor City 6s, ougMuu.123
Belfast (’tty 6s. It. It. aid. 104
Aud. Sc Ken. K. R. os, various... 103
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895. 109
Leeds & Fanninu’tu lt.li.6s.109
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s. .118
Maine Central R. R. Ccusol 7s—132
Maine Central R. K. 8kg Fund 6s. 106
Co. 1st mtg 6s.... 100%
Portland Water
••
2d mtg 6s.106
■
3d mtg 6s... .110

only.

How

63

May.
82%
82%

Bath Cltv Os R. R. aid various.... 101
Hunger city its, long It. K. a'<'.. ..113

to 7.00t> iu, Sunday. 9 to 10 a. m.
Carr tee's Deliveries,
(Sunday excepted)-In
bus'.aess section of Uie city between nigh and
I'.idla street at 7 and 10 a. m., 12.30, 1.45 and
6 p.m. In othersections at 8 a. m., 1.46 and16
9 to
p. m. Sunday delivery at Post Office window,
10 a.m. Collections from street boxes (general)
at 7 and 11 a. m., 4 and 8 p. in. Sunday 6 p. m.

a

62%

76
78

STOCKB.
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
Canal National Bank.100 168
Casco Nat. Bank.100 146
First National Bank.100 116
60
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
Merchants’National Bank.. 76 121
National Traders’ Bank.100 138
86
Portland Company.
66
Portland Gas Company. 60
BONDS.
State ot Maine 6s. due 1888 ...102
Portlaud City Os.MuntcipT variouslOO
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid 1907...128
Bath City «8, Muu. various.102

f',,umlny excepted). 7.30 a. m.
to 7.00 p. m.; Storey order department, 9 a. m.
to 6 p. m. UegJjtry department, 9.00 a. m. to 6
p. m.
General 'jeUxvrv, (Sunday excepted) 7.30 a. in.

Brought from

63 •

Portland Dally Proas Stock List.
Corrected by 8wan a Babbbtt, Bankers aud
Brokers, 186 Middle street.

Office,

Love is not love

June.
62%

Clostng.

OFFICr HOCKS.

6.30 p.

Feb.

82%

Opening....
Highest....
Lowest..

Arrangement

auu

May.
62%

CO BN.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

GUiuca

June.
82%
82%
82%

Opening....

L. Crockett. A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Orrs Island, 8. C. Prince * Son.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, 0.8. Andrews, R. H. Burnham & Wm.
II. Hyde.
Saccarappa, W. B. BoOtliby.
Sacm II. B. Kendrick & Co., Wm. Stackpole.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Bpringvale, C. H. Pierce.
Skownegaii—Bfxby & Buck.
Thomaston, 8. Delano.
Vinalliaven, A. B. Vinal.
Waldohoro, G. Bliss.
WatervHle, 0. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, W. F. Bennett.

/{OS OH, lilirnucuiaio

82%
81%
82%

WHEAT.

"Norway, 8.

Cashier’s

Feb.
47%
47%
47%

Jau.

Opening.
Highest.

PRESS.

Fall and Winter Mall

75%
76%

Closing.

FRIDAY MORNING, FEB. 3.
THE

76%

Consultation free. Send for pampli
experience. Hundreds cured,
eodtf

8

Per Cent First Mortgages in Kansas.

During the next IK) days »c thall give our customers 8 per cent, on any money they may
We have
send us for Investments we have for sale.
First Mortgages and applications for
on hand
loans.
money upon llrst mortgage
from *dBi) fo $r>()0.
acre larnis. amounts ranging
We have also mortgages in amounts f hkki to »J0,How much
000 at 7 per cent, which we offer.
Th*y
niouey can you furnish us tor these loans?
The stringency In the money
are A 1 security.
amounts
down
cut
us
enables
to
applied
market
for In each case to an amount that is sale beyond
a doubt. Now is the time to get a nice line of small
Write for our New Investor’s
gilt edge loans.
Guide. Remit with advice to JOHN D. KNOX *

“°JlJjLuP“;A5?

CO., Investment Bankers and Loan Agents, Topeka. Kan. Boston Office: Boom 24, No. SB Brumfield street.

SPECULATION

IN

STOCKS

Within Reach of All.
Hull Band -lock* In Fractional Lots Bought
and Hold ilium an entirely new plan, the distinc-

tive feature belug Customer* Never locur n
Small margin only required. Send for exl.o**.
planatory circular and first class references.
block Broker.
Broudveuy, 81. V. City

N. W. POII.YKH

JanSeodAwlm

II

FISTULAS^

or detention from bne'nesa, slso all other dleCure guaranteed.
of the Rectum.
HEAD (M. D. Harvard ls«) and ROBERT
READ (M. D. Harvard 1ST*), Evans House. >’*
178 Trcuiont Street, Boston. References*''*“•
Office
Bend for pamphlet.
Consultation free.
hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. M. (.Buadays sod holidays

knife

eas>»

excepted.)

/

A

FRIDAY MORNING, FEB. 3.
*

'"*•

'*’*

That

communication

i-.vidviirtineiibntii to-way.
AMUSEMENTS.
Grain] Assembly-Argonauts.
SECOND PAGE.
Pulque -Mexican Pulque Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Salines and (linghams-Turner Brothers.
Line.
SavanuaIt—Freight and Passenger
K. Uaik.
People's Grand Benett-Frank
sleds and Toboggans—(Alas. Day.
Hearn—Leading Photographer.
Por Sale-Stock and Fixtures.
Co-Partnership Notice.
Owen, Moore & Co.

It will be remembered that Gen. Neal Dow
made a pointed statement in the Temperance
Herald, charging two policemen witli taking
bribes from rumsellers. The board of Mayor
aud Aldermen commented on the charges anl
ordered the City Clerk to send a note to Gen.
Dow, requesting him to appoint a time when
lie would appear before tile Board, with his
informant, so that the affair could be fully

investigated. Gen. Dow’s reply

has been re‘
ceived. It is as follows aud explains itself:
To the Honorable, the Board of Manor and Aldermen:

lilues Brothers -2.

Lost—Ear Drop.

Wanted—boys.

MBS. WINSLOW'S
Advice lo Tloih.i-.
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
Children are cutting tectli. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep
y relieving the child from pain, and the little
heruh. awakes as "bright as a button.” It is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, reguides the bowels, ami Is the best known remedy
•or dt.'irrbcea, whether arising from teething or
oilier causes Twenty-five cents a bottle,
—

■

FM&WAwly

F. W. Kinsman* Co.-Genllemen: For
time I have contemplated sending you a line
or two expiessive of the great value Mrs. llradlee
and myself place upon Adamson’s Balsam, which
we have used for years with ever-iucrcaslng satisfaction. Is is a most excellent remedy lor coughs,
and an agreeabe medicine to lake. Clias. W.
llradlee, Pastor Methodist Episcopal Church,
Augusta, Me.” Trial size 10 cents.

Gentlemen— 1 havo to acknowledge the receipt
of the request of the Bo rd of Mayor and Aldermen, that 1 furnish evidence aralnst certain policemen plio aie said to bare taken bribes. It
would be a satisfaction to do so. but the person
from whom I Into the information, 1 find, is no
longer llvlug in town, ami, if present, it is possible
for persoual reasons lie may not be w tiling to appear as a witness
It is a great satisfaction to me that the Honorable, the Mayor and Aldermen, seem to be sensible
of the injury to Hie character and reputation of
Portland arising from flic fact that many persons
In tin* city, in upon defiance of the law. have been
to carry ou an Infamous trade which Is
permitted
far more injurious to our people than all the sleailug. robbery, burglary. Incendiarism and persoual
outrages from width they suffer. From a long
persoual experience ill the enforcement «f the law
against the grog sho s, 1 am warranted in saying
that the vile places which now infest some of our
streets and euise our people can be easily sup-

pressed.
1

most

am

lespedfnlly

some

Ji.nSO

end Awl w

No well regulated household should be w ithout
a bottle of Ango.iura
Hitter., the world renowned appetizer and tnvlgorator. Beware of
counterfeits. Ask your grocer o: diuggls* for
the genuine article, manufactured by Dr. .f. 3.
B. Siegert* Sons.
JanSOcodSwlw
If you had taken two of Carter's Lillie
Liver Pills before retiring you w ould not have had
that coated tongue or bad tsste lu tlie mouth
this morning. Keep a vial with you for occasional

Jan31d&wlw

use.

Cough and Colds is the old Boston
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.”
eod&wCmo
uovll
"Best cure for

Who is Your Best Friend?
stomach of course. Why? Because if It
Is out of order yon are one of the most miserable
creatures living. Give it a fair honorable chance
and see If It is not the best friend you have in tile
end. Don’t smoke in the moruiug. Don’t arink
hi the morning. If you must smoke ai d drink
wail until your stomach Is through svitb breakfast.
You can drink more and smoke more In the evening and it will tell ou you less. If your food ferments and does not digest right,—if you are
troubled with Heartburn, Dizziness of the head,
coaling up of tlie food alter eating, Biliousness,
Iiutigestion, or any other trouble of the stomach,
you had best use Green’s August Flower, as no
person can use it without immediate relief.
Your

liovl
_

dlycT

another pleasant day and
the mercury rose to 32°.
Between 65,000 and 70,000 pounds of fish
were landed here yesterday.
The regular monthly meeting of the Women's Chiistian Association will occur this
afternoon at the Dome, No. 26 Spring street.
was

Yesterday was Candlemas, “fair and
bright.” The day was properly observed at
the Catholic Cathedral and St. Dominick’s.
Don’t forget the doll’s reception at Reception Hall, tomorrow afternoon and eveniug,
given under the auspices of the Mite Society
of St. Paul’s Sunday School.
Rev. Mr. Swarts will conduct a science
healiug, at room No. 6, Brown’s Block, Saturday evening. It will he a special meeting
for the cure of any afflicted persons present.
Mr. Payne of New Yoik is trying to buy a
steamer to go to that city to engage in blue
fishiiig, and it is thought lie will buy the
Mary

Odell.

Next Wednesday evening a grand promenade concert and coffee party will he given
at City Hall, with music by Grimmer’s
orchestra. Tickets for sale at McGowan’s.
There will he preaching fur the Church,
No. 6 Brown’s Block, this evening at 7.30
o’clock, by Ira C. Mitchell. Subject: “Faith
Cure.”
Mrs. Maggie Van Cott will deliver an address on “Temperanee” in Congress Street
Methodist Church this afternoon at 2.30
o clock.
Rev. Frank T. Bayley will lead the Bible
class fur the study of the International Sundry Schooi Lessons at the Y. M. C. A. rooms
this afternoon at 4.30 o’clock. Subject: The
Trausfiguaratiou-Matt. 17:1 13.
The eight-horse scraper of the Horse Rail-road Company,driven by Mr. William Dowe,
got stuck in the hard snow in front of Guppy’s apothecary store yesterday and when
the horses were started the witHetree was
broken in the middle.
At a meeting of the trustees of the Main«

Wesleyan Seminary and

plans for

a new

school

Female College

building

to

1)ow.

cost

#20,-

FIFTH POPULAR.
is talking of the reading or recital by Miss Jennie Coutboui, which will eoiue
off in the Stockbridge popular course tomorrow afternoon at 2.30 o’clock. The selections
will be of a most attractive character.
Besides M*ss Coutboui the First Parish Choir,
composed of Mrs Voting, Miss Rice, Messrs.
Thurston and Shaw will sing, and Shaw’s

Everyone

Male Quartette, composed of Messrs. F. W.
Shaw. Thurston, Bowdoin and John L.
Good seats

Shaw.

obtainable at

are

Stock-

bridge’s.
DION

Tonight

abtl

BOUCICAULT.

Saturday evening,

Mr. Dion
company and Miss
Thorndjke, will nuike his lirst visit to Portland in over three y ears. Mr. Boueicault as

Boueicault, with his

L/vrtiK

IIUUIU1

OIJU

own

tltll'l

ll«»

BU

a

ICj’ULct*

tion that the engagement Is bound to prove
of more than ordinary nttractivencss.
A
different hill will be offered each evening.
The engagement will begin witli “The Fortunes of Myles O’Hara,” or “The Jilt,” tonight, and Saturday evening the well-known
aud thoroughly excellent drama,
“The

Sliaughraun” will lie given.

The engagement Is necessarily a short one, Mr. Boueieault and Miss Tliorndyke will appear at
eaeii performance. Beside himself aud Miss
Tliorndyke, Mr. Boucicault will bring an excellent company.
Jt includes the following
familiar names:
Messrs. Frank Roberts
Mason Milchell, R. A. Roberts, J. C. Padgett, Gus Reynolds, Fred Corbett, Herbert
Colley, Kirk Armstrong, Misses Jean Gordon, Julia Stuart, Mrs. Mary E. Barker and
Miss Elizabeth Roland.
Tickets for the Amateur Theatricals (to be
given next Wednesday eveningin aid of the
Associated Charities), may he found at 117
State street, and at Woodward & Simmer's,
123 Exchange street on Saturday morniug,
Tuesday aud Wednesday mornings.
PERSONAL.

C,

A.

Agent A. M. Sawyer’s attention was called
yesterday to a horse that is left on Treble
street hours, half covered up, nearly every
day. He lound the horse (which is a black
one! standing on Treble street. Officer Langmaid had turned the horse
around and
headed him up the street as he thought the
horse would be warmer standing tbe other
way. Agent Sawyer found the owner, or
the person having the horse in charge, and
he ordered him to move the animal or put
him up. The horse was put up. The next
time that horse is left there under the same
circumstances the agent will try to put up
the man or owner as well as the horse.

The Second Division of the A. O. H. will
give their annual ball at City Hall, Feb. 13.
As that date comes on the Monday evening

preceding

Ash

Wednesday,

all

lovers

of

a

good time should be present. One of the
finest souveniers of the season has been selected by the committee and every person attending will receive one as a memorial of the
ball. Tickets can be had from the members
and at the stores of Ladrigan A Melaugh, 230
Middle street, and W. H. McIntyre, 181 Middlo street.
The

Toboggan Slide.
last heavy snow storm,

Since the
the slide
has been particularly attractive. The cold
weather has kept the chutes well iced all the
season, and when the snow was last removed
It left banks from four to six feet high on
This season the slide is grooved
eicli side.
all the way, so that it is not necessary to
steer.

Sit straight

on

the toboggan, and you

will save your rubbers and enjoy the slide
much better. There is certainly no more exhilarating or healthful exercise.

Argonauts.
The grand assembly to be given by
The

the

above named association at Mechanics Hall
Thursday evening, Feb. 9tb, gives promise
to be one of the most pleasant events of the
season.
A very competent committee has
been selected, and with Chandler's best music and the agreeable friends of the Argonauts who always turn out in full force to

greet them will make this occasion one to be
remembeted by all who participate.
Tho Ocean Traffic.

The following steamers of the Furness
line the Durham City, Boston City and
Weatherby will ply between Portland and
Liverpool in connection with the Grand
Trunk Hallway. Those three steamers are
respectively of 3092,2334 and 2129 tons burden. As before stated the first one will sail
from Portland February 10th, and the others
each fortnight thereafter.
A School of Whales.

The schooner Elizabeth M. Smith, Captain
John Bickford, arrived yesterday with a trip
Last Monday
of fish from Jeffries Banks.
and Tuesday a school of eight or ten humpback whales surrounded the vessel and
played about within 200 yards of the schooner.
They were good sized fellows, tho largest belug about fifty feet long. Tbe whales
seemed to be feeding on a school of herring.

cars

ter to Dover aud Foxeroft and from Dexter
to Guilford, have each raised or pledged
about $50,000, and will endeavor to increase
Hon. F. W. Hill, of
the sum to $100,000.
Exeter, representing the Maiue Central Rail
road Company, will meet the friends of the
Mnnsou and Guilford route at Dexter on
Saturdav for conference, having already me;
Eater ou propositions
the Dover people.
will probably bo made to the Maiue Ceutrnl
to lease the road to that company when

built.
A gentleman from Houlton says $85,000
have been subscribed for the short line from
Muttawamkeag, and the $15,000 required to
make a round $100,000 Is forthcoming. A
been employed all winof the Somerset road to
cut
at Solon is nearly comBingham, deep
for the bridge at North
the
aud
piers
pleted,
Anson are built, aud this week the bridge is
being fiamed.
Or. Crandall and the High School.
To the Editor of the Press:
I desire to make an affirmation—extend an
invitation and make a criticism.
I affirm that the statement of facts made
by Dr. Crandall concerning the condition of
the High School and published in the Argus
of January 31, are true. I have personally
visited the school and examined the apparatus fqr heating nnd ventila ion.
I extend an invitation to all persons interColCU

in

kite

auujcvi

tu

uaii

uir

111511

oumui

for themselves aud make thorough examination of its present eondition.
Any person
who shall do so, will soeedily come to the
conclusion reached by a prominent gentleman of tliis city who accompanied Dr. Crandall aud myself in a visit to the school this

morning.

criticise the word “jobbery” in Dr.
Crandall’s statement. The selection of the
word was not felicitous. It has conveyed a
wrong impression. Dr. Crandall has no intention of declaring that any member of the
City Government had any pecuniary interest
iu tiie contract to remodel the heating aud
ventilating apparatus of the school.
I beg leave, therefore, to make a suggestion. In view of the wretched condition of
the new apparatus, and the difficulty of
determining on whom the responsibility
should rest of making the contract and carrying it into execution, I respectfully suggest to the City Government that a special
committee shall be appointed who shall determine where condemnation should be laid.
That there is cause for condemnation 1 am
well assured. It may be a system ol divided
authority that should be coudeinned. It
may be that there lias been a lack of proper
superintenee. It has be that work has been
given to persons supposed to be competent,
I

In a building
have proved incompetent.
characterized as a “death trap” by a prominent citizen who has ample information, it
is high time that the present system of heating and ventilating should be condemned
and changed, and new steps taken to pro-

pupils.
Fraternally yours,

native of

Mr. William H. Webb, a native of and a
former resident of Portland, lias died at San
Antonio, Texas.
Solon Chase delivered a stirring address in
defence of the protective tariff at Codman
Hall, 170 Tremont street, Boston, Tuesday
evening.
George N. Hurd, of Colby University, lias
been chosen instructor In the gymnasium at
Skowhegau. by the Skowhegan Athletic Association.
Lieut. J. A. Granier, a member of the old
Fifth Maine, adjutant of the 1st .Maiue Veteran Infantry, and later sergeant in the U.
S. Engineer Corps, lias deceased.
Mr. E. M. Blanding, of the Bangor Industrial Journal, leaves in a few days for an extended trip through Arizona, New Mexico,
Kansas, California and other Western and
Southern States.
Mr. Charles S. Fobes, of the firm of Bur& Co., in driving to the store
afternoon, tipped over his
sleigh and was thrown iuto the street. He
w as quite badly shaken up, but not severely

gess,

Fobes

Wednesday

injured.
Deputy

Grand Master Bagley, Grand Secretary Joshua Davis and Grand Treasurer
a..

otepueu

t<yer

oi

mis

cuy,

loon

pari
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the dedication of a new Odd Fellows’ liall at
Oldtown Tuesday evening. A new lodge of
Daughters of Rebekah was instituted in the
afternoon
The Somerset Reporter says that Miss Mamie Goodwin, who is pursuing her musical
studies at the New England Conservatory,
in Boston, is one of four pupils honored
with 'election to take part in the organ and
choral concert given recently in Tremout

Temple.
Mr.

D.

II.

A despatch to iiis friends in Biddeford yesterday, announced .the death at Brooklyn,
N. Y., of Timothy J. Murray, long a clerk in
the Portland custom house, and once a druggist in Saco, and afterwards in Portland.
Iiis age was about seventy.
lie leaves two
daughters. He was a Past Grand Master of
the Grand Lodge, and had been an active
Mason.
Mr. A. G. Eaton, a well known and respected citizen of Augusta, who was discovered Tuesday afternoon, lying in the snow,
chilled and unconscious, not far from his
home Bud near the residence of Dr. North,
on Crescent street, died Wednesday.
Mr.
Eaton was 72 years of age, and in the past
worked for many years as a machinist in the

employ of the Maine Central railroad, and

A. O. H. Crand Ball.

box

and

Ogdensburg Railroad Company to confer
about a lease of the Ogdensburg road to the
Maine Central, the Ogdensburg people liav
ing given intimation that they were prepared
The parties interwith a new proposition.
ested in the two routes suggested for the extension of the Newport road, viz., from Dex-

Vassalboro, has
received the appointment of Supervisor of
Schools for Owyhee County, Idaho.
a

trip.
P.

at the Waterville shops
next summer, the cost of which will not be
far from $400,000. A committee was appointed to meet a committee of the Portland &
flat

tect tne health of its

John Seales,

kept strictly

8.

At the meeting of the Maine Central railroad directors in I’ortland, Wednesday, It
was voted to replace some eight of the short
wooden bridges between Portland and
Vanceboro, with iron structures, two being
east of Bangor and the remainder this side.
The cost will be something like $50,000. The
directors have also decided to construct 400

a

Gilman and Miss Grace C.
Tliorndyke, daughter of the late Capt. Eben
A. Tliorndyke, of Thomaston, were married
in Seattle, W. T., Jan. 9tli. Mr. Gilman is a
leading < flicial of the Seattle, Lake Shore &
Eastern railroad. Mr. and Mrs. Gilman will
make New York their home after a European

secret.

MAINE CENTRAL.

crew of 75 men has
ter on the extension

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

000, and for a system of steam heating for
that building were offered and steps taken to
carry the plans into effect.
Twelve young misses in the western part
of the city have formed a society for mutual
improvement and entertainment. They are
known us the.T. T. U. R’s, the words of
which these letters are the iuitials being
P.

v

yours,
Nkai,

NOTES.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

Yesterday

Explains It-

self.

AND VICINITY.

tiiiilll

Railway matters.

CEN. DOW’S CHARGES.

THE PRESS.

considered a fine mechanic.
He leaves
a widow, who is an invalid, and one daughter, Mrs. Ashbery Waldron of Portland.
was

To Be Buried

Together.
Rolfe, wife of Benj. Rolfe of
Nortli Yarmouth, was found dead in her bed
Mrs. Ruth

Mrs. Rolfe was a
Sunday morning last.
member of St. Lawrence street church in this
city, a devoted mother, kind neighbor and
exemplary Christian. Her death was caused
by heart disease, with which she had been
troubled for years.
Benj. Rolfe, husband of Ruth, died in
North Yarmouth yesterday. Mr. Rolle was a
house and ship painter by trade and was a
most estimable citizen. Mr. Rolfe was one
of the first to build on Munjoy Hill. About
seven years ago he bought and moved on a
farm at North Yarmouth. A year ago his
eyesight began to fail him and for some
months he has been totally blind.
Their funeral will take place from their
son’s residence, John S. Rolfe, 67 Merrill
street, this afternoon at 2 o’clock.
■

_ — a

_*.

The barque Ella, Capt. VV. II. Lewis,which
eft here on the X4th of last October, for Rosario, experienced very rough weather for
the first half of the voyage, and on tbe 20th
encountered a very severe southeast gale.
On the 23d, Oscar F. Ratena, of Finland,one
of the crew, fell from the topgallant yard,
striking the rail of the vessel and falling into the sea. The crew did all in their power
to rescue him, but were unsuccessful. The
body disappeared in the sea, and was not
seen afterward.
Notwithstanding the rough
weather the voyage was made in about sixty
days.

__

Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded in the Registry of Deeds:
Deer lug—Edwin Thompson et al. to II. H. Higgins. Jl and oilier considerations.
Yarmouth Corner—Clara B. Gooch to C. A.
Gooch. (1.

An Unauthorized Solicitor.
Rev. Mr. Phelan ssys that he has given no
authority to the man who has been soliciting
contributions for Preble Chapel to do anything of the sort.

2

Presiding Elder Jones has visited Sanford
village and organized a Methodist church.
Kev. Mr. Canhan, of Alfred, has charge of
the new society.
Tuesday’s St. John Telegraph says It is reported that Frank C. McNeally, the young
man who stole the money and bonds from
the Saco, Maine, Savings Bank, is at present
in Prince Edward Island.
A Maine Soldier's Valor

Maple Lodge.
meeting of Maple Lodge
Tuesday evening the following were elected
as officers for the ensuing year:
C. T.—Joseph Cobb.
V. T. Grace Merrill.
See.—S. S. Knight,
F S.-Mrs. E. 1. Millikeu.
Treas.—Mrs H. A. Hart.

Chap.—A. Hannah.

M.-I). Hamilton.
H. Smith.
Guard—Mrs. D. Hamilton.
Trustees for one year—E. W. Knight, S. S.
Sen.-J.

Kniglit, Asa Hanson.
F. H. Dexter of Springvale, State Deputy,
was present and exemplified the new work.
There was a large attendance of the mema

were

rising vote:

adopted by

Whereas, Dcatli lias again entered our lodge
and Sunday school, removing to the higher life
one who was not only our brother, hut a grand,
noble leader, a Christian, In Its best and truest
sense, Therefore be it
Resolved. That by the death of Brother hart we
lose au earnest jfatthful worker hi the cause it
right against, wrong; oDe ever alive to the great
demand for true reform, and ever willing to dare,
do and sacrifice, that its mission might be fulfilled.
Resolved, That, though we may not fill the place
he so well filled, we win close up our ranks, and,
with renewed zeal, and an energy born of liis high
example, strive to do our whole duty iu the army
of right, w here he was such a thorough leader.
Resolved, Tbatwe will fondly cherish his memument to the kind acts, noble deeds, instructive
words and pleasant smiles, wh‘ch lie so generously
bestowed upon nis fellow men.
Resolved, That we will not only strive to follow
(he bright example he left tor us, hut we will instill Into tlie hearts of our children its true lesson,
aud with them rejoice that so good a mao, so true
a Christian, and sucli a faithful worker, was delegated by our Heavenly Father, to be our teacher

and guide.

That we extend to the sorrowing loved
ones of our dear brother our heartfelt
sympathy,
feeling ttiat we may with them look up to the God
who created and blessed for the true consolation
that cometh from His hand.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
sent to the family of Brother Hart. That they also
be spread upon our records aud sent to the newspapers for publication.
8. 8. Knight,
i
E. A. Milliken,
> Committee.
Mbs. C. E. Jackson, )
Resolved

Mission

Lodge.

The following officers of Mission Lodge
Installed Wednesday evening for the
ensuing year by Lodge Deputy William
Douglass:
C. T_J. F. Eldredge.
were

V. T.-Mrs. K. I. CTiick.

8.—Henry

R.

8.

Burgess.

F. 8.— Samuel Oliver.
T. E.-8. Merrill.
C.—Miss Jennie 8mith.
M.—Cnas. McKinnon.
1). M.—Etta Sylvester.
I. G.-R. A. Hamilton.
O. G.-C. M. Willard.
Truestees for one year—Wm. Douglass, John F.
Eldredge, E. 8. Whitehall.

Southern Mass Fire Alarm Company
The above named company has been organized In this city. Its purposes are to carry on the business of applying fire or other
alarms:
President—A. 1*. Sawyer.
Treasurer—Hale Remington.
Capital stock, $90,000; paid in, $300; par
value of shares, $100.
Letter Carriers’

Report.

The following is the letter carriers’ report
for January:
Delivered.
Letters.199 067
41.344
cards.
Postal

Collected.
167,826

31,658

Papers.111,905

21,177

THE STATE.
The harbor at Castine is not frozen, but it
is impossible to get into Belfast harbor on
account of the ice.
The Bar Harbor people are enjoying this
winter a course of lectures delivered by resiOn Wednesday, Mr.
dents of the village.
Byron Boyd, one of the bright young men of
,!the Antiquity of
the nlase, lectured on

Man.”

During the month of January, 27 certifi-

cates of organization of corporations were
filed in the office of the Secretary of State at
Augusta. Each one paid to the State $05.
More than one for each working day would
be the average for the month of January.
One more was filed yesterday, February l.
KNOX COUNTY.

“The winter of
Locke’s History says:
1780 being very severe, Lieut. Benj. Burton,
then stationed at Camden Harbor, went over
to Castine on the ice, with a flag of truce, to
obtain the release of a young man by the
name of Libby, of Warren, who had been
taken from an American schooner as a prisoner the preceding fall.
Succeeding In his
mission. Burton returned with Libby in the
same

manner.”

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Mr. A. H. Babcock, of Bangor, suffered a
fracture of his arm by being struck by an
engine near the railroad bridge Tuesday.
The Odd Fellows of Oldtown dedicated
their elegant new hall at that place on TuesThe grand officers present
day ovening.
Grand Master, George
were the following:
W. Goss, Lewiston; Deputy Grand Master,
A. Z. Bagley, Portland; Grand Warden, A.
Grand
S. Kimball, Norway;
Secretary,
Joshua Davis, Portland; Grand Treasurer,
Stephen K. Dyer, Portland.
One of the largest seizures of
liquors
which has been made in Bangor for years

made Wednesday afternoon,

“Seems, madam! Nay it is. I know not
seems.’’ Index Soap is the best.
“In the dead vast and middle of the night,”
they awake and think of Index Soap

do

on

the

ar-

rival of the western freight train at the
Maine Central station, by State Constable
Mayville. It consisted of one barrel of
liquor packed In sawdust, inside of a rice
gallon keg
tierce, three half barrels, one live half
barrels
and one case of liquor, and eight
of beer.
WALDO COUNTY.

A “personal liberty” club lias been formed
in Belfast by citizens hostile to the prohibitory liquor law.
The Spring term of Freedom Academy
will commence Tuesday, Feb. 28th.
Frederick W. Brown, who is indexing the
records in the Waldo registry from 1827 to

NKW

diers:
“I write to ask that after many years, justice be done a gallant soldier and an honor
conferred upon a brave man for an act performed at the battle of Chancellorsville, Va.,
May 3d. 1863.
“On the morning of that day I was placed
with my regiment near the Chancellorsville

House, for the purpose of supporting the 5th
Maine Battery. That battery went into action in the orchard of the Chancellorsville
House about 10 a. ui., on Sunday morning. It

upon by four of the enemy’s batteries, then not more than one hunWithin thirty
dred and fifty yards distant.
minutes the btn Maine Battery was destroyed
their captain and all their officers were either
killed or wounded and forty-nine of the men;
the caissons blown up and the horses killed.
The battery had been destroyed; one gun,
however, was still firing. The Confederates
were beginuiug to advance across the plain
tn seize tile cons: at that moment I received
an
order from one of General Hancock s
staff officers to save the batten-, when I
moved up with my command. I found that
only two men of the 5th Maine were remaining on the field and those two brave men
were still keeping up the fire from one of the
One of these men was Coporal Leroke, the other Private J. F. Chase. Shortly
after the battle, 1 was instrumental in securing a medal of honor for the first named, but
the name of the other soldier who remained
with his gun when all the others had been
killed or wounded I never knew until long
after the battle. Crrporal Lebroke has been
dead for some years, but Mr. Chase is still
living in Augusta, Maine, and I now wiite to
recommend that a medal of honor be awarded to him for his splendid bravery on the occasion to width I refer.”
Mr. Chase has received notice that a medal
similar to the one given Corporal Lebroke
has been ordered for him.
at once

was

opened

Eleces.

Keep Away.
[Belfast Journal.]
A former Belfast man writing from Pasadena, Cal, says the winter is extremly cold
there and that coal is $30 per ton. Fruit is
not as good as last year.

Monday.
ONLY ONE PAIR TO A CUSTOMER!

pediments are decreasing every year with the
increased amount of territory opened up by
railroads, canals, etc.
one having the best interests of my
country at heart, I have endeavored to ennew

As

courage as much as possible, Mexico’s commercial intercourse with her sister republic;
and f have tried to make our product! ons
better known in that country by laying them
before her public through her press, knowing that such a thrifty people cannot but be
interested in products which they require in
their everyday life, and which only need to
be brought to the notice of her business men
to make them of great commercial value,and
thus lead to a large and important commerce
between the two countries.
Prominent among these products which I
wish to call to the attention of your readers,
are those extracted from the maguey plant.
My reasons for writing about these now are,
that I have noticed by the papers that the
juice of this plant is being introduced in the
United States, and becauso the raising of the
maguey plant and the extraction of Its pro-,
ducts form one of our principal occupations
as out of the 10,000,000 population of the republic of Mexico, there areinprobably at
this indusleast 300,000 people interested
try, directly or indirectly. The juice, called
(about which I will speak later on)
pulque
has, for centuiies, been popular and well
known here as a medicine and a beverage
food. This juice and the fibre of the plant,
upon the extraction of the latter, of which,
in a merchantable form, much thought and
money have been spent for many years,make
the possibilities of the maguey plant products something destined to attract as much
commercial attention between the two countries as perhaps anything else growing in
the republic of Mexico.
The very beneficial medicinal properties
of this pleasant and invigorating juice are,
no doubt, a great revelation to the United
States; because it is only within the last few
years that the means of preserving it have
been discovered so that it could be exported.
Prior to that discovery its knowledge and

places

from her late residence, Gorham village.
At White Kock, Gorham, Jan. 20, at the residence of tils nephew, of pneumonia, Joseph Mayberry, of Windham, aged «4 years 0 mouths.—
son of the late
Thomas
[Lewiston

Mayberry.

Journal please copy.]

Cold Waves

Its action in

neutralizing

the

acidity

blood,

of the

which Is the cause of rheumatism, constitutes the
secret of the success of Hood’s Sarsaparilla in curing this complaint. If you suffer from rbeuumatism
trial; we believe it
give Hood’s Sarsaparilla a lair
•
will do you good.
“I suffered a long time with rheumatism in my
left arm and shoulder, my blood being in a very
low condition. I was advised to use Hood’s Sarsaparilla. and I did so with great success. Since I
have been taking it I have not been treubled with
rheumatism, and my blood is in better condition.’.
Mbs. M. Mouut, 303 Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Hood’s

hygienic

ana

medicinal

Mutual
Benefit Life Insurance Company” of Newark, N. J., has paid Death Losses and Ma-

SICK

-

HEAD

Ache they would be almost priceless to those wbo
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortu
n&tely their goodness does not end here,and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not bo willing to do without them. But after all sick head

Aunt

Is the bane of so many lives that hero is whore
wo make our great boast. Our pills cure it whilo
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
iso them. In vials at 25 cents : five for $1. Sold
druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

Small Fill Small Boss. Small ft**®1

1st, 1887, had returned .to its members or their
heirs nearly $100,000,000.00 or over 84 2-10 per
cent of each dollar received in premiums, a

one

pair

to

customer.

a

lOO dozen Embroidered Baek Gloves, 5 Buttons, giniped wrist,
09 cents.
These Gloves we have sold for years, and if any lady has found
new ones in
a single pair that has not worn well we will give
_

good wearing Gloves,

300 dozen 4 Button extra
driving Gloves, 50 cents.

At this sale no Gloves will be fitted till next
fitted by us will be warranted.

_

_

desirable also

Tuesday, and

■
■
K

i

calling for
SLADE’S EPICUREAN SPICES,

s

|

Til but la the World.
They are the best selected cultlvated spices, powdered, perfectly
other
pure, all dusl, leaves and
Impurities being removed. More

than double the strength
common pure spices.

f
2

143 PEARL STREET.

J»u24

81 CHESTNUT STREET,
Type-wrUlug and copylog done. Orders by mail
|au27
promptly attended to. TuThASSm

sure to

Send lor circular.
be t'ai igrap t.

Agent fort

mHURRAH

BEST

—

FOR

Aandtheafter
par value of the stock
Keb.
1888. to

PEOPLE’S

FINEST DISPLAY WE EVER MADE.

GRAND BENEFIT !

__

AN

EARLY

SECURE
SELECTION NECESSARY TO
THAT CANNOT BE DUPLICATED.

STYLES

Bargain for
the Hext lO Day*.

Great

I will not publish my prices as I do
not rare to frighten my friends who deal
in the same line of goods. But you come
and look at my Great Bargains in the
following list of articles:

Writing Paper, never anything like it;
Envelopes, Perfumery, Books, Vases,
Tooth Brushes, Hair Brushes, Pocket Books, Soap, Lather Brushes,
Photograph Albums, elegant for
little money; Toilet Paper. Box
Stationery. In fact my whole

BROS.

stock

Is

turned

into

a

BARGAIN SALE FOR 10 DAYS,

SALE THIS MORNING !

Best

Frank B. Clark.
dtf

feb3

THJE!

ARE

—

10 Cents per Yard.

—

litre Size Crayon
Colored Picture

or

Pattern to

BOYS’ AND GIRLS’

BROS.

Cliarles
feb3

Day,

344 ('eagre.* At.

GLOVE SALE CONTINUED.
We sold a great many pairs of the 90 cent
Suede Gloves yesterday, and feel assured that
every lady who has tried them on will recommend friends to lay in a stock before they are
all sold. The sale will will be continued today.

Full assortment of sizes and desirable shades
In stock. Thes gloves will be fitted if desired.

come:

don’t
us

exhibition.

Falmouth Hotel.
_dly

sep28

In nnd tell

on

this Is

gains

la be “an

epen

and buy one at the
at
remaining WimK
■‘KICKS LOWER than tbi
LOWEST.
BEAD THIS:
A due Meigh, elegantly painted, lriu.t.icd
with green all wool clalh. spring bn, k,
hair stulUug, wings an dash, minted
dnsh rad and handles, iraned clip
past, faat scruper. step, steel
shoes, and One set af shaft

Winter,” bat

came

few

ONLY $45.00

Zenas Thompson,

Jr.,

UNION STREET.

„„

Copartnership.
WE

have this day formed a copartnership under firm name of Geo. 8. Hunt & Grain, for
transaction of business as Sugar Brokers.
GEO. 8. nUWl.

GEO. 0. K. CBAM.

Portland, Jan. 2,1888.

Jau2d3t

Notice of Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing between
the undersigned, under the linn
THE
and style
Fast
of C. W. Lombard & Co., is this day dissolved by
name

mutual consent, and either of the members of the
late firm is authorized to receive collections and
sign receipts with the late firm name.
CHAUNCEY W. LOMBARD,
CHARLES H. LOMBARD,
FRANK W. LOMBARD.
Portland, Feb. 1,1888.

Copartnership

Notice.

Notice is hereby given that the undersigned
have tills day formed a copartnership for the purpose of carrying on the Provision aud Grocery
business, at 47 Portland street, corner of Hanover
street, under the firm name of C. U. and F. W.
CHARLES H. LOMBARD,
Lombard.
FRANK W. LOMBARD.
Feb.
1,1888.
Portland,

savannah”

Freight and Passenger Line,
VIA

NEW ENGLAND AND SAVANNAH

night a lady’s ear atop between the corner ol Hancock and Newbury
L©AT—Tuesday
street and No. 41
Newbury street.
will please return It to SMAKDON’S
corner ol India and Newbury street.

The Under
BAKKKY,

CHAMDKNT

EXCURSION OF THE SEASON.
Leaving Boston Itlnreh 1, ’88.
Everything First-Class. Sumptuous Meals and

Luxurious Double Bexths In Falace Hotel Cars.
Tbe Personal Attention of an Experienced Manager and a Corps of Trained Servants.
All points of interest visited, returning via Southern Route and New Orleans.
Write for full
ALL EXPENSES INCLUDED.
to

CAT d.
The late firm of C. W. Lombard & Co. having
been dissolved, 1 desire to Imlorm my old patrons
and the public that 1 shall continue in the fish
business at the old stands, G1K) Congress and 48
Portland streets, under the style of C. VV. Lombard & Co.
feb3d3t
CHAUNCEY \Y. LOMBARD.

SALE-Stock and fixtures in a confectionery and periodical store; has a good run
ol trade: dally and weekly papers; rent low; a
tenement In connection if desired. For further
particulars apply at 75 GRAY ST., cor. Brackett.
3-1

d2w

R

_

We have Removed to

Whitney Building,
Corner Federal and Temple St.,

Kendall &
WE WILL IH> IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL*

B. THURSTON &

CO.,

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland.

PRICES

will be the order of the day at WYER
tJREENE & CO’S for the next 30 days;
all Broken Lots, Samples aud Misfits to
be closed out regardless of cost; Ladies’
Waukeuphast Roots only $2.50, formerly $3.50; several lots of Ladies’ fancy
Slippers will be elosed out less thau
cost. No goods shown on the sidewalk.

Wyer Greene & Go.,
BBOWN’M

Portland,

BLOCK,

....

Me.

JaD(i___eodtf
WI?i. H. HARKS

MILITARY BAND!
FRANK L. COLLINS, Leader,
Is now prepared to (urnisb music tor all occasions.

FIRST-CLASS ORCHESTRA
—

—

%

Card
AND

FUR

—

BALLS, WEDDING PARTIES, &c.
Address all orders to

FRANK L.
IOO

COLLINS, Agent,

Cumberland ns., Portland, Me.
dlw

Jan31_

JUST

ARRIVED.

Hard Wood front Bobbins, all prepared
ready for use, only
per cord, delltAlso the largest assortment of
Wood kept in the city, Including Birch
Edgings and Slabs, Hard Wood. Wood
sawed and split by steam power.
TELEPHONE 687 B.
ORDERS SOLICITED.

ered.

W. YORK.
OFFICES,

C.

Book,

*.

CHANDLER'S

Me.
eodtf

LOW

Whitney.

....

WE WILL IM> IT QUICKLY.

«01'ouintrtrialMt.,<l
« or. Unnforlh and € lark

Jai>25

—

eoqlm

_

Job Printer RfiSTnilA ll£W YQ8K STOCKS

from New York.
SAMPSON, N. E. Agent,

201 Washington Street.
teb3eod3m

DAY •

544 CONGRESS ST.

febl

who Uve at home to learn
the wholesale buslnes: also one boy who Is
a good penman. W. H. Mli.LIKKN A CO. 3-1

Oceau Steamship Co.
A HE W-

of Valentines In

the city.

Wholesale aud Retail at Manufacturer's Prices.

WANTED—Boys

t

Assortment

3-1

STEAMSHIP CO.
Steamships ‘OATK CITY” and •‘CITY’
OF 31 A CON” every THl’BNDAY, at .1
P.M.. from SAVANNAH PIKH,
Congress Street, Boston.
RICHARDSON & BARNARD, Agents, Savannah Pier, A. De W. SAMPSON, Agent, Central
O. U. PEARSON,
R. K„ 201 Washington St.
Agent, S. F. & W. R'v 211 iVashlngton St.,
OH VIA

FOK

CALIFORNIA!

dlt

I

STUDIO,
the

TCO.,

J. F. MERROW
Proprietors.eod.3m
jan27_

CHAS.

COST.

I

Owen, Moore & Co,
and examine those

VBOR 81.00 A DAW.CP.

Toboggans Comie Valentines 30r and 75c Grosa!

Sleds and

a customer.

—

Opp.

respect

BOORS

Mg. Prices—1 CENT to $3.80 EACH.

f^RTLAND,

THINKINC

OF HAYING A

in every

Largest and Finest

sev-

dtt

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Rooms all large and comfortable; elegant suites
wtth baths attached ; ample public parlors ; gentle
men’s cafe and billiard-room added, and flrst-ciasa

VALENTINES!

offer at
514 CONGRESS STREET,

One Dress

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decorated, and now kept on the

EDWARD 8- SEARS,
Agent Worcester Excursion Car Company,
228 Washington 8t., Boston.
eodlm
febl

25 Dress Patterns ot Tycoon Repps

over

HOUSE,

Near Boston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg and
Lowell depots, centres of business
and places of amusement.

particulars

We have about

we

REVERE

THE

Tycoon Repps 10 Gents.
which

We know that Oner leaf and sweetening than Is
Rainbow does not exist. To dealin tobacco wbo do nut sell Puree’s Rain now,
will, on application, for, a limited time, sent
tree of charge a HO-cent plug for examination.
A. R. Miti hkll & Co., Boston, Mass.
eoddGtn
ocl9

used;tn Force’s
ers
we

BOSTON.

I case of 25 cent Satines will be sold for 131-2 cents
IO
Tycoon Repps
10
Danish Cloths
10
Best Lining Cambrics
Closing out sales of finest French Dress Goods
will continue one week at an Enormous Sacrifice.

TURNER

on

will be payable
stockholders on
record at close of business Feb. 16,1888.
Transler books will tie closed from Feb. 16 to
CHA8. B. 8TK0UT. Treasurer.
Feb.20.18S8.
jan2-tend 1 in
Portland, Me., Jan. 20, 1888.
20,

on

CLARK!

GINGHAMS !

Arrived 2

YOU

eodtf

CHEW FOREE’S

eral finely matched pairs.

IF

Portland, Me.

—

THIRTY HORSES

jauai

*

DIVIDEND NO. I.

i

81 Franklln Street‘

Congress St.

QUARTERLY dividend of one per cent

Opening of Hundreds of Pieces

RINES

BROS.,

Htraagrnphr*

Pupils thoroughly instructed lu shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.

SEWALL SAFETY CAR HITIHG Cl.,

*

MURRAY

Everett,

STENOGRAPHER,

Miss A. 1. Sawyer. 537

12 I -2 cents
25 cent Silesia
10 cent Lining Muslin 5 cents

bounds, including

dtl_

_

Tl is* A. H.

t, t, •, Cf-v.

possible.

AT

900 to 1400

COLCORD

W.

.1.

Jyu

Not

weighing from

private pupils by the subscriber,

(liven to

PtrllHd Hrh.ol .f

|

Ml

YOUR GROCER SELLS THEM.

k

lit.

The Class In «n lli.te.y will begin the Hi.i.rr
ol Mrnlpiur. and an additional class will
be formed to begin the iii.ior,
of Painting.
Special pupils are admitted to both theae classes
anil to existing classes In (•mas imlltcath.
For circulars or Information apply at U6 Park
8t„ between 2 and 8 o'clock p. m.
dtf
JaulO

—...

I
|
■

of the

Street,

WILL OPES OS FEBRUARY

as

ft

Are contained In the reports or
the Boards of Health, showing the
fearful adulteration of spices, and
vet anyone who wants absolutely
pure Spices can get them by

„„„

MS. CASWELL’S SCHOOL,

not

none

be
Now, Eadies, you will do well not to forget this sale, and
call in the forenoon if

—

l.\STKll’TIO.\ IX E.VULINH HIM
ICAL STUDIES

a

'startling facts'^
i

During the past 42 years "The

tured Endowments in Maim considerably in
excess of $1,000,000.00, and up to January

than

lot of fine Embroidered Baek Kids which have sold
everywhere at wholesale at above $12.00 per dozen. These
are in style and colors the most desirable Gloves in the market and are a wonderfully good purchase.

This is

CURE

are so

A Cood Record.

more

TERM

SECOND

5H» Park

French and American Salines

properties

well known and established. The fecu)a, the gum, the sugar and the salts of
lime ana potash which it contains make it a
more powerful agent than iron in enriching
the blood, without causing the inconvenience and harm occasioned to the stomach
by the use of that metal. It is for this reason
that pulqae is highly appreciated and sucicessuily cures anemia, chlorosis, etc., stomach complaints, want of digestive force,
lassitude of the nerves, insomnia, kidney
troubles of all kinds and many other affection « which are too numerous to mention.
These reflections, which are founded on
historical truth and scientific experience,
make me convinced that the exportation of
pulque to the United States will go on Increasing daily, an event which would be
extremely advantageous to both countries,
as thereby,
humanity, industry and commerce would be benefited.
1 hope soon to write you concerning the
advantages which the exportation of other
of our national products would present to
both countries, according to the opinion of
competent persons with whom 1 am in frequent contact, owing to my position and
A. Lancaster Jones,
profession.
Speaker House of Representatives.

to sell

quantity

OP

Headache, yet Carter's Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and pre
venting this annoying complaint, while they also
correct all disorders of the stomach,stimulate tho
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only

eodtf

-OF

d&wlynrm

of yourself, your friends, or your children, call at
the

its

at 25 cents.

$1.50 KID GLOVES 89 CENTS !

IOO Doses One Dollar.

everybody takes nulque as a
customary thing, and the wealthiest and

most distinguished families use it, because
they consider it very beneficial to the health.
Physicians prescribe it constantly because

V. L. SHAW. Principal.

land

Ladies’ finest « Button Beal Kids, our
82.50 anywhere, to close every pair in stock, at 80 cents.
This is one of the-most w onderful bargains we ever offered, and
will regret that we have not
any lady who wears a good Glove
sufficient

catalogue.

at 25 cents.

eest

J

end experienced teachBoom* open for bnelneea day
day* each week. For full par*

thorough

and evening nix
tic u litre send for

regular 82 quality, worth

Sarsaparilla

Just

In this city

light Opera

very

price 813 dozen,

Sold by all druggists. $1: six for $5, Prepared
by C. t. HOOD & CO.,Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

Sick Headache and relievo all the troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such a£
Dizziness, Nausea. Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Pain in the Side, Ac. While their most
remarkable success has been shown iu curing

employed.

er*

$0.50 per dozen,
Kids, Mousquetaire wrists, importer’s

Mousquetaire Kids,

°

Ml’.

bnt

None

place.

Are predicted with reliable accuracy and people
liable to the pains and aches of rheumatism dread
every change to damp or stormy weather. Although we do not claim Hood’s Sarsaparilla to be
a positive spectflc for rheumatism, the remarkable
cures it lias effected show that It may be taken for
rheumatism with reasonable certainty of benefit.

where it is produced, although its
medicinal properties have been known and
appreciated from time immemorial, and
many afflicted ^foreigners have visited our
pulque fields to regain their lost health.
Fulque, as perhaps you already know, is
simply the slightly fermented juice of the
handsome plant called maguey, which belongs botanically to the genus agave. This
last word is of Greek origin, and signifies
“nobility”; so that being applied as the general designation of a certain class of plants,
it seems 10 denote the precious qualities that
they possess, and whicn science has recognized since the remotest times when its classification was made by naturalists. There
are agave Americana and agave oriental ;but
the latter is greatly inferior to the former in
its various species, and none of them yield

pulque.

Ladies’

Feb. 1, Mary II.. widow of the late
aged 69 years 8 mouths 5 days.
[Funeral this Friday afternoon, at 2 o’clock,

Mexico.

relations with the outside world widen. The
great difficulty thus far has been this limited
knowledge, the inaccessibility of a large portion of our country, and the expense attending the transportation of our products to the
sea coast for shipment abroad; but these im-

Begins

Shaw’s Business College.
PORTLAND,

Saturday.

at 8 A. M.

C. W. *U.K'
dtf

KOVCATIONAl..

THE

45 years.
In G rham,
Daniel Tyler,

and Closer

City or Mexico, Mexico, Jan. 4.—I have
for a number of years watched the newspa
pers published in the principal cities of the
United States in order to note the increase
in the commercial relations between that
country and Mexico; for I believe that as
ou r country is opened up by railroads and
all other such improvements tending to make
the productions of Mexico more attainable,
the attention of foreign capitalists will be
drawn to the many natural resources that
The widely varying elevations
we possess.
of different parts of our country, affording
almost every variety of climates, making
certain products indigenous to our soil that
either cannot be grown or else do not reach
an equal state of perfection elsewhere, and
which have peculiar merits which cannot but
be appreciated in the future when they are
better known to foreign capitalists, and thu s
lead to a large export trade.
Our great wealth in hard woods, mines
and fibres also off ers tempting attractions to
capitalists, and as our facilities for transportation and the knowledge of our products
possessed by foreigners increase, so will our

Sale
Ladies’ Black

dec3

_

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
V. O. II ill.I, Y.
marl 4

SALE !

CLOSING
Saturday and

Ill Sedgwick, Jan. 22. John 8. Huberts of Brooklyn aud Miss ViolaTraftou of Maehlasport.

In this city, Feb. 2, Miss Grace l.oulse, eldest
daughter of George W. and Augusta Beckett Verrill, aged 19 years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Deerlng, Feb. 2, Jane T„ wife of Otis Varney, aged 76years 8 mouths.
[Funeral on |Saturday forenoon at 10 o’clock,
at her late residence. Woodfords.
Burial at convenience of the family.]
In this city, Feb 2, George W. Mackintosh, aged
24 years 11 months,—sou of Frances E. and the
late James M. Macintosh.
[F'uneral on Saturday afternoon, at 2 o’clock,
at the residence of E. C. Chase, No. 9 Fremont
Place.
In North Yarmouth, Feb 2, Benjamin Kolfe, aged
76 years 7 months
[The funeral services of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Beujamin Kolfe, will take place this Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at the residence of John S.
Kolfe, No. 67 Merrill street.
In Deering, Feb. 2, Almon D. Mann, aged 37
years.
[Funeral service Suuday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from Ills late resldeucc, Merrill’s Corner,
In Willard. Jan. 24. Mrs. Lettle J. Loveltt, aged

_

Inetioneers and Commission Merchants

worth.

COMMERCIAL RELATIONS.

Crowing Steadily Larger

GLOVE

KID

In this city. Feb. 2, by Kev. A. K. P. Small. Geo
F. Soule of Portland aud Bertha E. Thomas of
Cape Elizabeth.
In Ellsworth, Dec. 24, Oscar M. Kendck of Ellsworth and Miss Julia E. Marks of Trenton.
In Ellsworth, Jao. 28, Colan F. Davis aud Miss
Mary Grant.
In Ellsworth, Jan. 80, Capt. Leauder P. Dyer
of Trenton aud Miss Clara E. Couary of Ells-

DEATHS

AVVTION

ADTEBTIUBMBKTIt.__

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

MRRIAGES.

Recognized.

Colonel St. Clair A. Mulholland, who commanded the 110th Pennsylvania Volunteers
during the waf, writes to the Secretary of
War under date of November 29, 1887, this
complement to the valor of two Maine sol-

1888.

following resolutions

street.

Between the United States and

At the regular

bers.
The

result not attained by any other company,
and also had accumulated and held for the
fulfillment of its present contracts over $40,000,000.00.
Its new contract is clear, brief, Just, liberal and embraces many desirable features
not offered by other companies.
full
Correspondence
and
solicited,
information
agents,
furnished by the
Aug. H. Ford, C. F. Dunlap, 28 Exchange

YOllK COUNTY.

Henry Blanchard.

February

was

Knights of Honor.
At a special meeting of Falmouth Lodge
No. 738, Knights of
Honor, Horace F.
Thompson w as elected dictator, and R. P
Jewett vice dictator, after which they were
Installed into their respective chairs by J. M.
Small, past dictator.

1850, has completed the Indexes up to 1840,
and the two volumes comprising the work
have been sent to Portland for binding.
In 1831 Mr. David Pierce, of Belfast, had a
contract to furnish all the oars used by the
whaleman of New Bedford and New London. He got $00 per thousand feet and shipped 100,000 feet annually. The oars were
ash and were made mostly in Montville. A
set comprised a steering oar, two 22 feet long,
two 20 feet long and two 18 feet long.
Capt. James J. Perry, of Searsport, died
Monday evening, aged 84 years. Capt. Perry followed the sea for many years. Among
the vessels he has commanded are schooner
Geneva, brig Beni. Carver, brig C. C. ColL.
son, bark S. E. Kingsbury, brig Emma
Hall, bark Clara E. McGilvery and bark
Josephine. He was a genial, open-hearted,
out-spoken man and made many friends
wherever he went. He leaves two sons and
a daughter to mourn his loss.

SKINTKH.H’

97 j-i

UotiuM mill xoltl
amt upward*.
Order* !>y mall

Hl'HANSE,

Liehange St., Portland,

PINE JOM PRINTING A

tie.

or

a

margin oj 2 per cent.

teleyraph

a

Specialty.

THE NATIONAL STOCK UCilAXH,
JOSKPH CLKAKY, Manager,

SPECIALTY.

orders Dy mall or telephone promptly Attended to.
uorllcodtf
Ail

on

24

Congress St., Boston,

Nlasj.^

•

